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Cfi.APTER I 
RElATED RESEARCH 
The research presented in this chapter will be concerned with: 
Causes of Reading Difficulty 
Oral and Silent Reading 
Study Skills 
Elaborative Thinking 










CAUSES OF READING DIFFICULTY 
Much has been written concerning the causes of reading diffi-
culties. Research indicates that some of the causes are vision defects, 
emotional factors, and inadequate teaching in the primary grades. 




Reading Clinic, Gellerman found : 
1 . Most reading difficulties are unnecessary. 
2 . They are the results of inadequate techniques in the 
school and in the home . 
3 . Reading difficultues are cumulative- =the ~onger they 
go the more serious they become. 
2 Spache believes that we must take into consideration the whole 
child . He lists the factors under five categories, but he states that 
all of the types of causes should be investigated for each case, be-
cause they are usually several in number. The factors are as follows : 
1. Physical Factors 
a . Vision 
b . Eye or hand dominance 
c . Poor muscle coordination 
d . Physical maturity and disease history 
2 . Intellectual Factors 
3 . Personality and Attitudes 
4 . Educational Factors 
Physical Factors 
3 
Eames finds that 15 per cent of severe cases of reading dis-
abilities are prematurely born children. In 100 cases of reading dif = 
ficulties, separated into two groups according to whether or not each 
child was premature, the two groups were compared as to the presence 
1 Saul Gellerman, "Causal Factors in the Reading Difficulties of 
Elementary School Children," Elementary School Journal (May, 1949), 
49 : 523-30 . 
2 George D. Spache, "Factors Which Produce Defec . ive Reading," 
Corrective Reading in Classroom and Clinic, Helen M. Robinson (ed . ), 
University of Chicago Supplementary Educational Monographs No . 79 
(Chicago : Un i versity of Chicago Press, December, 1953), pp. 49-57. 
3Thomas H. Eames, "Comparison of Children of Premature Birth 
and Full-Time Bir t h Who Failed in Reading," Journal of Educational 
Research (March, 1945), 38 : 506 - 08 . 
3 
of a number of physical characteristics . The premature group presents 
more cases with neurological lesion, defective vision, slow recogni = 
tion, speed, and certain dominance variations. 
Intellectual Factors 
In an appraisal of the mechanisms and functions upon which good 
1 
spelling or reading depends, Gates reports that perception, as it 
functions with words as data, is a special kind of perception and in 
the majority of cases it cannot be predicted accurately from knowledge 
of other kinds of perception. He further states that the indication 
is that the differences in reading ability may depend considerably on 
the effectiveness of specific skills pupils have of perceiving certain 
kind of material, the printed word . The perceptive factor, irrespective 
of intelligence, is more closely associated with reading and spelling 
than all of the functions embraced in "intelligence" as measured. The 
study indicates that the discovery of the nature and causes of differ-
ences in word perception would be of great practical importance. 
2 Blanchard shows on a small number of cases the relationship 
between maladjustment and disability in reading. She uses children of 
superior or average I.Q . Some of her results follow: 
1Arthur I. Gates, "A Study of the Role of Visual Perception, In-
telligence and Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling," 
Journal of Educational Psychology (October, 1926), 17 :433-45. 
2Phyllis Blanchard, "Reading Disabilities in Relation to Diffi-
culties of Personal and Emotional Development," Mental Hygiene (July, 
1936), 20:384-413. 
1. Reading disabilities often remain unrecognized by 
teachers and parents . 
2. Group teaching is not apt to correct a reading dis-
ability. A diagnosis with special methods of instruction 
is impo~tant. 
4 
3 . Some causes of reading disability are vision defects, 
emotional problems, inadequate teaching in the early grades. 
4. Correction of reading disabilities ordinarily result in 
better emotional adjustment . 
1 A study by Borenz and Kaufman tried to show how certain per-
sonality elements influence the child's use of his intelligence in the 
process of learning. The following characteristics should be taken 
into account in attempting to understand a child with learning problems: 
curiosity, appropriate aggressiveness, and positive identification, with 
reference to his own ability . 
2 Bennett feels that in reading disabilities and personality 
difficulties "the relationship is often reciprocal and in older and 
more seriously handicapped children, each problem may require specific 
and intensive treatment." 
3 
In a study by Barbe, Williams, and Ganaway, it was found that 
among the habits which appear most frequently to affect reading are 
1Harold F. Borenz and Melvin E. Kaufman, ''Intellectual and 
Emotional Factors as Related to School Performance," Exceptional Chil-
dren (Apr il, 1960), 26 :401-03. 
2
charles A. Bennett, "A Survey of 517 Cases Studied at the 
Boston University Educational Clinic Between 1944 and 1949" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1950). 
3
walter B. Barbe, Thelma Williams, and Virginia Ganaway, "Types 
of Difficulties in Reading Encountered by Eighty Children Receiving 
Instruction at a Reading Clinic," Journal of Educational Research 
(February, 1958), 51:437-43. 
5 
losing the place, using one's finger as a pointer, holding the book 
too closely, slow progress, and ease of distraction. Some of the more 
common were: reversal tendency, inability to sit still, swinging legs, 
pulling hair, and playing with objects on the table. 
1 Smither, in the report of the Ninth Annual Conference on Read= 
ing, finds that there seems to be a certain sequential order of initial 
introduction of certain phases of the reading program, that reading is 
very closely associated with facility in oral and written language and 
is dependent on readiness at every atage . He also feels that word rec = 
ognition is dependent upon experience and that grouping for instruction 
serves the individual child. 
2 Gates, using four groups, found that the correlationsbetween 
mental age and reading grades were . 62, .55, and .34. This indicates 
that it is possible to organize materials and methods to teach children 
to learn to read at a mental age of five or higher. 
In his unpublished doctoral disseration, Chambers3 found: 
1. Children at each successive grade level tend to show in-
creasing amounts of ability in higher mental processes, 
reading achievement and intelligence. 
2. Ability !none area of higher mental processes does not 
appear to indicate a corresponding amount of skill in each 
of the other areas . 
1 Ether L. Smither, "Basic Procedures That Tend to Prevent Reading 
Disabilities," Providing for the Individual Reading Needs of Children, 
Gerald A. Yoakam (ed.), A Report of the Ninth Annual Conference on Read,. 
ing (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, July, 1953), pp. 108-18. 
2Arthur I. Gates, "The Necessary Mental Age for Beginning Reading," 
Elementary School Journal (March, 1937), 27 :497 - 508. 
3John R. Chambers, "The Relationships Among Measurable Mental Tasks 
Related to Reading" (unpublished Woctoral dissertation, Boston University, 
1956) . 
6 
3 . Intelligence has a positive relationship to higher 
mental processes. 
4 . Reading ability is related to higher mental processes . 
5 . Mental imagery bears little relationship to others. 
6 . In a single grade, chronological age has a negative 
relationship to other mental processes; in a three-grade 
span, it bears a positive relationship . 
7 . When I.Q . was held constant, other mental processes had 
only slight relationships. 
8. When reading achievement was held constant, other mental 
processes had only slight relationships. 
9 . Sex differences in achievement were evident . 
1 
The purpose of Siegel's study was to test the hypothesis that 
no single personality pattern is characteristic of reading failure and 
that the range q f the personalities within a population of reading dis -
abilities might not be significantly different from those of other chil -
dren with emotional problems . His study showed that there was no sig-
nificant difference in their development history . Of major importance 
was the finding that there was no typical personality pattern which 
could .be considered characteristic of either group . They still did 
not discover why one disturbed child becomes a reading disability and 
another a stutterer. 
2 
In discussing the causes of reading difficulty, Durrell calls 
attention to the fact th~t no other school subject depends upon such a 
variety of basic skills. Although the confusion may be complex, "yet 
experience shows that a child in good physical condition and of a mental 
~ax Siegel, "The Personality Structure of Children with Read-
ing Disabilities as Compared with Children Presenting Other Clinical 
Problems," Nervous Child (1954), 10 : 3 :409 - 14. 
2 Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (New York : 
World Book Company, 1956), pp . 349 - 58. 
7 
age sufficient for reading can be taught to read." Some of the causes 
he explores are : slow learning rate, failure to understand word mean-
ing, inadequate perception of printed words, difficulties in quick rec -
ognition, difficulties in word analysis, inability to distinguish 
phonetic elements, and difficulties in phrase reading . 
ORAL AND SILENT READING 
In the primary grades more time is devoted to oral reading than 
in intermediate grades . The good teacher judges the time in terms of 
the needs of her pupils and strives to guide pupils to (1) develop 
wholesome attitudes about reading aloud; (2) grow in listening abil-
ities; and (3) set high standards for the quality of the performance . 
This guidance should be continued on all levels and may take 
many forms, i.e . , reports, choral ·Speaking, dramatizations, or refer-
ences in content areas. Oral reading is ''the process of getting mean-
ing from the printed page and expressing that meaning in the exact words 
of the author to the listeners." 1 
"All types of errors are to be found on all levels of intelli -
gence, but their frequency, with one or two exceptions, is greater on 
2 
the lower level . " 
lMary S~arts, "Relative Emphasis of Oral Reading Through the 
Grades," Some .Oral Aspects of the Language Arts Program, pp. 113-22. 
A Report of the Thirteenth Annual Confe.rence and Course on Reading 
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Pres·s, June, 1957). 
2Gert1?4de B. Duffy, "A Diagnostic Study of Reading Difficulties 
.in f., Third Grade 11 (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
1934). 
8 
1 According to Darby, "Oral reading is more comprehensive than 
silent reading since it is silent reading plus oral expression. Many 
situations in life and in school call for skill in oral reading so we 
can't overlook its value . " Skill in oral reading results in "greater 
appreciation of beauty in literature, and in personal values, poise, 
and self-confidence . " 
Each selection should be chosen carefully for the individual, 
probably should be one grade level below the silent reading level. 
The ~terials should have oral reading qualities and should be inter-
~ sting to audiences as well as to the reader. 
In developing fluency in oral expression, the purpose is to 
discover the relationship between unaided oral recall and recall as 
measured by multiple-choice questions on the same material . 2 
3 In studying this concept, Tarrant found that both boys and 
girls were inferior in unaided oral recall as compared to answering 
multiple-choice 9-uestions. Those who recalled most rapidly, in gen-
eral, remembered a greater number of ideas. Brighter pupils recalled 
more ideas and had fewer speech difficulties than did duller ~upils. 
Errors in oral reading which appeared in more than 20 per cent of the 
cases were : inadequate phrasing, incorrect phrasing, monotonous tone, 
1o. N. Darby, "The Place and Methods of Teaching Oral Reading in 
the Elementary Schools," Elementary School Journal (March, 1951), 51: 
380-88 . 
2Katherine E. Tarrant, "Fluency in Oral Expression" (unpublished 
Master 1 s thesis, Boston University, 1940). 
• 
short eye-voice span, and poor enunciation in all reading. 
1 
On the basis of the data gathered in DuBois ' study, it was 
found that girls make fewer oral reading errors than boys: 
The data assembled in the experiment concerning the diagnosis 
or oral reading errors seem to confirm the belief already ex-
pressed by students on this subject, that oral reading difficul-
ties seem to occur when the pupils are being presented with read-
ing material which is beyond their ability. 
9 
2 Triplett reported that there is a wide range in amount of com-
prehension from silent reading. The analysis of errors in oral reading 
showed consistency from grade to grade . 
The pendulum has swung from the recitation-type oral reading, 
through silent reading, to a combination of both silent and oral read-
ing in a modern reading program. Oral reading, in the opinion of 
3 Artley, has great therapeutic values thus far largely unacknowledged. 
The child's purpose in oral reading should always be "interpreting to 
others the thought and feelings of a writer." The purpose of silent 
reading is to get ideas; that of oral reading is to impart ideas. 
1violette T. DuBois, "A Diagnostic Study of Oral Reading Diffi -
culties in Second Grade" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer-
sity, 1952). 
2Maxine Juanita Triplett, "An Analysis of Reading in Grades Four, 
Five and Six in a Mississippi School" (unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, 1961) . 
34. Sterl Artley, "The Place of Oral Reading in a Modern Reading 
Program," Some Oral Aspects of the Language Arts Program, pp. 105=08. 
A Report of the Thirteenth Annual Conference and Course on Reading 
(Pittsburgh : University of Pittsburgh Press, June, 1957). 
10 
STUDY SKILLS 
1 Bauman, et al. found that the areas needing the greatest amount 
of instruction in reading differed from grade to grade. In the second 
grade, inadequate phrasing in oral reading and lip movements and whis-
pering in silent reading were problems. In grade four, speed of silfnt 
reading, skimming, knowledge of diacritical marks, hear~ng sounds in 
words, and the speed of locating words in a dictionary were problems. 
In the sixth grade, knowledge of diacritical marks, homophones, speed 
of locating words in the dictionary, skimming, and word analysis needed 
the most instruction. 
Elaborative Thinking 
Elaborative thinking is not related to reading achievement or 
listening comprehension. The oral reading mentioned in the study above 
in grades six was low Even the children in the highest quartile 
needed more instruction. The textbooks used in class did not always 
agree with the child's oral reading abilities. 
2 
Hayes defines elaborative thinking as thinking that goes be-
yond the literal interpretation of the author's ideas, finding parallel 
~ayvis Bauman, et al., "Differing Instructional Needs for CQil-
dren of Similar Reading Achievement, Grades Two, Four and Six" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1960). 
~ary Therese Hayes, "The Construction of Equivalent Forms of a 
Test of One Aspect of Elaborative Thinking in Grades Six, Seven, and 
Eight" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1951). 
11 
meanings in material read, and integrating reading with total experi= 
ences . She states these abilities need specific teaching. 
In her study of 551 children in 20 sixth grades, made to meas = 
ure the extent to which children in the sixth grade practice associa = 
tional thinking wh'ile reading in social studies, and to determine how 
1 
much growth resulted from directed teachin~, Jenkins found that special 
practice in associ~tive reading appears to be effective, that sixth 
grade fh i ldren practice some associatiopal thinking while reading social 
studies. She also found that there is a significant relationship be-
tween mental age and ability in associative reading, as well as a sig-
nificant relationship between general reading ability and associative 
reading ability. 
2 Marden measured the extent to which the "average seventh grader" 
practices spontaneous associational thinking while reading in the s.ocial 
studies f i eld, and determined how much growth in power resulted from 
directed teaching of associational reading. She built an original test, 
administered at the beginning and end of a ten-week period in which a 
class of 35 children were given directed teaching and 71 other children 
were not. At the end of this period, she found that pupils were able 
to improve their ability to suggest activities related to recfding, sig-
1Ethel Mae Jenkins, "An Evaluation of Directed Teaching of As-
sociational Reading in Social Studies with Sixth Grade Children" (un= 
published Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1953). 
2Avis G. Marden, "As13ociational Reading Abilities of the Sev.enth 
Grader" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1941). 
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nificantly superior gains being made by the experimental group; the 
correlation between intelligence and ability to suggest activities re = 
lated to reading was positive, but low. She found pupils were able to 
improve their ability to raise questions for further research related 
to their reading ; correlation between intelligence and ability in this 
area was low . Fr om her experiment she found children do practice some 
spontaneous associational thinking while reading, but that gains in 
this area are made from directed teaching. 
1 Johnson presented eighteen lessons over a six-week period to 
develop the ability to ask questions concerning a selection read, to 
find topics related to the material, and to sugge$t activities to be 
carried out after reading a specific topic. Another purpose of her 
study was to determine the correlation between intelligence and the 
ability to think elaboratively . Parallel tests were given at the be-
ginning and end of the period to check the effectiveness of the les-
sons . She found that the experimental group gained significantly in 
all areas studied. The difference of the mean gains of the experimental 
and the control group was 6 . 28. She found the correlation between in= 
telligence and the ability to do elaborative thinking to be positive, 
but low . 
1
williemae Johnson, "An Evaluation of Exercises in the Social 
Studies Used in the Development of Elaborative Thinking" (\.mpublished 
Master ' s thesis, Boston University, 1950). 
Written and Oral Recall 
Spitzer1 attempted to determine the effect on the retention of 
facts, using multiple- choice test, and concluded in every case that im-
mediate unaided recall is less than aided recall after a delay of 63 
days . Practice in recall is an aid to retention. 
2 Kelley, working with 196 fifth grade children, me.;tsured differ = 
ences in amount and accuracy of recall obtained from material read only 
once and material allowed to remain before the child while comprehen-
sion checks were being answered . She concluded that differences between 
total recall from memory and total recall from text are s e~ti st ica i ly 
significant in favor of the text. She also found that using the text 
in recall is of little significance in recalling the main ideas, but 
of definite sign ificance in recalling details . Using the text helped 
superior readers, but did not significantly help poorer readers . 
There was a high correlation between reading achievement and memory . 
Hubbard3 investigated the relationship between simple practice 
exercises in written recall and improvement on later oral recall in 
1Herbert F . Spitzer, "Studies in Retention , " Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology (December, 1939), 30 : 655-56 . 
2Florence Marie Kelley , '~easurement of Recall Wit h and Without 
Text" (unpublished Master's thesis , Boston University, 1952) . 
3carroll A. Hubbard, "An Investigation into the Relationship 
Between Simple Practice Exercises in Written Recall and Increased Abil-
ity in Unaided Oral Recall" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Uni = 
versity, 1952) . 
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grade four. Ability in unaided oral recall was improved by simple 
practices in written recall . Both good and poor readers made appreci-
able gains . The smallest amount of gain was three times that of the 
group's initial ability in unaided oral recall. 
Foster1 studied growth in written recall. All groups made gains 
in written recall and in sequence in recall. The gains of the experi-
mental group were greater than those of the control group. 
2 Scott evaluated two types of workbook exercises to improve re-
call . She found that in oral recall the two experimental groups made 
significant gains over the control group; that bright children made 
greater gains than the dull children, though not statistically signif= 
icant; that both good and poor readers made significant gains; and that 
when the gains in oral recall of the two experimental groups were com-
pared, a difference in favor of the outline analysis method over the 
graded question method was statistically significant . Both experi= 
mental groups made gains in written recall with the outline analysis 
showing statistically significant gains. The graded question practice 
showed a gain, though not a significant one. 
3 Bucknam compared the fluency of unaided oral recall with un ~ 
1Elizabeth V. Foster, "Experiments in the Improvement of Written 
Recall" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1949). 
2Helen E. Scott, "An Evaluation of Two Types j}- f Workbook Exer = 
cises for the Improvement of Recall" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Boston University, 1949) . 
3Margaret Bucknam, 11A Comparison of the Fluency of Oral Recall 
with Writt.en Recall in Silent Reading in Geography in Grade Five" 
unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1941) . 
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aided written recall following silent reading in geography in grade 
five. One hundred twenty =two children in three fifth grades of two 
schools were included . She concluded that unaided oral recall is su= 
perior to written recall, the difference between means being statisti-
cally significant; that the difference between oral and written recall 
is grea~er for short items than for long, the difference being statis-
tically significant; that recall on multiple-choice questions is 
statistically superior to unaided oral recall; that the difference be-
tween multiple-choice questions and oral recall is statistically gt;eater 
for long than for short selections; that recall on multiple-choice 
questions is statistically superior to unaided written recall; ~nd that 
the difference between multiple-choice questions and written recall is 
greater for long than for short selections, this difference being 
statistically significant. 
1 Courtney examined the differences underlying the measurement 
of reading comprehension when multiple - choice questions and essay-type 
questions were used and concluded that an average of 79 per cent of the 
ideas were successfully recognized, while an average of only 46 per cent 
were successfully reproduced . Although it cannot be statistically proven 
from his results, Courtney believes that the multiple-choice test, as a 
test of reading comprehension, obscures from the teacher one of the most 
important elements of true comprehension, the orderly mental organiza= 
tion of material read. 
lPaul D. Courtney, "Recall by Reproduction vs. Recall by Recog-
nition" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1941). 
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1 Herbers reported a study done by Horn on the comprehension dif -
ficulties in a third grade rea der . Thirty third grade pupils were given 
three different tests of comprehension on material read: yes - no, 
multiple - choice , and picture choice . The pupils did not have adequate 
understanding of all items to which they responded correctly in the 
yes -no, multiple --,choice test, and the pupils ~1ere not always consistent 
in their reactions to the same items in different types of tests. 
!tict ionary Skills 
2 According to Dallmann, serious study of the dictionary is begun 
in the intermediate grades, although some elements of dictionary use 
are introduced in the primary grades . She states that the basic con-
siderations for the meaningful use of dictionaries should be based on 
sound objectives on the part of the teacher and the students, and that 
work on the dictionary should be highly functional in that it should 
provide direct instruction. All children in the class should use the 
same edition of the dictionary, instruction should be meaningful, an 
attempt should be made to balance direct practice with incidental 
learning, and children should be helped to acquire the dictionary habit 
which is voluntary use of the dictionary . She describes dictionary 
skills as being the ability to locate information rapidly, power of 
comprehension of appropriate meanings, skill in determining word pro -
1sister M. Benigna Herbers, "Comprehension Difficulties in a 
Third Grade Reader," Elementary English Review (February, 1939), 16:53 - 57. 
2Martha Dallmann, "Our Friend, the Dictionary," The Grade Teacher 
(November, 1957) ~ 75 :48 -49, 114 . 
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nunciation , ability to find how words are spelled, and knowledge of 
type s of information ava:Uable in the different parts of the dictionary. 
In order to develop these skills, to overcome the apparent lack of 
1 
abili t y to locate words, Meltzer lists a series of techniques for en-
couragi ng t he child to use the dict i onary . Some of the sugges 4tons 
include : giving the child a list o f words and having him find them in 
t he dictionary and write t he pages on which the words are found; giving 
the child a list of words, some miupelled, and having the child look 
up the correct spelling in the dic t ionary; and giving the child a list 
of words which he is to divide into syllables by using the dictionary. 
2 
Murray s t ates that while formerl,y fourth grade children were 
introduced to the dictiqnary, today ~hildren in the second grade use 
one . He continues, howe. er, that children in the primary grades have 
a different dictionary need than those in the intermediate grades . 
Prima r y children need picture dictionary help in spelling and in word 
meaning . While intermediate grades have the same purpose, he goes on 
to say that the methods are more mature for syllables, pronunciation, 
origins of words, and additional meanings. He concludes that. every 
child should have a dictionary for optimum language development. 
3 
According to Handlan, the dictionary can be used to teach stu-
1 I da Meltzer, "Let ' s Look It Up,'' The Grade Teacher (March, 1956), 
73 :48 . 
~errill C. Murray, "Selecting an Elementary School Dictionary," 
Elementary English (May, 1957), 34:293 - 97, 
3Bertha Handlan, "Vocabulary Dl;!velopment," The Elementary English 
Review (December, 1946), 23 : 250 - 57. 
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dents independence in attacking unfamiliar words. She also says that 
having students make dictionaries of their own will promote growth in 
1 
vocabulary. Deasy showed the relationship between the dictionary and 
word analysis skills in the intermediate grades . He stated that the 
following factors represent complex word attack skills: word pronunci -
at ion, spelling, homophones, and diacritical marks. .The factors rep-
resenting simple word analysis skills are syllabication, accent, vowel 
sounds, and identifying sounds in spoken words. He saw an important 
relationship between knowledge of diacritical marks and word pronuncia -
tion, and knowledge of diacritical marks and spelling . This is also 
2 brought out in a study by House and Gunter, who attempted to determine 
the number of days of instruction that would be required by a pupil in 
order to achieve a complete learning of the Webster system of diacritics. 
They concluded that success in reading, English, spelling, and general 
achievement is a reliable predictive criterion of rapid progress in 
mastering diacritics . Pupils low in these four areas are likely to 
achieve success in mastering diacritics very slowly; no one area stands 
out as the best predictive criterion of success in learning to use dia -
critic marks . Elementary pupils achieving success in school work can 
arrive at a complete learning of the Webster system of diacritics in a 
1 John P . Deasy, ''Word Analysis Skills in the Intermediate Grades ~' 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation ~ Boston University, 1960). 
2 Ralph W. House and Edward E. Gunter, "The Number of Days Re-
quired to Achieve Complete Learning of the Webster System of Diacritical 
Marks," Journal of Experimental Education (September, 1944), 13 : 15-19 . 
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reasonable length of time. It is the opinion of critic teachers who 
participated in the study that sixth grade may be the most satisfactory 
level at which to attempt the complete learning of a system of diacritics 
as a phonic aid in making an independent analysis of an unfamiliar word. 
Skimming 
1 Keir tested 125 fourth, fifth, and sixth grade children to 
measure abilities in locating proper names and dates, locating answers 
phrased differently than the questions, and matching paragraphs to 
topics. ~he found that skimming ability increases with general reading 
ability , and the order of difficulty of the foYr types of tests is as 
follows : (1) matching topics to paragraphs; {2) locating proper names 
and dates; (3) locating answers to questions which use the same yocab-
ulary; and (4) locating answers to questions involving different vocab-
ulary . 
WORD SKILLS 
The child must be skilled in rapid and accurate word recognition 
abilities in order to be a successful reader. Training in the skills 
areas of word pronunciation, spelling, auditory and visual discrimina-
tion, and syllabication should be an integral part of the good reading 
program. 
1 Clarinda Keir, "Relative Order of Difficulty of Four Types of 
Skimming in the Intermediate Grades" {unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, 1939). 
Word Pronunciation 
Most authorities agree that there is value in phonic training 
1 
as applied to word pronunciation. As Kottmeyer states : 
There is little point here to argue the various arguments 
about whether we should teach chilqren 'phQ~ics. 1 If phonics 
means a system of associating visual symbols with sound, the 
position is arbitrarily taken here that no human being can 
become literate in the English language unless he can use such 
a body of skills . At any rate, every basal reading series 
which is currently used in this country, includes suggestions 
for the teaching of sound blending skills in reading . 
2 
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Using five hundred second grade children, Harrington found "a 
high positive relationship between knowledge of phonetics and reading 
achievement . " 
Again in the second grade, applied phonics lessons yielded good 
3 
results. The Coates study found t hat "the reading vocabulat?ies im-
proved, and there seemed t;o be mor~ interest in independent reading." 
Teachers themselves favor an empha~is on phonics in the second 
4 
and third grades, according to a survey by Russell of 220 experienced 
teachers from 33 different states . The greater portion of phonic train-
ing in the primary grades con~lists of letter phonics which "is and will 
1william Kottmeyer, "On Relationship of Word Perception Skills 
in Reading and Spelling," Education (May, 1952), 72 : 600-03 . 
2Diana Coates and Julia Rogers, "Exercises in Applied Phonics 
for Grade Two" (unpublished Master ' s thesis, Boston University, 1958), 
p . 148 . 
3sister Mary James Harrington, "The Relationship of c·ertain Word 
Analysis Abilities to the Reading Achievement of Grade Two Children" 
(unpublished Doctoral dis~rtation, Boston University, 1953), p. 127 . 
4navid H. Russell, "Teacher Views on Phonics," Elementary 
English (October, 1955), 32:371-375. 
continue to be of constant usefulness in reading." 
1 
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Other results from this study by Russell indicate a belief, on 
the part of teachers, in the teaching of phonics . In fact, "78 per cent 
of the group teaches phonics as part of some or most reading lessons." 
The consulted school personnel clearly stated that although phonics is 
necessary in the reading program, this is not the sole or total method 
of reading instruction. 
Spelling 
Research reviewed well documents the belief that reading and 
spelling skills are related. Most good readers are good spellers and 
2 
most good spellers are good readers . According to Kottmeyer: 
It is obvious that these (sound blending] skills will be 
useful to the child in spelling as well as in reading. When 
he comes to an unfamiliar word in reading, the visual symbols 
--the letters- =are before his eyes and he needs to supply the 
sound, or 1 think' the sounds. When he needs to spell a word 
the auditory symbols--the sounds- =are known, and he needs to 
supply the visual symbols--the letters. The need for accurate 
and precise association between visual forms and sounds is, of 
course, more pressing in spelling than in reading. In reading 
we use configuration and content clues and use them in combina-
tion with more ~udimentary sound blending skills while in 
spelling these devices do not apply. 
3 
Russell reconfirms Kottmeyer•s conclusions and delves into the 
specific study of spelling readiness as acquired in the first grade. 
He states that: 
1 Russell, op. cit., p. 373. 
2 Kottmeyer, op. cit., p. 602. 
3oavid H. Russell, "A Diagnostic Study of Spelling Readiness, .. 
Journal of Educational Research (December, 1943), 37:282-83. 
A first grade program in reading that includes early 
instruction in handwriting and phonetic analysis with emphasis 
on both appearance and sound of words, syllables and letters 
produces better achievement in English spelling than a more 
incidental first grade program involving little phonics . 
1 Townsend, in her study including two hundred pupils, found a 
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substantial correlation between spelling and reading success. She dif-
ferentiated between aspects of reading success- -vocabulary knowledge 
and reading comprehension- - and found that "the magnitude of the corre-
lation for spelling and vocabulary tends to be higher than that for 
Spel~ing and reading comprehension." 
In one of the earlier studies . dealing with the psychological 
2 factors in reading and spelling, Acomb affirmed from analyzing data 
of 380 pupils that "spelling ability proved itself to be highly re-
lated to reading ability." He reported further that visual and audi-
tory factors are highly significant in relation to reading and spell-
ing ability. An interesting disclosure in the Acomb study is that 
"speed of handwriting from copy appears to be only fairly significant 
as a factor in relation to spelling ability." 
3 
Barrett, et al. attest to this conclusion in their study of 
468 intermediate grade children ; 
1Agatha Townsend, "An Investigation of Certain Relationships of 
Spelling with Reading and Academic Aptitude, II Journal of Educational 
Research (September, 1946), 40:465 - 71, 
2Allan Acomb, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading 
and Spelling" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1936), 
pp. 87-89. 
3 Patricia Barrett, et al., "The Relationship of Perceptual Fac-
tors and Speed of Handwriting to Spelling Abilities" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1951), p . 61. 
Auditory analysis of words and speed of handwriting most 
uniformly shows the lowest relationship to spelling ability. 
(Instead), visual perception reveals a consistently higher 
relationship to spelling than do auditory discrimination or 
speed of handwriting. 
1 An early study conducted by Gates led to the conclusion that 
the perceptive factor, irrespective of intelligence, is more closely 
associated with reading and spelling than all the functions embraced 
2 
in "intelligence" as measured. In a more recent study, Furness was 
concerned with the relationship between intelligence and spelling 
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prowess and found it to be '~uch lower than that found between intel = 
ligence and most other school subjects." 
3 
Betts states that visual defects can contribute to poor spell-
ing. These visual impairments can be corrected by "reinforcing the 
word, by listening, by saying syllables correctly, by tracing the word 
and by Writlng ft . from· memory, II 
4 Furness reports that the ability to conjure up mental images of 
5 
words is an outstanding determinant of spelling success. Stouffer 
1Arthur Gates, "Study of Visual Perception, Intelligence and 
Certain Associative Processes in Reading and Spelling," Journal of 
Educational Psychology (October, 1926), 17:433-45. 
2 . . . . . 
Edna L. Furness, "The Psychological Determinants of Spelling 
Success," Education (December, 1958), 79:234 =39. 
3 Emmett A. Betts, ''What About · Spelling?" Education (January, 
1956), 76:310=25. 
4 . Furness, op. cit., p. 235. 
5George A. W. Stouffer, "Behavior Problems of Children as VieVi.ed 
by Teachers and Mental Hygienists, A Study of Present Attitudes as Com= 
pared with Those Reported by E. K. Wickman," Mental Hygiene (April, 
1952), 36:271-85. 
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also comes to this conclusion, stres~ing the significance of this es-
1 
pecially at the primary level. Beckwith and Hendrick were concerned 
with reversal tendencies in visual memory tests and discovered that 
"there is a high correlation between spelling and visual memory ." 
2 Comerford reported data on over five hundred children and their 
spelling achievement. The rank order of important factors in spelling 
achievement are "knowledge of homophones, visual memory, mental age, 
and pronunciation ability." The importance of homophones as indicated 
by Comerford's study necessitates clear images of word meanings . 
3 McSweeney also points out the value of imagery surrounding 
words as a highly important factor in SJ elling success. In her study 
of spelling it is found that the experimental group had better spell~ 
ing results when stimulated to use words in written language situations, 
There is more transfer to their written language areas, and there is 
better comprehension of word meanings. Therefore, it would appear from 
this study that the more meanings that are attached to a word, the more 
accurately the word is spelled in a~l situations. 
1Katherine Beckwith and Frances Hendrick, "A Study of Reversal 
Tendencies in a Visual Memory Test and an Analysis of the Correlation 
Intercorrelation Between Visual Memory, School Achievement, and I .Q. " 
(@npublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1959), p. 73. 
2Joseph F. Comerford, "Perceptual Abilities in Spelling" (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1954), pp. 128-29. 
3Miriam McSweeney, "Word Usage Techniques in Spelling" (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1959), pp. 201-05. 
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Auditory and Visual Discrimination 
Accuracy in auditory and v~sual discrimination contribut es sig ~ 
nificantly to success in the initial r~ading process. 1 As Artley states, 
"One can comprehend no better than he is abl~ to perceive with meaning 
the words which he meets." 
2 Confirmi"Qg this conclusion, Roberts and Coleman investigated 
the role of visual factors in reading failures. They found that "as a 
· group, children with reading difficulty were significantly inferior to 
normal readers on a visual perception test." 
In an attempt to analyze the effect of planned exercises in the 
development of auditory and visual discrimination at the beginning of 
3 the first grade, Murphy concluded that the experimental group was 
statistically superior to the control group. The gains made by the ex-
perimental group continued to be significant even when tested several 
months after the formal tefching had been terminated. 
4 Crossley's study evaluated the effect of lantern slides on 
auditory and visual discrimination o£ word elements. She concluded: 
1A. Sterl Artley, "Principles Applying to Teaching of Word Per-
ception," Education (May ~ 1954), 74 : 561-65. 
2Richard Roberts and James C. Coleman, "An Investigation of the 
Role of Visual and Kinesthetic Factors in Reading Failures," Journal of 
Educational Research (February, 1958), 51 : 445 ~51. 
3Helen A. Murphy, "An Evaluation of the Effects of Specific Train~ 
ing in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning Reading" (unpub ~ 
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1943), pp. 75-76. 
4B. Alice Crossley, "An Evaluation of the ·Effect of Lantern 
Slides on Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Word Elements" (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1948), pp. 134-35. 
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A comparison of the groups as a whole inqicated statistically 
significant differences in learning rate at the end of the teach-
ing period. In general, children who had higher scores in audi-
tory discrimination attained higher scores in reading, even 
though they were equal on the basis of mental age. 
1 
Gogolewski evaluated auditory perception in beginning reading. 
Among her conclusions she reported that "~uditory discrimination has a 
positive effect on reading achievement. When pupils were paired for 
mental age, those having higher auditory scores made higher achievement 
in word reading, sentence reading, and paragraph reading." 
2 In another first grade study, Clarke analyzed word perception 
errors. "Children confuse warda with similar letters and similar parts." 
This indicates a need for visual perception training as the sight vocab -
ulary grows. "Slow children mado the same types of errors bright chil -
dren made, but slow ones made mare of the same types of letter errors. 
The same words were easy for the slow and bright children and the same 
words were difficult for both groups." 
Progressing to the intermediate grades, perception involves speed 
as well as accuracy in order for the child to consume voluminous amounts 
3 
of material to be perused silently . The Wein study, concerned with the 
use of tachistoscopic drill with meaning in the intermediate grades 
"showed the experimental group to have made the greatest gains in speed 
lJean I. Gogolewski, "Auditory Perception of Word Jlements in 
Beginning Reading Through Visual and Kinesthetic Speech Clues" (unpub-
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1955), p. 147. 
2Nina Clarke, ·~ord Perception Errors in Grade One and the Per-
sistence of These Errors'' (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Univer -
sity, 1952), p. 78. 
3Esther L. Wein, "An Evaluation of a Quick Perception Method with 
Meaning in Grades Four and Five'' (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1952), p . 42. 
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of reading." 
Throughout the research reviewed, a consistent relationship be-
tween reading ability and auditory and visual discrimination. skills 
was apparent. 
Syllabication 
Most authorities b•lieve that trai~ing in the division of a word 
into its syllables should not be begun until the child has mastered an 
initial sight vocabulary. 1 Artley emphasizes that syllabication is one 
method in which the child should be trained to attack an unknown word. 
2 Betts is also a firm advocate of training in hearing, saying, and writ-
ing syllables. 
3 Although admitting that it is not easy to learn, Horn feels that 
intelligent use of the dictionary is an effective aid in syllabication 
training. He proposes that analysis by syllabication methods is a 
valuable tool in providing for a varied and enriched program in reading. 
4 Dolch said that a "thorough teaching of syllabication is needed 
in our schools.'' It should be begun "as soon as the children can con-
centrate on division of wot>ds into parts, and should be continued until 
there is real facility." 
1A. Sterl Artley, "Principles Applying to Teaching of Word Per-
ception," Education (May, 1954), 74:561, 
2Betts, op. cit., p, 320. 
3Thomas A. Horn, "How Syllables Can Help in Spelling," Education 
(January, 1956), 76:2~1-95. 
4Edward W. Dolch, "Phonics and Polysyllables," Elementary English 
Review (April, 1938), 15;120-24, 
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Thus it may be assumed that syllabication is an advanced tech-
nique in the development of good reading skills and requires much prac -
tice for its mastery. 
PUPIL ADJUSTMENT 
Educators have long d:i,sagreed over the term "adjustment" and 
l 
its role as a goal in education. Wellington points out that adjust-
ment implies something different for each individual, "achievement ac-
cording to his ability, and a'£!. inner feeling that he is right with him-
self and his world." lle believes that adjustment in its true defini-
2 
tion is actually the aim of education, Sister Mary Amatora concurs, 
stating that regardless of how important the teacher considers the 
child's acquisition of academic learning, the development of his per-
sonality tak~s precedence. 
Adjustment in Relation to Achievement in Reading 
There is a wide difference of opinion as to the amount of cor-
3 
relation between reading achievement and pupil adjustment. Norman 
found that there was no difference in over-all personality pattern be-
1Jean Wellington and C. Burteigh Wellington, "That Bugaboo, 
Adjustment," School and ~ociety (July, 1956), 84:8-li. 
2sister Mary Amatora, O.S ,F., "Individual Differences in Child 
Personality Development," American Childhood (December, 1955), 41:10-11. 
3Ralph D. Norman and Marvin F. Daley, "The Comparative Person-
ality Adjustment of Superior and Inferior Readers," Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology (Feb~uary, 1959), 50:31-36. 
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tween good and poor readers in the sixth grade~ but the superior 
readers achieved significantly higher adjustment scores, whereas the 
retarded readers had strong feelings of rejection and a longing for 
approval. 
In a study of the relatioQship between achievement and adjust-
1 
ment in grades one and three, Atwood, et al. found a positive correla = 
tion. In reading and arithmetic, the differences between high and low 
achievers were especially significant. In a continuation of this study, 
2 Taber found that the relationship of adjustment and achievement in 
grade one was low but positive in all subjects, Reading showed the 
highest correlation, .631. The same conclusions were reached by Firth 
3 
and Hall, who found a correlation of .67 between adjustment and read-
ing , In comparing total adjustment to achievement, the relationship 
was relatively high, especially among first grade boys. 
In a comparison of the degree to which desirable and undesirable 
traits were possessed by children whose school progress had been normal, 
accelerated, or retarded, McElwee4 found that all three groups possessed 
1Deborah B. Atwood, et al., "A Study of the Relationship Between 
a Child's Achievement and Adjustment in Grades One and Three" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1957). 
2Alice M. Taber, "The Relationship of Adjustment and Achievement 
in Grade One" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1958). 
~ary E. Firth and Elsa K. Hall, "A Study of the Relationship 
Between a Child's Adjustment and Achievement in Grade One" (unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1958). 
4E. W. McElwee, ''A Comparison of the Personality Traits of Three 
.lundred Accelerated, Normal, and Retarded Children," Journal' of Educa = 
tional Research (September, 1932), 26:31-34. 
more desirable traits to a greater degree than did the others, while 
the retarded were greater in undesirable traits. 
1 
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Witty sums up the differing attitudes on this subject. While 
some evidence has led to the conclusion that poor readers should be 
treated as problems in emotional adjustment, it is necessary to point 
out that other investig~tors warn against generalizations concerning 
the significance of any single factor in causing poor reading. On the 
basis of his research, he concludes that "emotional problems cannot be 
regarded in any case as solely responsible for reading failure." 
Teacher Attitudes Toward Behavior 
In 1928 a study was published which has exerted an unusual amount 
of influence on both public and professional opinion in the field of 
mental hygiene, namely, Wickman's Children'~ Behavior and Teachers' 
Attitudes. The fact that this and Stogdill's Parental Attitudes and 
2 Mental - Hygiene Standards have serious defects was pointed out by Watson. 
The two studies, one by teachers and one by mental hygienists, differed 
greatly in the order of rating undesirable traits of child behavior and 
in their interpretation of some of the terms . 
3 
Twenty-five years after the Wickman study, Stouffer repeated it. 
lPaul Witty, "Reading Success and Emotional Adjustment," lli:, 
mentary English Review (May, 1950), 27:281-96. 
2Goodwin Watson, "A Critical Note on Two Attitude Studies," 
Mental Hygiene (January, 1933), 17:59-64. 
3George A. W. Stouffer, "Behavior Problems of Children as Viewed 
by Teachers and Mental }lygienists, A Study of Present Attitudes as Com-
pared with Those Reported by E. K. Wickman," Mental Hygiene (April, 
1952), 36:271 - 85. 
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. His study showed that his teachers were in much closer agreement with 
mental hygienists as to the seriousness of certain covert behavior . 
Teachers, however, still tended to rate overt behavior as the most ser-
ious type of problem. 
1 
Schrupp and Gjerde found the attitudes of the teachers in 1951 
toward the behavior problems of children were much more in agreement 
with the attitudes of the clinicians than was true for the teachers in 
Wickman's study . This study concludes that those responsible for 
teacher education need to continue emphasizing a mental hygienic view= 
point. 
2 A questionnaire comprising 130 behavior items was used by Clark 
to sample the ratings of two hundred elementary school teachers. He 
concluded that teachers were most annoyed by pupil behavior which af = 
fected the smooth functioning of the group. Further evidence support-
ing the conclusion that the teachers' designations of problems differed 
3 from those of mental hygienist~ is offered by Yourman, who states that 
teachers select children who are problems, while hygienists show greater 
concern for children~ problems. 
1M. H. Schrupp and C. M. Gjerde, "Teacher Growth in Attitudes 
Toward Behavior Problems of Children," Journal of Educational Psychol-
2&Y (April, 1953), 44 : 203-14. · ' 
2Elmer J . Clark, "Teacher Reactions Towards Objectionable Pupil 
Behavior," The Elementary School Journal (April, 1951), 51 : 446 -49 . 
3 Julius Yourman, "Children Identified by Their Teachers as Prob = 
lems," Journal of Educational Sociology (February, 1932), 5:334 -43. 
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In comparing teachers' attitudes concerning the relative seri-
1 
ousness of behavior problems, a study was made by Davis before and 
after a six=week course in mental hygi~ne. Previous to this course, 
teachers ranked as most important those problema which tended to upset 
classro9m routine, e.g., impudence, rudeness, and disobedience; how= 
ever, following the course they placed first individual problems, such 
as withdrawal and depression, thus agreeing more closely with the rank-
ing given by the mental hygienists. 
2 Hunter compared the rating$ of teachers in 1955 with those of 
the 1928 Wickman study and concluded that teachers' understanding of 
causal factors and of consequences of behavior patterns had expanded 
over the last thirty years. The ratings of the 1955 teachers more 
closely resembled those of the mental hygienists. 
3 The opposite viewpoint is presented by Kvaraceus, who states 
that there has been only slight improvement in the last thirty years of 
teachers' attitudes toward misbehavior problems. He feels that the real 
nature of a problem is often masked and that the aggressive offenders 
are studied more often than the quiet ones. 
1H. V. Davis, "Attitudes of Teachers on School Behavior Problems 
Can Be Changed," Clearing House (September, 1958), 33:44-46. 
2Edward C. Hunter ~ "Changes in Teachers' Attitudes Toward Chil = 
dren's Behavior Over the Last Thirty Years," Mental Hygiene (January, 
1957)' 41:3-11. 
3william C. Kvaraceus, "Behavior Problems," Encyclopedia of 
Educational Research (third edition; New York, 1960), 137-43. 
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1 
According to a study by Stodgill, the chief characteristics of 
parental attitudes as dist inguished from those of mental hygienists 
were: greater insistence of observance of moral taboos, parental 
authority, and social customs. Less attention was given to the effect 
that such demands might have on the child 1 s emotional and mental adjust = 
ment to life. 
ResEonsibility and Adjustment 
Varying ideas of responsibility in chi ldren are evidenced by the 
2 following opinions. Foshay attests that to understand whether a child 
is responsible, we must look through his eyes at what he does; for a 
child who behaves according to his self=image is behaving in a respon= 
sible way. 
In an attempt to evaluate social responsibility in children, 
3 Harris developed a scale which showed a correlation between an in-
crease in responsibility and chronological age. He also affirmed that 
parents 1 judgments of responsibility in children are biased by their 
own successes and failures and hence are often inaccurate. 
4 A contrasting opinion is voiced by Brennan, et al. ~ who devised 
1Ralph M. Stodgill, "Parental Attitudes and Mental - Hygiene 
Standards," Mental Hygiene (October, 1931), 15 : 813 =27. 
2Arthur W. Foshay, "What Do We Mean- -Responsibility?" Childhood 
Education (March, 1956), 32:312-14. 
3nale B. Harris, "A Scale for Measuring Attitudes of Social Re-
sponsibility in Children," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology 
(1957), 55:322-25. 
4Estelle M. Brennan, et al., "An Adjustment Inventory for Primary 
Grades" (unpublished Master 1 s thesis, Boston University, 1956). 
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' adjustment checklists for teachers and parents. The ratings given py 
parents were comparable to those assigned by teachers. The study was 
built with the following ten qualities as a basis: 
1. Self-confidence 
2. Cooperation 




{/. . Initiative 
8. Friendliness 
9. Health 
10. Emotional stability 
in a study of 85 children over a period of years ranging from 
1 
birth to ages eight to fourteen, Chess observed that some children 
showed different responses with parents whose approach was the same. 
Other children showed similar responses with parents whose approaches 
differed. Hence, if it is true that the child's patterns of behavior 
are influenced by his own reaction pattern, caution must be used in the 
tendency to assume that disturbances in a child are the exclusive re-
sult of unhealthy parental influence. 
Problem Children 
2 Stullken, in his report on the Montefiore Special School for 
problem boys in Chicago, cites that 20 per cent of all boys entering 
have severe reading disabilities, and 90 per cent are retarded to the 
1stella Chess, Alexander Thomas, and Herbert Birch, "Character-
istics of the Individual Child's Behavioral Responses to the Environ-
ment," American Journal of Orthopsychiatry (October, 1959), 29:791-802. 
2Edward H. Stullken, "Retardation in Reading and the Problem Boy 
in School," Elementary English Review (May, 1937), 14:179 =82. 
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extent of one year below capacity. After remedial instruction was pro-
vided, it was found that some of the handicaps of problem children were 
overcome, thus enabling them to make progress in reading. The school 
found a startling improvement in the attitude of the problem boy when 
he realized he was learning to r~ad. 
In a 1949 study at the University of Chicago Reading Clinic, 
1 Robinson noted that emotional maladjustment is not evidenced by one 
symp~m. The emotional adjustment of many pupils improves as their 
reading improves, while other pupils benefit from psychotherapy in ad-
vance of remedial instruction. 
2 In respect to temper t~ntrums, Hollander sug~ests that in the 
normal pattern, such tantrums should be replaced after four years of 
age by nonviolent forms of response. 3 B~ruch advocates that parents 
should help a child relieve his aggressive feelin~s in nondestructive 
actions and, failing in this respect, should seek psychiatric help. 
1Helen M. Robinson, "Manifestations of Emotional Maladjustments," 
Clinical Studies in Reading (May, 1937), 1:114-22. 
2Abe A. Hollander, "Temper and How to Handle It," Parents' Mag-
azine (February, 1949), 24:25. 
3norothy W. Baruch, "Let Them Get It Out of Their Systems," 




A relatively new method of ascertaining objectives of teachers 
1 
was the point o f Kreitlow and Drier 1 s scale for measuring teachers' 
beliefs about children, schools, and teaching. The scale 
. is a device for measuring the attitudes of teachers 
toward items related through the academic, progressive , and 
school philosophies. This scale will help us identify per -
sons whose attitudes reflect no definite pattern or philosophy 
of education ; will make possible better grouping, and f ac ili <, 
tate more e ffective group processes an.d student participation; 
and will help evaluate changes in students' or teachers ' be-
liefs which have occurred during a period of instruction or 
training. 
Achievement 
2 Mills, in determining the teaching method or . combination of 
methods most effective in teaching word recognition to various types 
of children, found that different types of children learn to recognize 
words most effectively by different teaching methods and that the 
teacher must be aware of these differences when he applies group in-
struction techniques. 
3 Chapman, et al. constructed a word pronunciation test which 
measures the ability of fourth, fifth, and sixth grade children to use 
1B. W. Kreitlow and W. H. Dreier, 11Scale for Measuring Teachers' 
Beliefs About Children, Schools, and Teaching, .. Elementary School 
Journal (February . 1955) . 55 : 325 - 30. 
2Robert E. Mills, 11Evaluation of Techniques for Teaching Word 
Recognition, 11 Elementary School Journal (January . 1956), 56:221 =25. 
~ry T. Chapman, 11The Construction and Evaluation of a Word 
Pronunciation Test 11 (unpublished Master 1 s thesis, Boston University , 
1955). 
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knowledge of word ' nalysis skills to attack pronunciation of new words . 
The test was found to discriminate well between the grades involved and 
"so provided a far better measure of word recognition than does the 
Gates Word Pronunciation Test, th~ only similar test of skill in phonetic 
analysis." This test may be used for measuring word recognition skills, 
to discover the level of the child's power to transfer knowledge of word 
analysis to pronunciation of new words, and to use as a research tool to 
evaluate growth through different types of word analysis programs. 
1 Doyle explored the use of test results as a basis for improving 
instruction in order to set up a remedial reading program. Since the 
majority of teachers are not skilled in planning remedial reading, sci-
entifically planned material for remedial work should be given each 
teacher. There is little gain over a year when the teacher does not 
bear in mind a particular objective and plan her daily lessons so as to 
accomplish it. Tests do not take the place of teaching, but they make 
teaching more definite and concrete by disclosing weaknesses to the re = 
moval of which teaching can then be directed. 
2 In evaluating group practices, Gray reports that groups should 
be highly flexible, should contt;ibute to the class activity, should have 
definite assignments, and should at some time be brought together in a 
class situation. 
lMary Alice Doyle, "A Remedial Program in Fifth Grade Reading," 
Service Paper, Boston University, 1946 . 
. 2william S. Gray, "Grouping Pupils for Basic Instruction in Read-
ing," Elementary School Journal (May, 1948), 48:469.,.70. 
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In evaluating time schedules of remedial reading programs to 
determine the most successful time distribution, all methods of timing 
were found effective. The span of training ranged from an intensive 
program completed in three months to a program with one session per 
week over a ten-month period. The June test administered to the group 
completing the intensive program show~d that all of the ch~ldren main-
tained their growth and continued to progress. "It would appear that 
1 
early instruction is very beneficial." 
2 
Dobbins attempted 
. to determine the permanency of gains made in a re-
medial reading class on the elementary school level as evi-
denced by school records at the close of the sixth, seventh, 
and eighth grades. It is an attempt to determine the amount 
of gains after remedial reading instruction has been concluded 
for at least two years . 
Due to the small population involved, it was impossible to make positive 
generalizations, but some trends were indicated. Progress was made in 
learning to read and although reading disability did persist for some 
pupils, all chifidren were able to make some progress with remedial help. 
It was also found that most children made continuous and significant 
gains in reading after remedial training ceased. 
3 Spelman studied the causes of disabilities r~iuiring service 
1Ida May Cilley, "An Evaluation of Three-Time Schedules in Remedial 
Reading" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1958). 
2Elizabeth M. Dobbins, "A Study of Reading Achievement Made Under 
Remedial Reading Instruction" (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, 1951). 
3Helen Louise Spelman, "Organization and Administration of Re-
medial Services in the Three Elementary Schools of a Suburban Community" 
{unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1956). 
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and presented a remedial program. She divided the remedial cases into 
four causal groups: those with instructional needs, those lacking com-
mon background experience, those retarded mentally, and those with in= 
herent difficulties such as physical, neurological, or psychological 
handicaps. She found that the group with inherent difficulties and ~he 
mentally retarded group made the fewest gains. The instructional group 
made the quickest gains and best adjustment after returning to classes 
with no further help. 
On a follow-up study of one hundred former pupils who were con-
ne~ted with the Boston University Edu~ational Clinic, an attempt was 
made to gain information on the level of achievement attained. Because 
of the limited number of cases, no signif~cant conclusions were apparent, 
but the results were favorable, especially for those who were tutored 
1 
at an early age. 
ln evaluating a six-week readipg clinic, it was found advisable 
to use informal tests rather than standardized tests to measure growth. 
Conclusions drawn were: 
1. Through informal Uests, more specific disabilities may 
be recognized and treatment given. 
2. Informal te.sts are more valuable in clinical work to de = 
note progress in many phases of reading.2 
1Ruth E. Frost, "A Follow-up Study of One Hundred Reading Dis = 
ability Cases, Now Adults, Who Were Associated with the Boston Univer = 
sity Educational Clinic Between 1936-1948" (unpublished Master 1 s thesis, 
Boston University, 1951). 
2Esther Susan Bussell, "Evaluation of Results of a Sunnner .Read-
ing Clinic" (unpublished Master 1 s thesis, Boston University, 1949). 
CHAPTER II 
PlAN OF STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to evalu4~e the effectiveness of a 
service program for the children in the lower thirds of grades two 
through six and the total first grade population in the eleme~tary 
schools of a suburban town . Comparison of achievement in the various 
skills areas will be the basis of evaluation. In conducting the study, 
1 the instruments used in the Berg study were again employed. 
The following instruments were used: 
Grade One 
Group T~ses: 
Boston University Tests of Letter Knowledge, including: 
Identifying Capital Letters $hown 
Identifying Lower Case Lette J,:S Shown 
Identifying Capital .Letters Na~d 
Identifying Lower Case Letters Named 
Writing Letters Dictated 
Visual Discrimination 




1M. E. Berg, et al., "Reading Problems of the Bottom Third" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1961) , 
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l Dur~ell Paragraphs 
Unaided and aided recall 
Grades Two and Three 
Group Tests: 
41 
2 Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Primary Test: Form A 
2 Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement ~est, Primary Test: Form A 
3 
Spelling List One--Durrell 
Boston University Tests: 






1 Durrell Paragraphs 
Unaided and aided recall 
Bostoq University Tests: 
Word Pronunciation 
Test of Applied Phonics 
Donald D. Durrell, Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty (New 
York: World Book Company, 1955). 
Zworld Book Company, 1937. 
3Durrell, op. cit., Manual, p. 24. 
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Grades Four, Five, and Six 
Group Tests: 
1 Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Intermediate: Form A 
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test, Intermediate: 
. FormAl 
2 Spelling List Two--Durrell 
1 
Written Recall-~Durrell-SuUivan 
Hearing Sounds in Words--Intermediate Level 






Speeded Silent Reading 
Individual Tests: 
Oral Reading: 
1world Book Company, 1937. 
2Durrell, op. cit . , Manual, p . 25. 
3Joseph F. Comerford, "Perceptual Abilities in Spelling" (unpub ~ 
lished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1954). 
4John P. Deasy, "Word Analysis Skills in the Intermediate Grades" 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Boston University, 1960). 
1 Durrell Paragraphs 
Unaided and aided recall 
Boston University Tests: 
Word Pronunciation 
Diacritical Marks 
A checklist of pupil behavior and a rating scale of pupil ad-
43 
justment in reading, constructed by Berg, et al.~ were also used. The 
-
checklist consisted of 29 items. Some the teacher might consider de = 
sirable in the classroom, while others might be considered undesirable. 
The following characteristics show desirable adjustment: 
He is adjusted to the school situation. 
He gets along well with others. 
He enjoys school. 
He takes responsibility. 
He returns materials. 
He is attentive. 
He participates eagerly. 
He does his work on time. 
He follow directions. 
He is polite. 
Those considered to show undesirable classroom adjustment include: 
He is immature. 
He cries easily. 
He is sulky at times. 
1Durrell, Analysis of Reading Difficulty. 
H~ is lazy. 
He demands attention. 
He is timid. 
He avoids work. 
He has temper tantrums. 
He is easily discouraged. 
He is careless in work. 
He is a bully. 
He is a behavior problem: 
Noisy 
Disturbs othe.r children 
Doesn't want to do what you ask 
Destroys materials 
Loses his place 
Is restless. 
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The checklist is scored as follows: When the items representing 
positive traits are checked; they are scored plus. If such an item is 
not checked, it is scored minus. When items representing negative traits 
are checked, the items are scored minus, If such items are not checked, 
they are scored plus. 
Thus the number of minus items for each child represents the 
number of negative traits exhibited in the classroom, and the number 
of plus items represents the number of positive traits as measured by 
this instrument. Since there are 29 items, it is possible for a child 
to receive a score of 29 plus or 29 minus. A sample checklist with 
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directions for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
The rating scale was based on the Brennan Adjustment Inventory, 
but was limited to adjustment in the field of reading alone. The 
teachers were instructed to rate the children on each item: 110 11 for 
outstanding, 11G'' for good, 11 F11 for fair, or 11 P11 for poor. 
In order to score the scale, numerical values are assigned as 
follows : 0 = 4; G = 3; F = 2; P = -1. An item not checked is assigned 
a point value of 1. The total possible score is 56 . 
Copies of the Primary and Intermediate Rating Scales may be 
found in the Appendix . 
DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTS USED 
Grade One Group Tests 
1 
Identifying Capital Letters Shown. This test measures the pu-
pil's ability to identify capital letters when shown on flash cards. 
It consists of the 26 capital letters arranged in groups of five . A 
letter on a flash card is exposed for five seconds; the pupil finds 
the letter and circles it in the five letters in a multiple-choice sit-
uation. The first item follows : 
I . OTC HD 
The total possible score is 26. A copy of this test with directions 
for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix . 
Identifying Lower Case Letters Shown. This test was designed 
to measure the pupil's ability to identify lower case letters shown. 
It consists of 26 groups each of five lower case letters. A card with 
a letter on it is exposed for five seconds. The child finds t.liis letter 
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in a multiple-choice situation and circles it. The first item follows: 
m b o s y 
The total possible score is 26 . A copy of this test with directions 
for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
Identifying Capital Letters Named , This test was constructed 
to measure the child's ability to identify the capital letters named. 
The examiner names a letter, and the pupil selects and circles it in a 
multiple-choice situation. The first item follows: 
E F A Y L 
The total possible score is 26 . A copy of this test with directions 
for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix . 
Writing Letters Dictated. This t~st was designed to measure 
the child's ability to write letters from dictation . The pupil writes 
on lined paper t Qe letters dictated . Any correct form--capital, lower 
case- - in this order : 0 X S C I P T M K Z E W R J Y F N A H V U B D E 
G Q. The total possible score is 26 . A copy of this test may be found 
in the Appendix. 
Visual Discrimination . The test of visual discrimination was 
1 
taken from Durrell . It consists of 30 items in multiple-choice situa-
tions . The examiner flashes a card on which a letter or a word is 
printed. The child circles the correct item. The sample item is: 
1Durrell, Ana}ysis of Reading Difficulty. 
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y b d g f I I 
The pupil circles "f" in this group of letters . One point ts given 
for each correct response, with a total possible score of 30. A copy 
of this test with directions for administering and scoring may be found 
in the Appendix. 
Hearing Sounds in Words. This test of the children 1 s ability to 
hear and identify separate sounds in spoken words was taken from Dur -
1 
rell. This test consists of two parts which measure the ability to 
identify the initial consonants, final consonants, and both beginning 
and ending sounds in words. In the first section, the children identify 
the initial sounds of words pronounced by circling the correct letter in 
a group of five. The test blank has the letters : 
p b t n a 
The examiner pronounces the word "top," and the pupils circle "t." 
The second part of this test has two sections. The pupils are 
asked to identify the final sound of a word by circling a word which 
ends with the same sound. For example, the word 11 spoon" is pronounced. 
The test blank includes the following words: 
garrulous pertain warrant 
The pupils are asked to circle 11pertain." 
In the second section, the child identifies the beginning and 
1ourrell, Analysis of Reading Difficulty. 
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final sounds of a word. He circles the word which begins and ends the 
same as the word pronounced. For example, the examiner says "between," 
and the child circles one of the following words: 
brethren nobleman burlesque 
The total possible score for both parts is 33. A copy of this test 
with directions for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
Grade One Individual Tests 
Oral Reading. The first test of oral reading was to determine 
the suitability of the pupil's textbook. Each child read at sight the 







1 error in 20 words 
2 to 6 errors in 20 words 
7 or more errors in 20 words 
The second oral reading test was reading paragraphs from the Dur i.E!U 
Analysis of Reading Difficulty . If the oral reading of the pupil's 
textbook was "satisfactory," the child read the paragraph of thE! same 
level from the Durrell Analysis. If the oral reading was "difficult" 
or "too difficult," the pupil read the paragraphs of a lower level. If 
the reading was "too easy" he read the paragraphs higher until his level 
was established. The errors were recorded on the Primary Oral Reading 
Checklist, as was the time required. Recall was checked following the 
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reading . In classifying first grade oral reading ~ below norms measures 
were establiQ-hed by time as: High, 51"-64"; Middle, 65" ~ 79"; Low, 80"-
120". 
Oral Recall . After the child had read the paragraph, the exam= 
iner said, "Now tell me all that you can remember about the story you 
just read . " The unaided memories were numbered in order qf their b.eing 
recalled. The aided memories $ ere marked with a plus sign. The total 
score is the sum of the unaided and aided items. A copy of the Primary 
Oral Reading Checklist, including the Oral Recall, with directions for 
administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix . 
Grades Two Through Six Group Tests 
Listening Comprehension and Achievement . 1 The Durrell-Sullivan 
Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests, Primary and Intermediate Tests, 
Form A, were used. This test consists of two sections: Word Meaning 
and Paragraph Meaning . In the first section, the examiner says a word 
and the child selects one picture from a group of eight pictures which 
illustrate the word. In the second part, ~he examiner reads a story 
and checks the child's comprehension by having the pupil select a pic-
ture from a group of three pictures which answers the question asked by 
the examiner . 
In the Primary Form, the word meaning test contains 60 items in 
a multiple-choice situation. In the paragraph meaning test, six para-
graphs were administered to grade two with a total of 30 items; eight 
1 Op. cit . 
I ~ 
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paragraphs were administered to grade three with a total of 40 items. 
In the Intermediate Form, the word meaning test contains 70 
items in a multiple ~choice situation. In the paragraph meaning test, 
ten paragraphs were administered to grades five and six with a total 
of 60 items. 
The Durrell-Sullivan Achievement Tests consist of two parts: 
Word Meaning and Paragraph Meaning. In the Primary Form, the word 
meaning test includes 50 items in a multiple=choice situation. The 
time for working on this part of the test is ten minutes. The para = 
graph meaning test has nine paragraphs with a total of 45 items. The 
working time is twenty minutes. The norms range from grade 1.9 to 8.4. 
In the Intermediate Form, there are 75 items in the section on 
word meaning with a working time of ten minutes. There are twelve 
paragraphs in the section on paragraph meaning with a total of 60 items. 
The working time is twenty minutes . The norms range from grade 2.0 to 
8.4. 
A copy of these t~$ts with directions for administering and scor-
ing may be found in the Appendix. 
Hearing Sounds in Words . The pri~ry test of hearing sounds in 
1 
words was taken from Durrell . It is in three sections: A, B, and C. 
Section A measures the ability of the pupil to identify initial conso = 
nants. Section B measures the ability to identify final, and both ini-
tial and final, consonants in words. Section C measures the ability to 
identify word parts. 
1 Op. cit., p. 105. 
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To score the first two parts of the test, the number of correct 
responses are totaled . The third part is scored by subtracting the 
number of incorrect responses from the number of correct responses. 
The total possible score is 66. A copy of this test with directions 
for administering and scoring may be found in the AppenQix. 
The intermediate test of hearing sounds in words was originally 
1 prepared by Brion. It consists of 45 items. The children are asked 
to lis.ten and write the sounds they hear in the beginning and end of 
the words, as directed by the examiner. For example, the examiner may 
ask the pupils to write the first letter in the first five words; the 
first two letters in the next group of words; and the last three letters 
in one word. 
The total pQssible score is 45. In scoring, one point is given. 
for each correct response. A copy of this test with directions for ad-
ministering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
Visual Discrimination. The test of visual discrimination admin-
istered to the primary grades is described in the first grade b$ttery . 
In the intermediate grades, the test of visual discrimination 
was designed to measure the accuracy with which pupils can write an un-
familiar word after it has been exposed for three seconds. The test 
includes ten words not in the reading vocabulary of the children. The 
words are nonphonetic. A copy of this test with directions for admin-
istering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
1rnformal test prepared by Margaret Brion, Research Fellow at 
Boston University, under the direction of Donald D. Durrell. 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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Spelling. List one of the Durrell Analysis of Reading Diffi -
1 
culty was used in grades two and three; and list two in grades four, 
five, and six . Each list has 20 words . A word is dictated, presented 
in a sentence, and dictated again. Each word is presented three times 
orally before the children write it . A copy of this test with direc-
tions for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix . 
Grades Two Through Six--Individual Tests 
Oral Reading I. The first test of oral reading determined the 
suitability of the textbook . The pupil brought the book he was reading 
and read at sight the page beyond classwork . Suitability was deter-
mined as follows: 
Too easy No errors in 20 words 
Satisfactory 1 error in 20 words 
Difficult 2 to 6 errors in 20 words 
Too difficult 7 or more errors in 20 words 
The number of errors, the time, and the memories were recorded . 
Oral Reading II. The second oral reading test used the Durrell 
2 Paragraphs . If the book level was judged satisfactory, the pupil read 
the paragraph of the same level. If the book appeared to be difficult, 
the paragraph below was used . If the book was easy, paragraphs above 
the level of the book were read. The procedure explained in the manual 
accomp·~nying the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty was followed. 
Time, number of errors, and aided and unaided recall were checked as the 
child read. 
1Durrell, op . cit . 
... 
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Oral Recall . When the pupil had finished reading the paragraph, 
the examiner said, "Now tell me all that you can remember about the 
story . " The pupil's unaided responses were numbered in sequence as 
they were recalled. Questions were asked to check items not recalled. 
Each correct memory received a plus. Each incorrect memory or fact not 
recalled received a minus . The correct instructional level was deter-
mined by using the norms established for time and errors. The total 
score is the sum of the unaided and aided items. 
Word Pronunciation. 
The primary word pronunciation test was abstracted from the 
Ga tes Graded Pronun~iation Test VII, Form 1.1 It was cowposed 
wholly of isolated words, thus eliminating any use of context 
in recognition. The mean score for grade two was thirty . The 
thirtieth word was selected as the starting point, and every 
fifth word was used thereafter.2 
The test was administered individually to the second and third 
grade population. 
"E-ach :child was asked to pronounce the words aloud. After five 
3 incorrect responses the test was discontinued." There were 15 items 
with a total possible score of 30. A copy of the test with directions 
for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
"The intermediate test consisted of twenty-five words which w~re 
1 Arthur I . Gates, The Improvement of Reading (New York : The Mac -
millan Company, 1935), p . 520. ' 
2Mayvis L. Baumann, et al., "Differing Instructional Needs for 
Children of Similar Reading Achievement Grades Two, Four, and Six" 
(unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1960), pp. 66-67 . 
3 Ibid. , p . 6 7. 
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1 
selected from a test of one hundred items by Chapman . The last twenty· 


























The total score possible is 50. A copy of this test with directions 
for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
Applied Phonics. The applied phonics test was taken from the 
Baumann study . They, in turn, had adapted it from a thesis by Coates 
3 
and Rogers. The purpose of this test is to investigate the ability 
of the child to apply his knowledge of phonics to unknown words . The 
word elements tested include beginning sounds, consonant blends, phono ~ 
grams, hard and soft£, hard and soft !• and vowel sounds. When a word 
which is familiar to the child is pronounced by the examiner, the child 
is to solve the new word by changing one phonetic element . For example: 
When the examiner reads .- "will" from the card, the pupil says the next 
word, which is "grill." There are 14 items on the test, with a total 
possible score of 28 . A copy of this test is included in the Primary 
Oral Reading Checklist which may be found in the Appendix. 
1Mary T. Chapman, "The Construction and Evaluation of a Word 
Pronunciation Test'' (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
1955). 
2Baumann, et al., op. cit., p. 67 . 
. 
3Diana Coates and Julia Rogers, "Exercises in Applied Phonics 
for Grade Two'' (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 1958). 
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Additional Tests for Grades Four, Five, and Six 
In addition to the tests ~escribed above, the intermediate grades 
were given the following tests: 
Written Recall. The test of written recall for grade four is 
from Paragraph I, and for grades five and six from Paragraph II, of the 
1 Durrell-Sullivan Achievement Test. The child reads the paragraph and 
writes all that he remembers on a piece of paper. The number of items 
recalled is the score. 
2 
Homophones. This test, an adaptation from the Comerford study, 
3 
was taken from the Baumann study . The following is a description of 
the test itself : 
The recognition=of-homophones test contains 50 items, each 
of which has an indicated stimulus sound and five choices. 
The following illustrations indicate the form of the items: 
5. air 24 . eed 42 . ~ 
() ere () ead () owed 
() ire () ede () ewed 
() are () ide () ood 
() eir () ode () oed 
() ear () ed () oad 
The underlined letters constituted the stimulus sound which is 
pronounced by the examiner and which is used by the pupils as a 
basis for indicating other groups of letters which could repre = 
sent the same sound. Among the 50 items of this test, 10 items 
have one choice which represents a homophone or like sounds; 
20 have two such choices; 8 have three homophonous choices . In 
view of the varying number of choices within the items, it was 
necessary to correct this test on the basis of each choice being 
1 Durrell, op. cit., "~9rld Book Company, 1937. 
2 Comerford, op. cit., p. 52. 
3 Baumann, et al . , op . cit . , pp. 58-59, 
.... , 
correctly marked or unmarked, which resulted in a total possible 
score of 250.1 
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A copy of the test and directions for administering and scoring may be 
found in the Appendix. 
2 
Skimming . This test was constructed by Baumann. 
A test of ten items over a reading selection of approximately 
three hundred words was constructed to measure the skimming abil -
ity of children in the fourth and sixth grades. . . . There was 
one item for each paragraph, and the questions were listed to the 
left of the reading . As an answer was discovered, it was under-
lined in the paragraph and the corresponding question number was 
written beside the paragraph. In scoring, credit was given only 
where the correct answer was underlined and the correct number 
indicated . 
The time allowed for this test is two minutes. A copy of the test with 
directions for administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix . 
Syllabication. This test was taken from a battery built by 
3 Deasy . The words to be syllabicated are presented in a sentence and 
underlined . The pupil reads the sentence containing the underlined 
words . At the right of the sentence, the underlined words are written 
for the children to divide into syllables. The first item follows: 
1-2 Jean found a penny on the sidewalk. penny 
sidewalk 
There are 48 items in this test. Items 1 to 25 are administered to 
grade four . Items 26 to 48 are administered to grades five and six . 
To score this test, one point is given for each correct response . 
A copy of the test with directions for administering and scoring may be 
found in the Appendix. 
1 Comerford, op. cit . , p. 52. 
2 Baumann, et al., op. cit . , p. 59 . 
3neasy, op. cit., pp . 86-87 . 
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Dictionary Skills. This test was designed to measure the pu-
pl>l' s ability to locate words in the dictionary with reasonable speed. 
There are 16 words of varied length . They are not arranged in alpha -
betical order. The children are to find the words and write the guide 
word beside the listed words . Two minutes are allowed. The first item 
in the list is "fluent." A copy of this test with directions for admin -
istering and scoring may be found in the Appendix . 
Speed of Silent Reading. This test was taken from McCall and 
1 Crabb . The children are given three minutes to read the paragraph 
and answer ten questions by underlining the correct answer in a multiple -
choice situation . One point is given for each correct response. A copy 
of this test with directions for administering and scoring may be found 
in the Appendix, 
Elaborative Thinking . This t~st was adapted 
six selections from the Durrell Analysis of Reading 
procedure used in the Baumann study was employed. 
2 by Baumann from 
3 Difficulty. The 
Each selection was mimeographed with space provided for the 
written response following it. Sample exercises were pro-
vided at the beginning of both Tests I and II. The examiner 
read the paragraphs orally while the class followed along 
with the reading . An explanation was given of the purpose, 
and a discussion followed with the examiner and children 
giving possible items. 
The following are sample tests: 
lwilliam A. McCall and Lelah M. Crabb, Standard Test Lessons in 
Reading, Book 3 (New York : Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, 
Columbia University, 1926), Exercise 13. 
2 Baumann, et al., op . cit., p. 62. 
3Durrell, op. cit . , World Book Company, 1955. 
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Sample Test I 
The Accident 
A boy was hurt on our street yesterday. He had been playing 
ball and was riding his bicycle away from the ball field when a 
car came down the road . He did not see the car coming because he 
was looking back at the boys who were still playing ball , The car 
was going slowly . It hit the boy, but did not run over him. His 
arm was hurt and his bicycle was bent. 
The examiner explained to the children after reading the para = 
graph they were to think of questions which were not answered by 
the story, and which would add to it to make it longer . The ex-
aminer read the sample and then offered some suggestions. She 
then asked the children if they could think of some questions. 
The following words were listed on the board as a guide for the 
children : how, who , which, what, when, where, why . 
Sample Test II 
The House 
Three boys built a house in the woods. They put a table and 
two old chairs in it . There was a basket full of apples under 
the table . One afternoon they went away and left the door open. 
When they came back, they found two little pigs eating the apples. 
The examiner explained to the class that they were now to think 
of things about which the story reminded them. The examiner read 
the sample and offered some suggestions . She then asked the chil-
dren what they thought of as they read the story. The only clues 
given were verbal and these were given before the sample was read. 
It was suggested that the story might remind them of things that 
they had h¢ard or read about, such as songs, poems, and stories. 
The prime consideration of the test was to measure the quantity 
of pupils' responses rather than speed . Each response related to 
the selection was counted as a score of one. Scores for Tests I 
and II were counted and kept separate . l 
A copy of the test and directions for administering and scoring 
may be found in the Appendix . 
Diacritical Marks . This test was built by Baumann2 and adminis -
tered individually to grades four, five, and six. There were ten words 
1Baumann, et al.., , op . cit., pp. 63-64 . 
2Ibid . , p . 68. 
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varying in length from two to five syllables. They were presented in 
two columns: the whole word appeared in the first column; in the sec-
ond, the word was presented in syllables with diacritical markings, as 
shown in the following sample item: 
1. unfeigned (un fand') 
The total possible score is .20. A copy of the test and directions for 
administering and scoring may be found in the Appendix. 
Oral Reading Checklist. Both primary and intermediate oral 
reading checklists were formulated by Baumann "to summarize the oral 
information from the individual tests."1 
The primary and intermediate checklists contained three 
types of information concerning oral reading: The level of 
the book the child was reading in class, the suitability of 
this book, and the oral reading level established by reading 
the Durrell paragraphs. An abridged checklist of difficulties, 
from the Oral and Silent Reading sections of the Durrell 
Analysis of Reading Difficulty was used.2 
The Primary Oral Reading Checklist contains the word pronuncia = 
tion list and the applied phonics. The Intermediate Oral Reading Check= 
list substituted diacritical marks for applied phonics. Ratings of 2, 
1, and 0 were used in scoring the tests of word pronunciation, applied 
phonics, and diacritical marks. A "2" signifies immediate recognition; 
a "1" signifies recognition following analysis; a "0" signifies mis = 
pronunciation of the word. 
On the backs of both sheets were para$raphs one through four and 
five through eight, respectively. These paragraphs are from the Durrell 
Analysis. Columns were provided for checking unaided and aided recall. 
1 Baumann, et al., op~ cit., p. 64. 
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The population for the study consisted of the total first grade 
and the lower third in reading of grades two through six in four schools 
of a high socio-economic residential town in eastern Massachusetts. 
Following is a breakdown of the pupil population : 
Grade Number of Classes Number of Pupils 
I 10 224 
II 9 68 
III 10 70 
IV 9 76 
v 8 64 
VI 9 79 
---
Total 55 581 
All of the tests were administered and scored by the writers. 
The results are presented and analyzed in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to compare: 




tested in 1961 and 1962. 
Letter knowledge for children in grade one in 1961 and 1962. 
Reading achievement and types of errors as judged by oral 
reading in 1961 and 1962. 
Reading achievement of children in grades two, four, and five 
in 1961 with their achievement in grades three, five, and six 
in 1962 . 
5 . The children's classroom adjustment in f he reading activities 
as rated by the teachers in 1961 and 1962 . 
The results will be reported first for each grade separately, be-
ginning with grade one, and then by primary and intermediate levels. 
Complete data were available on 200 children in 1961 and on 224 
children in 1962. This analysis is based on these cases . 
~ 61 -
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Table 1 shows the comparison of chronological ages in months 
for the first grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION 
OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES - -GRADE ONE 
Months Frequency 1961 1962 
92 - 93 1 1 
90 - 91 0 0 
88 - 89 1 3 
86 - 87 1 2 
84 - 85 8 20 
82 - 83 30 25 
80 - 81 32 36 
78 - 79 26 49 
76 - 77 37 33 
74 = 75 37 37 
72 - 73 27 13 
Totals 200 219 
Mean 77 . 90 79.04 
Standard Deviation 3.80 4.06 
The ages for 1961 ranged from 72 months to 93 months, with a 
mean of 77 . 90 months. The range for 1962 was from 72 months to 93 
months, with a mean of 79.04 months or 6-6 years. 
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Table 2 shows a comparison of the distribution of scores and 
per cents on identifying capital letters from a flash for grade one. 
TABLE 2 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
ON IDENTIFYING CAPITAL LETTERS SHOWN--GRADE ONE 
Score 1961 1962 Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
26 119 59 . 50 117 61.26 
25 43 21.50 28 14 . 66 
24 
-::.1.2 6 . 00 11 5. 75 
23 10 5 . 00 2 1.06 
22 3 1. 50 3 1.57 
21 5 2 . 50 3 1.57 
20 3 1.50 3 1.57 
19 3 1. 50 1 .53 
18 1 . 50 11 5.75 
17 0 .00 11 5.75 
16 1 . 50 0 .00 
15 0 .00 
14 0 .00 
13 0 .00 
12 0 .00 
11 0 .00 
10 0 .00 
9 0 .00 
8 1 .53 
---
Totals 200 100 . 00 191 100 . 00 
Mean 25 , 05 25 . 15 
Standard Deviation 1.72 2.12 
The total possible score was 26. In 1961 the scores ranged 
from 16 to 26, with a mean of 25.05 . Eighty - one per cent id~tified 
25 or 26 le~ters, and 97 per cent identified 20 or more . In 1962 the 
range was from 8 to 26, with a mean of 25 . 15 . Seventy-seven per cent 
identified 25 or 26 letters, and 87 per cent identified 20 or more. 
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Table 3 shows the comparison of the distribution of scores and 
per cents on identifying lower-case letters from a flash for the first 
grade. 
TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
ON IDENTIFYING LOWER-CASE LETTERS SHOWN- -GRADE ONE 
Score 1961 1962 Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
26 65 32 . 50 59 27 . 80 
25 40 20 . 00 50 23.00 
24 26 13 . 00 42 19.88 
23 26 13 . 00 27 12.80 
22 12 6.00 15 7 . 07 
21 9 4.50 6 2.86 
20 7 3.50 7 3.30 
19 6 3 . 00 1 .47 
18 2 1.00 0 .00 
17 2 1.00 3 1.41 
16 2 1.00 0 .00 
15 0 .00 0 . 00 
14 2 1.00 0 .00 
13 0 .00 1 .47 
12 0 . 00 0 .00 
11 1 . 50 1 .47 
10 0 .00 0 .00 
9 0 . 00 0 .00 
8 0 . 00 0 . 00 
7 _o . 00 1 .47 
Totals 200 100.00 212 100.00 
Mean 23 . 80 24 . 01 
Standard Deviation 2.62 2 .44 
The total possible score is 26 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
11 to 26, with a mean of 23 . 80 . Fifty-two per cent identified 25 or 
more letters and 92 per cent identified 20 or more . In 1962 the range 
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was from 1 to 59, with a mean of 24.01. Fifty-one per cent identified 
25 or more letters, and 97 per cent identified 20 or more . 
Table 4 shows a comparison of the distribution of scores and 
per cents on identifying capitals named. 
TABLE 4 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
ON IDENTIFYING CAPITALS NAMED IN GRADE ONE 
Score 1961 1962 Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
26 109 54 . 50 170 72.23 
25 36 18 . 00 33 13.90 
24 16 8 . 00 12 s .oo 
23 10 s.oo 6 2.40 
22 6 3.00 6 2.40 
21 3 1. so s 2.10 
20 2 2.50 2 .80 
19 4 2..00 0 .00 
18 3 l.SO 0 .00 
17 1 .so 1 .39 
16 3 1. so 0 .00 
15 2 1.00 1 .39 
14 0 .00 0 .00 
13 0 .00 1 .39 
12 0 .00 0 .00 
11 0 .00 0 .00 
10 0 .00 0 .00 
9 1 .so 0 .00 
8 0 .00 0 .00 
7 0 . 00 0 .00 
6 1 .so 0 .00 
Totals 200 100.00 23S 100 . 00 
Mean 24 .44 25 . 34 
Standard Deviation 2.84 1.88 
The total possible score is 26. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
6 to 26, with a mean of 24 .44. Seventy-two per cent identified 2S or 
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more letters, and 92 per cent identified 20 or more . In 1962 the 
range was from li to 26, with a mean of 25.34. Seventy- two per cent 
identified all 26 letters, and 98 per cent identified 21 or more . 
Table 5 shows a comparison of the distribution of scores and 
per cents on identifying lower-case let t ers named in grade one. 
TABLE 5 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
ON IDENTIFYING LOWER-CASE LETTERS NAMED --GRADE ONE 
Score 1961 1962 Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
26 40 20.00 100 46.20 
25 36 18 . 00 47 22 . 50 
24 26 13.00 28 12.70 
23 19 9.50 15 6 . 70 
22 17 8.50 9 4.10 
21 14 7 . 00 4 1.80 
20 9 4 . 50 4 1.80 
19 9 4.50 3 1.30 
18 6 3.00 1 . 40 
17 5 2 . 50 1 . 40 
16 4 2 . 00 2 .90 
15 3 1.50 0 . 00 
14 4 2 . 00 0 .00 
13 3 l. 50 1 .40 
12 1 . 50 0 . 00 
11 1 .50 1 .40 
10 1 . 50 0 . 00 
9 0 . 00 0 .00 
8 1 . 50 0 . 00 
7 0 . 00 1 .40 
6 1 . 30 
Totals 200 100 . 00 217 100 . 00 
Mean 22 . 32 24 .47 
Standard Deviation 3.89 2 . 15 
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The total possible score is 26 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
6 to 26, with a mean of 22.32 . Thirty- eight per cent identified 25 or 
more letters, and 80 per cent identified 20 or more . In 1962 the range 
was from 1 to 26, with a mean of 24 .47. Forty-six per cent identified 
all 26 letters, and 92 per cent identified 22 or more . 
Table 6 shows the comparison of the di.s tribution of scores and 
per cents on writing letters dictated in fi r st grade . 
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TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
ON WRITING LETTERS FROM DICTATION=-GRADE ONE 
Score 1961 1962 Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
26 19 9 . 50 75 35 . 37 
25 27 13 . 50 46 21 . 00 
24 17 8 . 50 23 10.85 
23 19 9 . 50 12 5.00 
22 8 4.00 15 7.07 
21 11 5 . 50 8 3. 77 
20 17 8 . 50 6 2. 83 
19 10 5.00 2 . 94 
18 6 3.00 5 2 .35 
17 5 2 . 50 4 1. 88 
16 10 5.00 2 .94 
15 8 4 . 00 4 1.88 
14 6 3 . 00 3 1.42 
13 3 1.50 2 . 94 
12 4 2 . 00 0 . 00 
11 3 1. . 50 2 .94 
10 4 2.00 0 .00 
9 5 2 . 50 2 .94 
8 3 1. . 50 0 . 00 
7 5 2 . 50 1 . 47 
6 4 2 . 00 0 . 00 
5 0 . 00 0 .00 
4 2 1. 00 0 .00 
3 4 2 . 00 0 . 00 
~ 2 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0 .00 1 . 47 
0 0 .00 2 . 94 
Totals 200 100.00 212 100.00 
M~an 19.08 22 . 84 
Standard Deviation 6 . 28 2 .43 
The total possible score was 26 . In 1961 t he scores ranged 
from 3 to 26, with a mean of 19 . 08. Twe~'ty = three per cent coul d wri t e 
25 or more letters, and 59 per cent were able to wr i.te 20 or more 
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letters . In 1962 the range was from 0 to 26, with a mean of 22 . 84. 
Thirty-five per cent could write all 26 letters, and 86 per cent could 
write 20 or more . 
Table 7 shows the comparison of the distribution of scores and 
per cents on hearing sounds in words in first grade . 
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TABLE 7 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES AND PER CENTS 
ON HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS ~~GRADE ONE 
1961 1962 Score ~, Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
33 3 1.50 11 5 . 62 
32 8 4. 00 14 6.51. 
31 6 3.00 28 14.00 
30 8 4.00 20 8 . 83 
29 10 5 . 00 19 8 . 83 
28 7 3 . 50 14 6 . 51 
27 11 5 .50 13 6 . 04 
26 11 5.50 4 1. 80 
25 8 4.00 16 7.04 
24 10 5 . 00 7 3.25 
23 5 2 . 50 12 5.11 
22 12 6 . 00 3 1.39 
21 8 4.00 4 1.80 
20 13 6 . 50 8 3. 2.5 
19 10 5 . 00 8 3.25 
18 4 2.00 8 3 .2.5 
17 3 1.50 2 . 93 
16 9 4.50 3 1.39 
15 12 6.00 2. .93 
14 8 4.00 3 1.39 
13 7 3 .50 7 3.25 
12 7 3.50 3 1.39 
11 3 1.50 1 .46 
10 2 1.00 1 .46 
9 5 2. 50 1 .46 
8 3 1. 50 2 . 93 
7 3 1. 50 2 . 93 
6 2 1.00 0 . 00 
5 1 . 50 0 .00 
4 1 . 50 0 . 00 
Totals 200 100.00 215 100 . 00 
Mean 20 . 95 25 ,34 
Standard Deviation 7 .16 2.15 
The total possible score was 33. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
4 to 33, and the mean was 20 . 95 . There were 80 cases with scores below 
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20, the norm for first grade, fifth month. In 1962 the range was from. 
7 to 33, with a mean of 25 .34. There were 59 cases wit h scores be low 
20 . 
Table 8 shows the comparison of the distribution of scores and 
per cents on visual discrimination of words . 
TABLE 8 
COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON VISUAL DISCRIMINATION ·~~GRADE ONE 
1961 1962 Score Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent 
28 1 .50 0 .00 
27 2 1.00 3 1 .t.+5 
26 0 .00 2 J..OO 
25 1 . 50 5 2.35 
24 0 .00 2 1 . 00 
23 1 .50 4 l. 95 
22 5 2.50 7 3.30 
21 1 . 50 11 5 . 05 
20 5 2. 50 21 9.55 
19 7 3 . 50 18 8.20 
18 5 2 . 50 21 9 . 55 
17 9 4.50 20 9.15 
16 8 4 . 00 24 10.50 
15 15 7.50 17 7.75 
14 23 11 . 50 20 9.15 
13 15 7 . 50 1. 5 6 . 85 
12 29 1.4.50 9 4. 15 
11 19 9 . 50 "1 3.30 I 
10 21 10 . 50 7 3.30 
9 8 4 .00 1 .50 
8 8 4.00 4 l. 95 
7 8 4 . 00 0 .00 
6 8 4. 00 0 . 00 
5 1 .50 0 . 00 
Totals 200 100 . 00 221 100 . 00 
Mean 13.11 16.87 
Standard Deviation 4.28 3 . 1. 7 
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The total possible score was 28. In 196 1 t he scor es ranged 
from 5 to 28, with a mean of 13 . 11, which is above the no rm for first 
grade, fifth month. There were 73 cases wi th scores be low 12 ~ the norm 
for first grade, fifth month . The scores for 1962 range f rom 8 to 27, 
with a mean of 16.87, which is above the norm for firs t grade , fif t h 
month. There were 19 cases below 12, t he norm for firs t grade, fifth 
month . 
Table 9 shows the comparison of the distribution of scoi"e s for 
recall, amount and organization for firs t grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
Totals 
TABLE 9 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECALL SCORES ~ -GRADE ONE 





































The scores in general were low in bo th amount and o r ganization 
on unaided recall in 1961 and 1962 . This woul d s eam to indicate tha t 
the intake of ideas is good but the output is poor. 
Table 10 shows the comparison of scores of capital letters 
shown for grade one in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 10 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON CAPITAL LETTERS SHOWN 
Grade Year No. Mean S . D. S . E. m Diff . S .E . d C. R. 
I 1961 200 25.05 1. 72 . 12 
.10 .19 . 53 1962 191 25.15 2 .12 .1 5 
The mean score in 1961 was 25 . 05 compared with 25 . 15 in 1962, 
As there are only 26 letters, there was no opportunity fo r growt h . 
Table 11 shows the comparison of scores of l ower =case letters 








No . Mean 
200 23 . 80 
212 24.01 








S . E. d C.R. 
. 25 . 8l; . 
The mean score in 1961 was 23 . 80 compared with 24. 01 in 1962 . 
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The critical ratio of . 84 showed t he difference was not s tat is t ically 
significant . It favored the 1962 group . 
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Table 12 shows the comparison o f scores o f capita l letters named 
for grade one in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 12 






No . Mean 
200 24 .44 
235 25 . 34 
S . D. 





. 90 . 23 
C.R . 
3.91 
The mean score in 1961 was 24.44 compared wit h 25 . 34 i n 1962 . 
The critical ratio of 3 . 91 showed this di fference is statis t ically 
significant in favor of t he 1962 group. 
Table 13 shows the comparison o f scores of lower-case l e tters 
named for grade one for 1961 and 196 2. 
TABLE 13 






No . Mean 
200 22.32 
217 24 .47 
S.D . 
3 . 89 
2.15 




2.15 . 32 
C.R. 
. 6 7 
The mean score in 1961 was 22. 32 compared with 24.47 in 196 2. 
The critical ratio of .67 showed the d:lfferec;_ce was not s t atistically 
significant . It favored t he 1962 gr oup. 
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Table 14 shows the comparison of scores of writing letters die = 


















3 . 76 .47 
C.R. 
8 . 00 
The mean score in 1961 was 19.08 compar~d with 22 . 84 in 1962. 
The critical ratio of 8.00 showed the dif f erence was s t a t istically 
significant in favor of the 1962 group. 
Table 15 shows the comparison of visua l discrimination scores 
for grade one in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 15 






No . Mean 
200 13.11 
221 16 . 87 
S .D. 
4 . 28 
3 . 17 
. 30 
. 21 
Diff . S .E. d C.R. 
3. 76 .36 10.44 
The mean score in 1961 was 13.11 compared wi th 16 . 87 i n 1962. 
The critical ratio of 10.44 shows t h i s i s a s t a tist i cal ly significant 
difference in favor of the 1962 group . 
Table 16 shows the comparison of score s of writing letters 










215 25 . 34 
S . D. 
7.16 





S .E. d C.R. 
. 21 20 . 90 
The mean score in 1961 was 20 . 95 compared with 25 . 34 in 1962 . 
The critical ratio of 20.90 shov.1ed the difference was statistically 
significant in favor of the 1962 group. 
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Table 17 shows the number and per cent of children at the read= 
ing levels on the oral paragraphs in 196 1 and 1962 . 
TABLE 17 
A COMPARISON OF SCORES ON READING ACHIEVEMENT 
Level 1961 1962 Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 
Below Norms 152 76 . 60 45 21.30 
Low I 23 11 .40 29 ~.3 . 70 
Middle I 13 6 .40 29 13 . 70 
High I 6 3 . 00 60 28.40 
Low II 2 1.00 32 15 . 10 
Middle II 0 . 00 8 3.70 
High II 1 . 50 0 .00 
High III 1 . 50 0 . 00 
Low IV 0 . 00 2 . 94 
Middle IV 0 . 00 2 . 94 
High IV 3 1.40 1 .40 
Low VI 0 . 00 1 .40 
Totals 201 100 . 00 211 
In 1961 the scores ranged from below the norms to high grade 
four, and in 1962 from below the norms to l ow grade six . In 1961, 
152 children were below the norms for grade one and in 1962 only 45 . 
In 1961, 21 per cent were at grade one level, and in 1962, 56 per cent. 
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Table 18 shows the distribution of ch~hnological ages in months 
for the second grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 18 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES ==GRADE TWO 
Months Freguenc:y: 1961 1962 
115-117 1 
112 =114 0 
109 - 111 2 0 
106 =108 1 1 
103 =105 0 2 
100=102 4 0 
97 = 99 2 4 
94-e96 11 8 
91- 93 15 10 
88- 90 18 12 
85- 87 17 16 
82 = 84 0 1 
Totals 70 55 
Mean 91..67 91 .46 
Standard Deviation 5 . 52 6 . 11 
In 1961 the ages ranged from 85 months to 111 months, with a 
mean of 91 . 67 months, or 7-7 years , and in 1962 from 82 months to 
117 months, with a mean of 91 .46 months, or 7=6 years. 
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Table 19 shows the distribution of listening comprehension 
scores for the second grade . 
TABLE 19 
DISTRIBUTION OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION SCORES - -GRADE TWO 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
67-71 1 1 
62-66 2 0 
57 - 61 12 5 
52-56 16 8 
47 - 51 9 15 
42-46 10 13 
37 -41 10 13 
32-36 4 9 
27-31 2 1 
22-26 3 2 
17-21 2 0 
12-16 0 1 
7-11 1 
Totals 72 68 
Mean 48.51 44.20 
Standard Deviation 12.00 9.45 
The total possible score is 100. In 1961 the scores ranged 
from 7, grade equivalent 1.1, to 70 , grade equivalent 4 . 7, with a mean 
of 48.51, and in 1962 from 12 to 67 , with a mean of 44 . 20 . There were 
'eight cases with scores at or below 31, t he norm for second grade, 
fifth month, and in 1962 there were four cases. 
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Table 20 shows the distribution of reading achievement scores 
for the second graQe. 
TABLE 20 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES Q=GRADE TWO 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
39-40 2 





27 =28 2 2 
25-26 1 2 
23 =24 2 6 
21 =22 3 5 
19-20 2 3 
17 =18 6 11 
15-16 10 6 
13-14 8 6 
11-12 8 11 
9-10 3 5 
7- 8 13 3 
5- 6 3 1 
3- 4 9 2 
1= 2 2 
Totals 72 68 
Mean 12.06 17.14 
Standard Deviation 6.36 7.82 
In 1961 the scores ranged from l, grade equivalent below 2.0, 
to 28, grade equivalent 3.3, with a mean of 12.06, and in 1962 from 4, 
grade equivalent below 2, to 40, grade equivalent 3 . 7, with a mean of 
17.14. There were 38 cases with scores below 13, the norm for second 
grade, fifth month in 1961, and in 1962 there were 22 cases. 
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Table 21 shows the distribution of spelling scores for the sec ~ 
ond grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 21 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPELLING SCORES ==GRADE TWO 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
15 1 
14 1 0 
13 0 1 
12 2 7 
11 2 6 
10 2 3 
9 6 8 
8 5 7 
7 7 5 
6 10 5 
5 8 10 
4 6 7 
3 10 5 
2 12 1 
1 1 1 
Totals 72 67 
Mean 5.58 7.41 
Standard Deviation 2.82 3 . 18 
The total possible score is 20 . The scores in 1961 ranged from 
1 to 14, with a mean of 5.58, and in 1962 from l to 15, with a mean of 
7.41 . There were 54 cases in 1961 wi~h scores below 8, the norm for 
the second grade, and in 1962 34 cases . 
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Table 22 shows the distribut i on of hear i ng sounds in words 
scores for the second grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 22 
DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS SCORES -=GRADE TWO 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
63-65 2 4 
60-62 8 9 
57-59 9 12 
54-56 15 15 
51-53 10 12 
48-50 10 6 
45 -47 4 4 
42-44 5 1 
39-41 4 2 
36 ··38 3 0 
33 -35 1 0 
30-32 0 1 
27 ··29 0 2 
24-26 0 
21 ~, 23 1 
Totals 72 68 
Mean 52 . 63 53 .48 
Standard Deviation 7. 89 7 . 32 
The t otal possible score is 66 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
21 to 65, with a mean of 52. 63 , and i n 1962 from 27 t o 65, with a mean 
o f 53 .48 . There were nine cases wi th scores be low 42, the norm for 
second gr ade , fifth month in 1961 , and in 1962 there were five cases . 
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Table 23 shows the distribution o f vi s ua l discrimination scores 
for the second grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 23 
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The total possible score is 30 . I n 1961 the scor es range d from 
8 to 27, with a mean of 18 .44 and a g rade equivalent of 3 . 5, and in 
1962 from 12 to 28, with a mean of 20.25 and a grade equ i va l en t above 
3 . 5 . There were 16 cases with scores be l ow 15, the norm for s e cond 
grade, fifth month in 1961, and in 196 2 t here were 2 cases , 
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Table 24 shows the distribution of word pronunciation scores 
for the second grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 24 
DISTRIBUTION OF WORD PRONUNCIATION SCORES - -GRADE TWO 






13 2 0 
12 1 1 
11 1 1 
10 2 3 
9 2 1 
8 4 3 
7 1 1 
6 4 6 
5 1 2 
4 6 9 
3 4 4 
2 16 4 
1 5 3 
0 23 23 
Totals 72 66 
Mean 3.17 4 . 24 
Standard Deviation 3.60 4 . 78 
The total possible score is 30 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 13 , with a mean of 3.17, and in 1962 from 0 to 18, with a mean of 
4.24 . There were 68 cases in 1961 with scores of 10 or less, and in 
1962 there were 59 cases. 
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Table 25 s hows the dist ribution of applied phonics for the 
s econd gr ade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 25 
DISTRIBUTION OF APPLIED PHONICS SCORES- -GRADE TWO 
Scor es Freguenc:t 1961 1962 
28-29 1 
26- 27 1 
24 - 25 1. 
22 ~23 4 1 
20-21 4 2 
18 ~ 1 9 4 5 
16 - 17 6 3 
14-15 7 9 
12 ~ 13 2 6 
10-11 7 5 
8- 9 ~ 5 
6- 7 5 8 
4 - 5 7 6 
2- 3 7 6 
0= 1 14 7 
To t als 72 66 
Mean 9.38 10 .44 
Standard Devia tion 7 . 14 6 . 90 
The total pos sib l e score i s 28. In 1961 the scores r anged from 
0 to 23, wi th a mean of 9 . 38, and i n 1962 from 0 to 28 , wi t h a mean o f 
10.44 . There were 48 case s with sco r es below the mean i n 1961 , and i n 
1962 there we r e 32 cases. 
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Table 26 shows the distribution of unaided and aided recall 
scores, amount and organization for second grade, Scores of good, 
fair, and poor were translated to numerical values of 2, 1, and 0 re-
spectively . The score for aided recall is a total of the ideas given 
in the unaided and the additional items given in response to questions . 
TABLE 26 










































Table 27 summarizes oral reading difficulties checked for the 
second grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 27 
Sl~RY OF FINDINGS ON INDIVIDUAL ORAL TESTS --GRADE TWO 
Difficulty 
Phrasing inadequate . . .. . •...... . .. , ... . 
Voice: high or low .......... .. ....... . 
Expression ... . . ..... .. .......... .. •.. . . 
Attack on unfamiliar word .... . •... . .... 
Omits or adds words . . . . . .... . ........ . . 
Repetitions .. . .. . .......... . . ... .. .... . 
Er r ors on small words . . . , .. . .. . ...... . . 
Word analysis ability poor . . . . . ... . ... . 
Will not try difficult words . . ...... . . . 
Has no method of word analysis . . . .. .. . . 
Sounds aloud by single letters, blends, 
and syllables . . . . . ...... . . . . . ...... . . 
Unable to combine sounds into words ... . 
Looks away from wo:t:~ii after reading .... . 
Sounding slow or inaccurate .. .. .. • ..... 
Spells words inaccurately .. .. . .. .... .. . 
Silent word study inadequate ...... .. .. . 














































































Table 28 shows the distribution of chronological ages in months 
for the third grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 28 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES ==GRADE THREE 
Months Freguenc:y: 1961 1962 
128=130 2 1 
125-127 0 0 
122-124 0 1 
119-121 2 1 
116 - 118 1 2 
113-115 0 2 
110-112 2 7 
107-109 7 8 
104-106 8 8 
101-103 14 19 
98-100 20 11 
95 - 97 4 8 
92 - 94 1 0 
89 ~ 91 0 0 
86- 88 1 0 
Totals 62 68 
Mean 103 . 32 104 . 55 
Standard Deviation 7 . 35 7.26 
In 1961 the ages ranged from 86 months to 130 months, with a 
mean of 103 . 32 months, or 8-7 years; and in 1962 from 96 months to 
129 months , with a mean of 104.55 months, or 8=8 years . 
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Table 29 shows the distribution of listening comprehension 
scores for the third grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 29 
DISTRIBUTION OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION SCORES ~-GRADE THREE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
89 - 91 0 1 
86-88 0 1 
82-85 0 1 
79-81 0 4 
76-78 3 2 
73-75 5 6 
70-72 5 8 
67-69 7 11 
64-66 4 3 
61-63 11 5 
58-60 5 5 
55-57 7 6 
52-54 3 5 
49 - 51 4 3 
46-48 2 4 
43-45 1 3 
40-42 4 0 
37 - 39 1 1 
34 =36 0 1 
Totals 62 70 
Mean 60.65 62.66 
Standard Deviation 9.99 12 . 69 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 37, grade equivalent 2 . 8, to 78, 
grade equivalent 5 . 3, with a mean of 60.65, grade equivalent 4 . 1; in 
1962 from 35, grade equivalent 2 . 7, to 91, grade equivalent 7 . 1, with 
a mean of 62 . 66, grade equivalent 4 . 3 , 
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Table 30 shows the distribution of reading achievement scores 
for the third grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 30 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES- -GRADE THREE 





51-53 1 2 
48 =50 0 9 
45-47 3 7 
42-44 1 3 
39-41 4 1 
36-38 4 3 
33-35 5 9 
30-32 5 4 
27-29 8 10 
24 ~ 26 9 5 
21-23 8 3 
18- 20 7 4 
15-17 2 3 
12-14 3 1 
9-11 2 1 
Totals 62 68 
Mean 27 . 67 34 . 90 
Standard Deviation 9 . 36 11.52 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 9, grade equiva lent 2.1, to 51, 
grade equivalent 4.5, with a mean of 27.67, grade equiva lent 3 . 2; in 
1962 from 9, grade equivalent 21., to 65, grade equivalent 5 .3, with a 
mean of 34.90. 
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Table 31 shows the distribution of spelling scores for the third 
grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 31 





























































The total possible score is 20. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
2 to 18, with a mean of 10 . 29 words, and in 1962 from 5 to 18, with a 
mean of 11.84 ~ords. In 1961 there were 38 cases with scores below 
12, the norm for third grade, and in 1962 there were 23 cases . 
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Table 32 shows the distribution of hearing sounds in words 
scores for the third grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 32 
DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS SCORES -=GRADE THREE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
65 0 1 
64 1 3 
63 3 5 
62 3 5 
61 2 1 
60 2 8 
59 7 9 
58 5 4 
57 5 4 
56 5 4 
55 4 6 
54 4 3 
53 4 3 
52 6 3 
51 1 3 
50 0 2 
49 1 1 
48 4 2 
47 1 0 
46 0 0 
45 2 0 
44 0 0 
43 2 1 
Totals 62 69 
Mean 55 . 23 57.21 
Standard Deviation 5.07 4 . 61 
The total possible score is 66. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
43 to 64, with a mean of 55 . 23, and in 1962 from 43 to 65, with a mean 
of 57. 21. In 1961 there were 5 cases with scores below 48, the norm 
for the third grade, fifth moqth, and in 1962 there w<fg l case. 
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Table 33 shows the distribution of visual discrimination scores 
for the third grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 33 

































































25 . 01 
3.33 
The total possible score is 30. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
11 to 27, with a mean of 22 . 50, and in 1962 from 14 to 30, with a mean 
of 25.01. 
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Table 34 shows the distribution of word pronunciation scores 
for the third grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 34 





27 ~ 29 0 2 
24-26 1 1 
21-23 0 2 
18-20 7 13 
15-17 12 9 
12-14 ~:4 8 
9 - 11 14 11 
6- 8 10 13 
3- 5 8 2 
O ·~ 2 6 5 
Totals 62 66 
Mean 14 .48 12.64 
Standard Deviation 5.82 6.45 
The total possible score is 30 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 24, with a mean of 14.48, and in 1962 from 0 to 28, with a mean of 
12 . 64 . There were 42 children with scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 39 children. 
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Table 35 shows the distribution of applied phonics scores for 
the third grade for 1961 and 1962 , 
TABLE 35 
DISTRIBUTION OF APPLIED PHONICS SCORES - ~GRADE THREE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
28 ,·30 3 10 
25 - 27 12 14 
22-24 18 14 
19-21 6 7 
16 ~ 18 10 4 
13 ~ 15 3 6 
10-12 4 3 
7 ~ i5 9 3 1 
4 - - 6 3 5 
l m 3 0 3 
Totals 62 67 
Mean 19. 73 20 , 00 
Standard Deviation 6 .30 7.89 
---
The total possible score is 28, I n 1961 t he scores ranged from 
4 to 28, with a mean of 19.73, and i n 1962 from 3 t o 28, with a mean 
of 20.00 . 
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Table 36 shows the distribution of unaided and aided recall 
scores, amount and organization, for third grade. Scores of good, 
fair, and poor were translated to numerical values of 2, 1, and 0 re = 
spectively . The scor~ for aided recall is a total of the ideas given 
in the unaided and the additional items given in response to questions . 
TABLE 36 
DISTRIBUTION OF RECALL SCORES ==GRADE THREE 
Unaided 
Amount Organization 
Freguency Scores Freguency 
1961 1962 1961 1962 
12 20 2 14 36 
23 19 1 20 12 
27 28 0 28 19 
62 67 62 6.7 
Aided 
Scores 
2 42 36 
l 8 18 




Table 37 summarizes oral reading difficulties checked for the 
third grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 37 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON INDIVIDUAL ORAL TESTS ==GRADE THREE 
Difficulty 1961 1962 f % f % 
Phrasing inadequate ...... . ... .... . .... .. 28 45 30 45 
Voice: high or low .......... . ... . . . ... . 15 24 6 9 
Expression ... . . . ...... . .. · ....... .. . . .... 22 35 16 24 
Attack on unfamiliar words .. . ...... .. ... 7 11 9 13 
Omits or adds words ... . .... . .. . .... .. ... 13 21 18 27 
Repetitions . . .... . . .. ................... 16 26 18 27 
Errors on small words ........... ... ..... 21 34 13 19 
Word analy_sis ability poor .... ... . . .. . .. 25 40 13 19 
, Will not t.ry difficult words ........... . 22 35 14 21 
Has no method of word analysis ... . . ..... 14 23 12 18 
Sounds aloud by single letters, blends, 
and syllables ... .. .. . . . . . ......... . ... 23 37 12 18 
Unable to combine sounds into words . ... . 15 24 7 10 
Looks away after sounding .. . . . ..... . ... . 5 8 3 5 
Sounding slow or biaecurate . . ...... . ... . 19 31 15 22 
SpeUs words inc;tdecfuately . .. ..... .. ... . . 4 6 0 0 
Silent word study inadequate .. .. . . . . . . .. 20 32 6 9 
Enunciates badly when prompted .. ..... ... 1 1 0 0 
N = 62 N= 67 
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Table 38 shows the comparison of mean scores in listening com-
prehension for grades two and three in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 38 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON LISTENING COMPREHENSION 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
II 1961 72 48.51 12 . 00 1.41 4 )31 1.82 2.37 1962 68 44.20 9.45 1.15 
III 1961 62 60.65 9.99 1. 2.6 2.01 1.96 1.02 1962 70 62.66 12.69 1.51 
The mean score in grade two in 1961 was 48.51 compared with 
44.20 in 1962, and in grade three 60.65 in 1961 compared with 62.66 
in 1962. The 4ifference in grade two favored the 1961 group and was 
statistically significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. The 
difference in grade three favored the 1962 group and was not statisti= 
cally sign~ficant. 
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Table 39 shows the comparison of mean scores of the reading 
achievement tests for grades two and three in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 39 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON READING ACHIEVEMENT 
Grade :Year No . Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S.E . d C.R . 
II 1961 72 12 . 06 6 .36 . 74 5.08 1.18 4 . 30 1962 68 17 . 14 7 . 82 .94 
III 1961 62 27.67 9 . 36 1.18 7.23 1.80 4.00 1962 70 34.90 11.52 1.37 
The mean score in grade two in 1961 was 12.06 compared with 
17.14 in 1962, and in grade three 27.67 in 1961 compared with 34 . 90 
in 1962. Both of these differences were statistically significant in 
favor of the 1962 group. 
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Table 40 shows the comparison of mean scores of the spelling 
tests for grades two and three in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 40 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON SPELLING 
Grade Year No. Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff. S .E.d C.R . 
II 1961 72 5 . 58 2 . 82 .33 1.83 . 51 3.59 1962 67 7 .41 3 . 18 .39 
III 1961 62 10.29 3 . 17 .40 1.55 .63 2.46 1962 49 11.84 3 .45 .49 
The differences in spelling in grades two and three favored the 
1962 group. The difference in grade two was significant at the one 
per cent level of confidence, and in grade three at the five per cent 
level of confidence. 
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Table 41 shows the comparison of mean scores of the hearing 
sounds in words tests for grades two and three in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 41 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS 
Grade Year No . Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E . d C.R. 
II 1961 72 52 . 63 7 . 89 . 93 
. 85 1.29 .66 1962 68 53.48 7 . 32 . 89 
III 1961 62 55.23 5.07 .64 1.98 . 84 2.36 1962 69 57.21 4.61 .55 
The differences in means in both grades two and three favored 
the 1962 group. In grade three the difference was significant at the 




Table 42 shows . the comparison of mean scores of the visual dis-
crimination tests for grades two and three in'l961 and 1962. 
TABLE 42 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON VISUAL DISCRIMINATION . 
Grade Year No. Mean S .D. S.E .m Diff . S .E.d C.R. 
II 1961 72 18 .44 3.97 .47 1.81 . 59 3 . 06 1962 68 20 . 25 3 . 07 .37 
Ill 1961 62 22 . 50 2.91 . 37 2.51 . 54 4 .65 1962 70 25.01 3 .;n .40 
The differences in means in grades two and three were both 
statistically significant and both favored the 1962 group. 
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Table 43 shows the comparison of mean scores of the word pro -
nunciation tests for grades two and three in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 43 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON WORD PRONUNCIATION 
Grade Year No . Mean S.D . S.E.m Diff . S.E . d C.R. 
II 1961 72 3 . 17 3 .60 .42 1.07 .72 1.49 1962 66 4.24 4 . 78 .59 
III 1961 62 14.48 5.82 .74 1.84 1.08 1. 70 1962 66 12.64 6 .45 . 79 
The differences in means of the word pronunciation test were 
small ~ neither being statistically significant . In grade two the dif-
ference favored the 1962 group, and in grade three the 1961 group . 
Table 44 shows the comparison of mean scores of the applied 
phonics test for grades two and three in 1961 and 1962. 
< 
TABLE 44 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON APPLIED PHONICS 
Grade Year No. Mean S .D. S.E .m Diff . S .E.d C.R. 
II 1961 72 9.38 7.14 .84 1.06 1.19 .89 1962 66 10.44 6 . 90 . 85 
III 1961 62 19.73 6 . 30 .80 
.27 1. 25 .22 1962 67 20.00 7 . 89 .96 
The differences between means in grades two and three were 
small, neither being statistically significant. Both favored the 1962 
group . 
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Table 45 shows the distribution of chronological ages in months 
for the fourth grade . 
TABLE 45 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES- =GRADE FOUR 
Months Freguency 1961 1962 
130-132 3 3 
127-129 0 1 
124-126 3 2 
121-123 6 1 
118-120 10 18 
115-117 15 16 
112-114 10 14 
109 = 111 16 17 
106-108 1 1 
103-105 1 1 
100-102 2 
Totals 67 74 
Mean 115.43 115.58 
Standard Deviation 6.15 5.41 
In 1961 the ages ranged from 100 months to 132 months, with a 
mean of 115.43 months, or 9~ 7 years, and in 1962 from 103 months to 
132 months, with a mean of 115.58 months, or 9=7 years. 
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Table 46 shows the distribution of listening comprehension 
scores for the fourth grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 46 
DISTRIBUTION OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION - -GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
105 - 109 1 0 
100-104 3 2 
95 - 99 5 2 
90- 94 3 4 
85- 89 13 11 
80- 84 9 16 
75- 79 8 18 
70- 74 9 6 
65- 69 7 10 
60 - 64 2 2 
55 - 59 3 0 
50- 54 1 0 
45- 49 2 1 
40- 44 0 0 
35- 39 1 0 
30 ~ 34 0 1 
Totals 67 73 
Mean 78 . 42 78 .44 
Standard Deviation 14.02 10 . 90 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 35, grade equivalent 2 . 7, to 
109, grade equivalent 8 . 1, with a mean of 78.42, grade equivalent 5 . 3, 
and a standard deviation of 14 . 02 . In 1962 the scores ranged from 33 , 
grade equivalent 2 . 6, to 103, grade equivalent 7.5, with a mean of 
78 .44, grade equivalent 5.3, and a standard deviation of 10 . 90 . In 
1961 there were 9 cases below 66, and in 1962 there were 5 cases 66 
and below, the norm for fourth grade, fifth month . 
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Table 47 shows the distribution of reading achievement scores 
for the fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 47 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES ==GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguencx 1961 1962 
107 =111 0 1 
102-106 0 1 
97 ~ 101 1 0 
92- 96 0 1 
87 - 91 1 0 
82- 86 0 0 
77 = 81 2 0 
72 = 76 4 2 
67- 71 5 3 
62- 66 0 5 
57 = 61 4 15 
52 = 56 12 13 
47 = 51 5 15 
42- 46 15 11 
37- 41 7 3 
32 = 36 7 5 
27 = 31 2 1 
22- 26 2 0 
Totals 67 76 
Mean 50.64 53.80 
Standard Deviation 15 . 25 13 . 55 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 22, grade equivalent 4 . 5, to 101, 
grade equivalent 7 . 5, with a mean of 50 . 64, grade equivalent 4.5, and 
a standard deviation of 15 . 25 . In 1962 the scores ranged from 110, 
grade equivalent 8.5, to 31, grade equivalent 3 . 2, with a mean of ·,r 
53.80, gfade equivalent 4 . 5, and a standard deviation of 13 . 55 . There 
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were 38 cases with scores at or below 50 in 1961, and in 1962 there 
were 26 cases with scores at or below 50. 
Table 48 shows the distribution of written recall scores for 
the fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 48 
DISTRIBUTION OF WRITTEN RECALL SCORES- -GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
14 1 1 
13 0 3 
12 3 2 
11 2 3 
10 6 4 
9 2 7 
8 9 6 
7 9 7 
6 6 9 
5 14 8 
4 4 10 
3 6 6 
2 3 1 
1 0 0 
0 2 3 
Totals 67 70 
Mean 6.58 6.77 
Standard Deviation 2.85 3.21 
The total number of ideas presented in the paragraph is 24 . 
The scores ranged from 0 to 14, with a mean of 6 . 58 ideas in 1961 . 
In 1962 the scores ranged from 0 to 14, with a mean of 6.77 . There 
were 4 cases in 1962 with scores of 13 and above, the fourth grade 
norm for a rating of good . There were 29 cases with scores from 7 
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to 12, the fourth grade norms with a rating of fair . Thirty-seven 
children, or more than 50 per cent of the case$, had scores which are 
rated as poor (0 to 6). 
Table 49 shows the distribution of spelling scores for the 
fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 49 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPELLING SCORES --GRADE FOUR 
Scores Frequency 1961 1962 
17 1 1 
16 0 0 
15 0 0 
14 0 2 
13 1 3 
12 0 3 
11 3 2 
10 2 6 
9 4 4 
8 7 9 
7 8 17 
6 8 11 
5 16 7 
4 8 7 
3 3 1 
2 4 0 
1 0 1 
0 2 1 
Totals 67 75 
Mean 6 . 09 7 .49 
Standard Deviation 2 . 89 3.08 
The total possible score is 20. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 17, with a mean of 6.09, and in 1962 from 0 to 17, with a mean of 
7.49. There were 56 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 54 cases . 
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Table 50 shows the distributiop of hearing sounds in words 
scores for the fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 50 
DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS SCORES- -GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguency 
i 1961 1962 
41 ... 43 1 3 
38-40 2 11 
35- 37 5 6 
32-34 7 19 
29 - 31 9 4 
26-28 8 9 
23-25 13 12 
20-22 9 8 
17 =19 6 0 
14-16 6 0 
11-13 3 1 
Totals 67 74 
Mean 25.62 30.36 
Standard Deviation 6.81 6.69 
The total possible score is 45. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
11 to 43, with a mean of 25.62, and in 1962 from 11 to 43, with a mean 
of 30.36. There were 35 cases with scores at or below the mean in 
~961 (. and in 1962. 
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Table 51 shows the distribution of visual memory scores for the 
fourth grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 51 
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The total possible score is 10. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 5, with a mean of 1.25, and in 1962 from 0 to 6, with a mean of 
2.04. There were 47 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 27 cases. 
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Table 52 shows the distribution of homophones scores for the 
fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 52 
DISTRIBUTION OF HOMOPHONE SCORES ==GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguenc::l 1961 1962 
196 =204 1 
187 =195 2 7 
178=186 5 3 
169-177 9 7 
160-168 11 17 
151-159 14 14 
142 =150 7 11 
133-141 9 13 
124-132 7 2 
115=123 1 0 
106 =114 0 1 
87 =104 1 
Totals 67 75 
Mean 154 . 18 157 . 39 
Standard Deviation 19.26 17 .46 
The total possible score is 250 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
87 to 204, with a mean of 154 . 18, and in 1962 from 106 to 195, with a 
mean of 157 .39. There were 39 cases with scores at or below the mean 
in 1961, and in 1962 there were 41 cases . 
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Table 53 shows the distribution of speed of silent reading 
scores for the fourth grade .for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 53 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPEED OF SILENT READING SCORES ==GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
9 3 1 
8 7 7 
7 8 9 
6 3 10 
5 9 13 
4 5 14 
3 6 9 
2 8 4 
1 9 6 
0 9 3 
Total 67 76 
Mean 3.85 4 . 61 
Standard Deviation 2 . 77 2 . 21 
The total possible score is 10 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 9, with a mean of 3.85, -and in 1962 from 0 to 9, with a mean of 
4 .61 . There were 32 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 36 cases . 
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Table 54 sh9ws the distribution of skimming scores for the 
fourth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 54 
DISTRIBUTION OF SKIMMING SCORES =~GRADE FOUR 
Scores Frequency 1961 196"2 
5 0 1 
4 0 2 
3 14 7 
2 13 13 
1 23 26 
0 27 25 
Totals 67 74 
Mean -:-: .91 1.16 
Standard Deviation .so .36 
The total possible score is 10 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 3, with a mean of . 91, and in 1962 from 0 to 5, with a mean of 
1 . 16. 
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Table 55 shows the distribution of dictionary skills .$cores for 
the fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 55 
DISTRIBUTION OF DICTIONARY S~ILLS SCORES ==GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguenc:2: 1961 1962 
5 2 0 
4 2 0 
3 7 4 
2 8 19 
1 18 25 
0 30 22 
Totals 67 70 
Mean 1.09 1 . 07 
Standard Deviation 1.31 .28 
The total possible score is 16. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 5, with a mean of 1.09, and in 1962 from 0 to 3, with a mean of 
1.07 . There were 48 cases with scores ~tor below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 47 cases . 
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Table 56 shows the distribution of syllabication scores for the 
fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 56 
DISTRIBUTION OF SYLLABICATION SCORES QQGRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguenc:t: 1961 1962 
24 0 2 
23 0 0 
22 0 6 
21 3 6 
20 1 7 
19 5 9 
18 2 9 
17 14 5 
16 4 10 
15 6 7 
14 5 5 
13 4 4 
12 7 3 
11 7 1 
10 5 0 
'g9 2 0 
j- 8 2 0 
Totals 67 74 
Mean 11.52 17 . 54 
Standard Deviation 3 . 37 3.05 
. tl The total po-ssible scoreis ~25 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
8 to 21, with a mean of 15.52, and in 1962 from 11 to 24, with a mean 
of 17.54 . There were 38 cases wi t h scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1~~2 there were 35 cases . 
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Table 57 shows the distribution of elaborative thinking Part I 
scores for the fourth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 57 
DISTRIBUTION OF ELABORATIVE THINKING SCORES PART I--
GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguenc~ 












13 1 2 
12 3 6 
11 4 5 
10 2 8 
9 1 3 
8 5 7 
7 11 6 
6 9 7 
5 8 11 
4 11 4 
3 7 2 
2 3 3 
1 0 2 
0 2 0 
Totals 67 74 
Mean 6 . 03 9.62 
Standard Deviation 2.90 4.31 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 0 to 13, with a mean of 6 . 03, and 
in 1962 from 1 to 24, with a mean of 9 . 62 . There were 40 cases with 




Table 58 shows the distribution of elaborative thinking Part II 
scores for the fourth grade for 1961 and 1962, 
TABLE 58 












































































In 1961 the scores ranged from 0 to 9, with a mean of 2.88, and 
in 1962 from 0 to 25, with a mean of 3 . 73. There were 33 cases with 
scores below the mean in 1961, and in 1962 there were 44 cases . 
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Table 60 shows the distribution of diacritical marks scores for 
the fourth grade . 
TABLE 60 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIACRITICAL MARKS SCORES --GRADE FOUR 




16 1 0 
15 0 0 
14 1 1 
13 1 0 
12 3 1 
11 2 1 
10 0 2 
9 1 1 
8 2 5 
7 2 2 
6 7 3 
5 4 8 
4 1 8 
3 2 6 
2 12 10 
1 13 1 
0 15 19 
Totals 67 76 
Mean 3.75 3 . 89 
Standard Deviation 4 . 07 3 . 83 
The total possible score is 20 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 16, with a mean of 3 . 75 ~ and in 1962 from 0 to 19, with a mean of 
3 . 89. There were 42 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 36 cases . 
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Table 61 shows the distribution of unaided and aided recall 
scores, amount and organization for the fourth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
Scores of good, fair ~ and poor were translated to numerical values of 
2 ~ 1, and 0, respectively. The score for aided recall is a total of 
the ideas given in the unaided and the additional items given in re-
sponse to questions. 
TABLE 61 







































The scores in general were low in both amount and organization 
on unaided recall. However, in 1961 on the aided recall 38 cases had 
good scores as compared with 17 on unaided recall. In 1962 12 cases 
had good scores on the aided recall as compared with 4 cases on the un-
aided recall. In both cases this indicates that while intake is· good, 
output is poor . 
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Table 62 summarizes oral reading difficulties checked for fourth 
grade. 
TABLE 62 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON INDIVIDUAL ORAL TESTS --GRADE FOUR 
Difficulty 1961 1962 f io f % 
Phrasing inadequate .. . ... . .. ... ... ... . ... 30 45 27 40 
Omits or adds words .......... . . ...... .. .. 21 31 32 48 
Word analysis abilities poor ... .. . ..... . . 18 27 12 18 
Repetitions . . . .... .... ... . . ....... ....... 27 40 20 30 
Errors on small words ... . .. .... . ... . . . . .. 29 43 24 36 
Will not try difficult words . . ... . ...... . 9 13 7 10 
Sounds aloud by single letters, blends, 
or syllables . ...... ... ... . ...... . ...... 16 24 9 13 
Unable to combine sounds into words ... . . . 15 22 10 15 
Looks away from word after sounding . ..... 0 0 2 3 
Sounding slow or inaccurate .............. 15 22 12 18 
Spells words inadequately ........ ... .. . .. 10 15 0 0 
Voice high or low . .. ......... .. . ... .. ... . 12 18 8 12 
Expression . .. . .. , ....... ........ ..... .. ·· 11 16 20 30 
Enunciates badly when prompted ........... 0 
N=67 
0 8 12 
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Table 63 shows the distribution of chronological ages in months 
for the fifth grade in 1961 and ~962. 
TABLE 63 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES ==GRADE FIVE 
· Months Freguency 
1961 1962 
152-154 1 0 
149 =151 0 0 
146 =148 0 0 
143 ~ 145 1 2 
140=142 3 1 
137-139 2 1 
134-136 2 8 
131-133 16 7 
128-130 15 9 
125 =127 24 12 
122-124 13 15 
119 ·~ 121 6 8 
116-118 0 1 
Totals 83 64 
Mean 128.39 127 . 59 
Standard Deviation 5 . 76 6 . 06 
In 1961 the ages ranged from 119 months to 154 months, with a 
mean of 128,39 months, and in 1962 from 116 months to 145 months, with 
a mean of 127 . 59 months , 
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Table 64 shows the distribution of listening comprehension 
scores for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 64 
DISTRIBUTION OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION SCORES ==GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
114-117 0 1 
111-113 4 3 
108-110 0 0 
105-107 4 3 
102-104 6 9 
99 =101 6 5 
96- 98 8 6 
93 = 95 8 9 
90= 92 7 6 
87 = 89 8 8 
84 ~ 86 8 5 
81 = 83 5 1 
78- 80 4 1 
75 = 77 5 1 
72- 74 6 1 
69 - 71 0 0 
66 = 68 2 1 
63 = 65 1 1 
60- 62 1 0 
57 - 59 +,0 1 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 89.60 93 . 52 
Standard Deviation 11 . 73 11.07 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 60 to 113, with a mean of 89.60, 
and in 1962 from 57 to 116, with a mean of 93 . 52 . There were 19 cases 
with scores below the norm for fifth grade, fifth month in 1961, and 
in 1962 there were 6 cases . 
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Table 65 shows the distribution of reading achievement s.cores 
for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 ~ 
TABLE 65 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES~ =GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
98 =102 1 1 
93 - 97 1 0 
88 = 92 2 3 
83~ 87 4 4 
78~ 82 7 3 
73~ 77 12 2 
68 - 72 13 10 
63~ 67 11 15 
58 = ;62 11 7 
53~ 57 7 9 
48~ 52 4 5 
43~ 47 7 3 
38= 42 2 0 
33- 37 0 1 
28~ 32 0 1 
23- 27 1 0 
Totals 83 64 
Mean 65.85 64 .69 
Standard Deviation 13.55 13 . 30 
In 1.961 the scores ranged from 23 to 102, with a mean of 65 . 85, 
and in 1962 from 28 to 102, with a mean of 64. 69. There w.ere 43 cases 
with scores below the norm for fifth grade, fifth month, and in 1962 
there were 34 cases. 
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Table 66 shows the distribution of written recall scores for 
the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 66 
DISTRIBUTION OF WRITTEN RECALL SCORES --GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguenc~ 1961 1962 
15-17 4 2 
12 - 14 s 6 
9- 11 23 11 
6- 8 33 26 
3- 5 12 10 
0= 2 6 7 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 7.76 7 . 24 
Standard Deviation 3.45 3 . 63 
The total possible score is 38 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 17, with a mean of 7.76, and in 1962 from 0 to 17, with a mean of 
7 . 24 . There were 35 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 30 cases. 
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Table 67 shows the distribution of spelling scores for the 
fifth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 67 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPELLING SCORES ·~=GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
18 0 2 
17 0 2 
16 1 2 
15 1 1 
14 12 8 
13 4 5 
12 9 8 
11 5 6 
10 7 2 
9 9 4 
8 13 5 
7 5 8 
6 12 6 
5 2 3 
4 1 2 
3 1 0 
2 0 0 
1 1 0 
Totals 83 64 
Mean 9 . 57 10 .42 
Standard 
Deviation 3.16 3 . 61 
The total possible score is 20 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
1 to 16, with a mean of 9.57, and in 1962 from 4 to 18, with a mean of 
10 .42 . There were 56 cases with scores below 12, the norm for the 
fifth grade, and in 1962 there we re 36 cases . 
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Table 68 shows the distribution of hearing sounds in words 
scores for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 68 
DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS SCORES -=GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguenc:y 1961 1962 
43-45 1 1 
40=42 7 8 
37 =39 4 7 
34-36 6 8 
31 - 33 13 13 
28-30 13 8 
25-27 6 3 
22 - 24 12 6 
19-21 7 3 ... ... 
16-18 9 1 ,, 
13-15 0 3 
10-12 1 0 
7- 9 2 0 
4- 6 1 0 
1- 3 1 0 
Totals 83 61 
Mean 27 . 05 31.17 
Standard Deviation 8 . 75 7 .44 
The total possible score is 45 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
1 to 45, with a mean of 27 . 05, and in 1962 from 13 to 45, with a mean 
of 31 . 17 . There were 39 cases with scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 37 cases. 
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Table 69 shows the distribution of visual memory scores for the 
fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 69 
DISTRIBUTION OF VISUAL MEMORY SCORES ~ -GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
10 1 0 
9 0 0 
8 1 2 
7 1 1 
6 2 2 
5 7 7 
4 9 6 
3 19 9 
2 20 20 
1 15 10 
0 8 5 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 1.06 2 . 76 
Standard Deviation 1.89 1.89 
The total possible score is 10 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 10, with a mean of 1.06, and in 1962 from 0 to 8, with a mean of 
2 . 76 . There were 8 cases with scores below the mean in 1961, and in 
1962 there were 25 cases . 
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Table 70 shows the distribution of homophone scores for the 
fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 70 
DISTRIBUTION OF HOMOPHONE SCORES =-GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguenc:y 1961 1962 
210 =214 1 0 
205-209 3 2 
200-204 2 5 
195 =199 2 1 
190=194 7 3 
185 - 189 7 1 
180=184 4 4 
175 =179 8 4 
170=174 3 7 
165 =169 12 12 
160-164 4 6 
155-159 13 7 
150-154 7 5 
145 ~ 149 4 3 
140-144 
·i 4 2 
135-139 2 0 
130- 134 1 
Totals 83 63 
Mean 170.25 170.10 
Standard Deviation 18.15 17.35 
The total possible score is 250 . In 1961 the scores ranged 
from 135 to 214, with a mean of 170.25, and in 1962 from 130 to 209, 
with a mean of 170.10 . There were 46 case~ with scores at or below 
the mean in 1961, and in 1962 there were 36 cases . 
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Table 71 shows the distribution of speed of silent reading 
scores for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 71 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPEED OF SILENT READING SCORES -··GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
10 1 1 
9 10 4 
8 14 11 
7 19 15 
6 7 12 
5 9 5 
4 13 4 
3 6 4 
2 3 4 
1 1 2 
Tot;als 83 62 
Mean 6 . 13 6 . 03 
Standard Deviation 2 . 10 2 . 13 
The total possible score is 10 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
1 to 10, with a mean of 6.13, and in 1962 from 1 to 10, with a mean of 
6 . 03 . There were 39 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 31 cases . 
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Table 72 shows the distribution of skimming scores for the 
fifth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 72 
DISTRIBUTION OF SKIMMING SCORES- ~GRADE FIVE 
S.cores Frequency 1961 1962 
8 1 0 
7 1 0 
6 0 0 
5 1 3 
4 2 7 
3 13 12 
2 20 20 
1 26 17 
0 19 3 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 1.72 2.19 
Standard Deviation 1.50 1.23 
The total possible score is 10. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 8, with a mean of 1.72, and in 1962 from 0 to 5, with a mean of 
2 . 19. There were 45 cases with scores below the mean in 1961, and in 
1962 there were 20 cases. 
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Table 73 shows the distribution of dictionary skills scores for 
the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 73 
DISTRIBUTION OF DICTIONARY Sl<ILLS SCORES- ··GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
8 2 0 
7 4 0 
6 3 0 
5 9 0 
4 7 4 
3 8 8 
2 20 19 
1 15 20 
0 15 11 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 2.58 1.58 
Standard Deviation 2.12 1.12 
The total possible score is 16 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 8, with a mean of 2.58, and in 1962 from 0 to 4, with a mean of 
1 . 58. There were 50 cases with scores a~ or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 41 cases. 
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Table 74 shows the distribution of syllabication scores for the 
fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 74 
DISTRIBUTION OF SYLLABICATION SCORES- -GRADE FIVE 
Scores FreguencyiJ 1961 . 62 
21-23 1 0 
18-20 3 0 
15-17 8 6 
12 ~ 14 34 17 
9- 11 24 21 
6= 8 9 13 
3- 5 3 3 
0- 2 1 0 
Totals 83 60 
Mean 11.63 10 . 51 
Standard Deviation 3.21 3 . 09 
The total possible score is 23. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 23, with a mean of 11 .63, and in 1962 from 0 to 17, with a mean 
of 10.51. There were 37 cases with scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 26 cases. 
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Table 75 shows the distribution of elaborative thinking Part I 
scores for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 75 
DISTRIBUTION OF ELABORATIVE THINKING SCORES PART I--
GRADE FIVE 




18 - 20 2 2 
15-17 6 2 
12-14 9 10 
9- 11 21 13 
6- 8 25 22 
3- 5 19 3 
0= 2 1 1 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 8 . 59 11 . 56 
Standard Deviation 3 . 93 6 . 27 
t n 1961 the scores ranged from 0 to 20, with a mean of 8.59, 
and in 1962 from 0 to 29, with a mean of 11 . 56. There were 45 cases 
with scores at or below the mean in 1961, and in 1962 there were 39 
cases . 
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Table 76 shows the distribution of elaborative thinking Part II 
scores for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 76 
DISTRIBUTION OF ELABORATIVE THINKING SCORES PART II ~­
GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguenc:t 1961 1962 
15-17 2 0 
12-14 2 1 
9-ll ~ 4 
6- 8 17 4 
3- 5 27 22 
0- 2 30 31 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 4.40 3.46 
Standard Deviation 3 .39 ~.27 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 0 to 17, with a mean of 4.40, and 
in 1962 from 0 to 14, with a mean of 3.46. There were 57 cases with 
scores at or below the mean in 1961, and in 1962 there were 42 cases. 
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Table 77 shows the d~stribution of word pronunciation scores 
for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 77 
DISTRIBUTION OF WORD PRONl.JNCIATION SCORES - -GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguenc~ 
1961 1962 
42 -44 1 
39-41 1 
36 - 38 1 0 
33-35 4 0 
30-32 5 2 
27 ~ 29 4 7 
24-26 3 2 
21-23 7 2 
18-20 10 3 
15 - 17 7 11 
12-14 12 10 
9-ll 14 12 
6- 8 7 8 
3- 5 5 2 
0- 2 4 2 
Totals 83 63 
Mean 14.05 15.61 
Standard Deviation 9.21 8.85 
The total possible score is 50. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 38, with a mean of 14,05, and. in 1962 from 0 to 44, with a mean 
of 15.61. There were 42 cases ~ith scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 40 cases. 
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Table 78 shows the distribution of diacritical marks scores for 
the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962, 
TABLE 78 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIACRITICAL MARKS SCORES --GRADE FIVE 
Scores Freguenc~ 1961 1962 
18- 20 2 1 
15 - 17 3 0 
12 - 14 5 5 
9-11 13 4 
6- 8 11 5 
3- 5 15 17 
0 - 2 34 31 
Totals 83 63 
Mean 5.44 4.09 
Standard Deviation 5.82 4.17 
The total possible score is 20. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 20, with a mean of 5 .44, and in 1962 from 0 to 20, with a mean of 
4.09. There were 49 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 39 cases, 
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Table 79 shows the distribution of unaided and aided recall 
scores, amount and organization for the fifth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
Scores of good, fair, and poor were translated to numerical values of 
2, 1, and 0, respectively . The score for aided recall is a total of 
the ideas given in the unaided and the additional items given in re "· 
sponse to questions . 
TABLE 79 
DISTRIBUTION Of RECALL SCORES- =GRADE FIVE 
Unaided 
Amount Organization 
Freguency Scores Freguency 
1961 1962 1961 1962 
11 7 2 12 35 
32 20 1 32 18 
40 36 0 39 10 
-
83 63 83 63 
Aided 
Scores 
2 41 25 
1 22 12 
0 20 26 
83 63 
The scores, in general, were low in both amount and organization 
on unaided recall . However, in 1961 on the aided recall 41 cases had 
good scores as compared with 11 cases on unaided recall . In 1962, 25 
cases had good scores on the aided recall as compared with 7 cases on 
the unaided recall. In both cases this indicates that while intake is ·. 
good, output is poor . 
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Table 80 summarizes oral reading difficulties for the fifth 
grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 80 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON INDIVIDUAL ORAL TESTS = ~GRADE FIVE 
Difficulty 1961 1962 f % f % 
Phrasing inadequage ....... . .. . ........... 36 43 21 33 
Omits or adds words .. .... .. . .. . ... .. ... .. 31 37 13 20 
Word analysis abilities poor ..... . ..... . . 25 30 24 38 
Repetitions ........ . .. . ......... . .... .... 33 40 16 25 
Errors on small words ........ . . . . .. . .. . . . 32 39 15 23 
Will not try difficult words .. ... . .. . .. .. 7 8 13 20 
Sounds aloud by single letters, blends, 
syllables . . . . . . .... . . . ....... . .... .. . .. 14 17 18 28 
Unable to combine sounds into words ... .. . ll 13 9 14 
Looks away from word after sounding . .. . .. 1 1 0 0 
Sounding slow or inaccurate ... ...... ..... 17 20 14 22 
Spells words inadequately .......... .. ... . 2 2 0 0 
Voice : high or low ..... . ......... .. .... . 21 25 10 16 
Expression .. .... ... .... .... . . ... . ........ 23 28 28 44 
Enunciates badly when prompted . .. . ... .. .. 2 2 5 8 
N=83 N=64 
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Table 81 shows the distribution of chronological ages in months 
for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 81 
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES --GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenc:y: 1961 1962 
154-156 2 3 
151 - 153 3 2 
148-150 5 2 
145-147 5 2 
142-144 10 15 
139- 141 16 19 
136- 138 16 20 
133-135 19 10 
;_~--- l~- 132 4 0 
127-129 0 2 
To-tals 80 75 
Mean 139.67 140.00 
Standard Deviation 5.82 5 . 37 
In 1961 the ages ranged from 130 months to 156 months, with a 
mean of 139 . 67 months, or 11 - 6 years . In 1962 the range was from 128 
months to 154 months, with a mean of 140 months, or 11-8 years . 
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Table 82 shows the distribution of listening comprehension 
scores for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
DISTRIBUTION OF LISTENING COMPREHENSION SCORES --GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
122 - 124 0 1 
119-121 0 0 
116 - 118 1~ 1 4 
113-115 3 0 
110-112 1 8 
107 - 109 6 9 
104 - 106 7 12 
101 - 103 15 7 
98 - 100 8 14 
95 - 97 12 7 
92 - 94 9 4 
89 - 91 9 6 
86 - 88 6 3 
83 - 85 1 1 
80- 82 1 0 
77 - 79 1 0 
74- 76 0 2 
-
Totals 80 78 
Mean 98.36 101.16 
Standard Deviation 8.10 9 . 03 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 77, grade equivalent 5.2, to 118, 
grade equivalent above 8.7, with a mean of 98 . 36, grade equivalent 7.0 . 
In 1962 the range was from 75, grade equivalent 5.1, to 124, grade 
equivalent above 8.7, with a mean of 101 . 16, grade equivalent 7 .3 . In 
1961 there were 27 cases with scores at or below 93, the norm for si~th 
grade, fifth month. In 1962 there were 16 cases below the norm of 93. 
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Table 83 shows the distribution of reading achievement scores 
for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 83 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES ==GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenci 1961 1962 
113 =117 0 2 
108-112 1 0 
103 =107 3 3 
98-lO tf. 4 0 
93- 97 6 11 
88 = 92 4 11 
' 83- 87 7 8 
78- 82 7 9 
73- 77 14 11 
68 = 72 9 10 
63- 67 8 3 
58 ·· 62 4 3 
53 = 57 6 2 
48 = 52 3 1 
43- 47 3 3 
38 = 42 1 1 
Totals 80 78 
Mean 75.06 79.70 
Standard Deviation 16.10 15 .45 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 38, grade equivalent 3.8, to 112, 
grade equivalent 8.3, with a mean of 75 . 06, grade equivalent 6.1 . In 
1962 the range was from 38, grade equivalent 3.8, to 116, grade equiv-
alent above 8 .4, with a mean of 79 . 70, grade e~uivalent 6 . 3 . In 1961 
there were 55 cases with scores below 83, the norm for the sixth grade, 
fifth month . In 1962 there were 43 cases below the norm of 83. 
Table 84 shows the distribution of written recall scores for 
the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 84 

































































9 . 81 
3. 70 
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The total number of ideas presented in the paragraph is 38 . In 
1961 the scores ranged from 0 to 17, with a mean of 7 . 83, and in 1962 
the range was from 0 to 17, with a mean of 9.81 . 
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Table 85 shows the distribution of spelling scores for the 
sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
' TABLE 85 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPELLING SCORES --GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenc~ 1961 1962 
20 1 0 
19 0 2 
18 3 3 
17 0 4 
16 6 8 
15 9 9 
14 5 9 
13 6 5 
12 8 9 
11 4 9 
10 8 5 
9 10 2 
8 5 4 
7 3 1 
6 1 3 
5 5 1 
4 2 1 
3 3 0 
2 1 0 
Totals 80 75 
Mean 10.93 12 . 73 
Standard Deviation 4.06 3.41 
The total possible score is 20. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
2 to 20, with a mean of 10.93 words, and in 1962 the range was from 4 
to 19, with a mean of 12 . 73. In 1961 there were 61 cases with scores 
below 15, the norm for the sixth grade. In 1962 ... there were 49 cases 
below 15. 
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Table 86 shows the distribution of hearing sounds in words 
scores for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 86 
DISTRIBUTION OF HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS SCORES- =GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
44 -46 0 3 
41 ~43 7 14 
38 =40 15 11 
35- 37 9 15 
32 -34 10 9 
29-31 13 13 
26 =28 11 6 
23 - 25 5 1 
20- 22 5 1 
17 =19 4 1 
14-16 l 2 
11 - 13 0 1 
Totals 80 77 
Mean 31.65 34.35 
Standard Deviation 7.05 7 . 14 
The total possible score is 45. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
14 to 43, with a mean of 31.65, and in 1962 from 11 to 45, with a mean 
of 34 .35. There were 39 cases with scores at or below the mean i~ 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 34 cases. 
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Table 87 shows the distribution of visual memory scores for the 
sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 87 
DISTRIBUTION OF VISUAL MEMORY SCORES ==GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenc~ 1961 1962 
9 1 0 
8 0 0 
7 2 1 
6 5 2 
5 5 11 
4 13 20 
3 16 17 
2 21 11 
1 11 9 
0 6 7 
Totals 80 78 
Mean 2 . 89 3.03 
Standard Deviation 1.82 1.63 
The total possible score is 10. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 9, with a mean of 2.89, and in 1962 from 0 to 7, with a mean of 
3.03. There were 38 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 44 cases. 
• 
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Table 88 shows the distribution of homophones scores for the 
sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 88 
DISTRIBUTION OF HOMOPHONES SCORES- =GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenci 1961 1962 
209-218 1 1 
lt.9 ~ 208 6 6 
189 pl98 8 6 
179=188 10 14 
169=178 17 18 
1_:)9 =168 20 18 
149 =158 10 8 
139 =148 4 5 
129 =138 1 1 
119 =128 0 0 
109 =118 3 0 
Totals 80 77 
Mean 171.30 173.98 
Sta.ndard Deviation 20.10 16.10 
The total possible score is 250, In 1961 the scores ranged 
from 109 to 218, with a mean of 171 .30, and in 1962 from 136 to 214, 
with a mean of 173 . 98. There were 55 cases with scores at or below 
the mean in 1961, and in 1962 there were 50 cases . 
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Table 89 shows the distribution of speed of silent reading 
scores for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 89 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPEE~ OF SILENT READING SCORES ~~GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
10 6 3 
9 19 12 
8 17 20 
7 14 13 
6 14 8 
5 6 12 
4 2 6 
3 0 5 
2 1 0 
1 1 0 
Totals 80 79 
Mean 7 .38 6 . 78 
Standard Deviation 1.80 1.88 
The total possible score is 10 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
1 tq 10, with a mean of 7 .38, and in 1962 from 3 to 10, with a mean of 
6.78 . There were 38 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 31 cases. 
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Table 90 shows the distribution of skimming scores for the 
sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 9b 
..... 
DISTRIBUTION OF SKIMMING SCORES ~ -GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenci 1961 1962 
6 0 1 
5 0 5 
4 2 5 
3 14 17 
2 18 19 
1 19 17 
0 27 13 
-Totals 80 77 
Mean 1.31 2.04 
Standard Deviation 1.18 1.47 
The total possible score is 10. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 4, with a mean of 1.31, and in 1962 from 0 to 6, .r.,with a mean of 
2.04. There were 46 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 49 cases. In 1961 27 children had scores of 0, 
and in 1962 13 children had scores of 0. 
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Table 91 shows the distribution of dictionary skills scores for 
the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 91 
DISTRIBUTION OF DICTIONARY SKILLS . SCORES- ~GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
6 1 0 
5 1 2 
4 7 14 
3 21 17 
2 26 22 
1 19 14 
0 5 7 
Totals 80 76 
Mean 2.16 2.30 
Standard Deviation 1.17 1.29 
The total possible score is 16. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 6, with a mean of 2.16, and in 1962 from 0 to 5, with a mean of 
2.30. There were 50 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 43 cases. 
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Table 92 shows the distribution of syllabication scores for the 
sixth grade for 1961 and 1962, 
TABLE 92 
DISTRIBUTION OF SYLLABICATION SCORES- =GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
20 2 0 
19 2 1 
18 1 1 
17 3 4 
16 3 2 
15 7 2 
14 10 12 
13 7 7 
12 9 9 
11 11 6 
10 6 5 
9 12 10 
8 4 7 
7 1 3 
6 0 4 
5 2 1 
4 0 1 
3 0 1 
Total.s 80 76 
Mean 12.21 11.22 
Standard Deviation 3.21 3.41 
The total possible score is 23 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
5 to 20, with a mean of 12.21, and in 1962 the range was from 3 to 19, 
with a mean of 11.22. There were 36 cases with scores below the mean 
in 1961, and in 1962 there were 32 cases with scores below the mean. 
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Table 93 shows the distribution of elaborative thinking Part I 
scores for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 93 
DISTRIBUTION OF ELABORATIVE THINKING SCORES PART I- ~ 
GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
25-27 2 1 
22-24 2 1 
19 ~ 21 4 2 
16-18 8 7 
13 ~ 15 21 7 
10-12 21 31 
7·-· 9 14 19 
4 •> 6 6 7 
1- 3 2 1 
0 0 1 
Totals 80 77 
Mean 12 . 32 10.85 
Standard Deviation 4.56 4.41 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 1 to 27, with a mean of 12.32, 
and in 1962 the range was from 0 to 25, with a mean of 10.85. There 
were 43 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, and in 1962 
there were 59 cases with scores at or below the mean. 
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Table 94 shows the distribution of elaborative thinking Part II 
scores for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 94 
DISTRIBUTION OF ELABORATIVE THINKING SCORES PART II== 
GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenc~ 1961 1962 
12 1 0 
11 0 0 
10 0 0 
9 0 1 
8 2 0 
7 2 0 
6 2 0 
5 9 2 
4 11 3 
3 8 11 
2 30 34 
1 9 15 
0 6 11 
Totals 80 77 
Mean 2.95 1. 91 
Standard Deviation 2 . 09 1.39 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 0 to 12, with a mean of 2 . 95, 
and in 1962 the range was from 0 to 9, with a mean of 1 . 91 . There 
were 45 cases at o:r below the mean in 1961, and in 1962 there were 26 
cases with scores at or below the mean . 
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Table 95 shows the distribution of word pronunciation scores 
for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 95 
DISTRIBUTION OF WORD PRONUNCIATION SCORES ~ -GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguenc~ 1961 1962 
43 ~45 0 1 
40 ~42 1 1 
37 ~39 2 2 
34-36 1 3 
31-33 3 3 
28=30 5 5 
25 =27 9 6 
22 ~24 . 13 10 
19 ~21 12 10 
16 ~ 18 7 5 
13·15 11 7 
10 ~ 12 3 5 
7 ~ 9 5 4 
4- 6 8 2 
1- 3 0 1 
Totals 80 65 
Mean 19.40 21.14 
Standard Deviation 8.25 9.15 
The total possible score is SO. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
4 to 42, with a mean of 19 .40, and in 1962 from 2 to 44, with a mean of 
21 . 14. There were 34 cases with scores at or below the mean in 1961, 
and in 1962 there were 34 cases. 
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Table 96 shows the distribution of diacritical marks scores for 
the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 96 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIACRITICAL MARKS SCORES =-GRADE SIX 
Scores I Freguency 1961 1962 
18 0 1 
17 0 2 
16 2 0 
15 0 0 
14 1 2 
13 4 1 
12 l 3 
11 4 1 
10 2 l 
9 5 3 
8 3 2 
7 6 5 
6 1 3 
5 8 4 
4 10 4 
3 10 6 
2 10 4 
l 6 5 
0 7 18 
-
Totals 80 65 
Mean 5.34 4.81 
Standard Deviation 4.12 4 . 91 
The total possible score is 20 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
0 to 16, with a mean of 5.34, and in 1962 from 0 to 18, with a mean of 
4 . 81. There were 51 case~ with sc.ores at or below the mean in 1961, 




Table 97 shows the distribution of wtaided and aided recall 
scores, amount and organization for the sixth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
Scores of good, fair, and poor were trans l ated to numerical values of 
2 , 1, and 0, respectively. The score for aided recall is a total of 
the ideas given in the unaided and the additional items given in re "' 
spouse to questions. 
TABLE 97 










































The scores, in general, were low in both amount and organization 
on unaided recall. However, in 1961 on the aided recall 46 cases had 
good scores as compared with 27 cases on unaided recall , In 1962, 14 
cases had good scores on the aided recall as compared with 8 cases on 
the unaided recall. In both cases this indicates that while intake is 
good, output is poor . 
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Table 98 summarizes oral reading difficulties checked for the 
sixth grade in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 98 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON INDIVIDUAL ORAL TESTS - -GRADE SIX 
Difficulty 1961 1962 f % f % 
Phrasing inadequate ..... . ..... . .......... . 35 44 20 31 
Omits or adds words ...... . ........... . ... . 22 30 31 48 
Word analysis abilities poor .. . .......... . 21 26 13 20 
Repetitions ............... . ............ .. . 28 35 15 24 
Errors on small words .......... . ......... . 24 30 32 50 
Will not try difficult words ......... . ... . 9 11 6 9 
Sounds aloud by single letters, blends, 
syllables •............. . .... . . ... ...•... 16 20 9 14 
Unable to combine sounds into words .. . ... . 17 21 4 6 
Looks away from word after sounding ...... . 1 1 0 0 
Sounding slow or inaccurate .. ...... ...... . 21 26 9 14 
Spells words inadequately ..... . ...... . ... . 3 4 0 0 
Voice: high or low •........•. , ..... . ..... . 22 30 6 9 
.. Expression ...... ... ..... .. . . ............. . 19 24 24 38 
Enunciates badly when pr ompted .. . ..... .• .. 9 11 5 8 
N=80 N=64 
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Table 99 shows the comparison of mean scores of the listening 
comprehension tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 99 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON LISTENING COMPREHENSION 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Dfff. S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 78 .42 14.02 1.72 
.02 2.14 .01 1962 73 78.44 10.90 1.28 
v 1961 83 89 . 60 11.73 1.29 
.66 1. 91 .35 1962 62 93 . 52 U.07 1.41 
VI 1961 8o · 98 . 36 8.10 .51 2.80 .71 3 .94 1962 78 101.16 9 . 03 .50 
All of the differences favored the 1962 group. The differences 
in grades four and five were not significant, as evidenced by critical 
ratios of .01 and .35, respectively. The difference in grade six was 
statistically significant. 
. ~ .... 
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Table 100 shows the comparison of mean scores of the reading 
achievement tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 100 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON READING ACHI~VEMENT 
Grade Year No . Mean S . D. S.E .m Diff. S.E.d C.R . 
IV 1961 67 50.64 15 . 25 1.86 3 . 16 2 .42 1962 76 53.80 13 . 55 1.55 1.31 
v 1961 83 65 . 85 13 . 55 1.49 1.16 2 . 23 . 52 1962 64 64 .69 13.30 1.66 
VI 1961 80 75 . 06 16 . 10 1.80 4.64 2 . 51 1962 78 79 . 70 15 .45 1. 75 1.85 
There were gains in achievement in 1962 in grades four and six. 
The achievement in grade five was higher in 1961 . None of the differ-




Table 101 shows the comparison of mean scores of the written 
recall tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 101 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON WRITTEN RECALL 
Grade Year No . Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 6.58 2 .85 .35 
.19 . 52 . 37 1962 70 6. 77 3.21 . 38 
v 1961 83 7 . 76 3 .45 .38 
. 52 .6() .87 1962 62 7 . 24 3.63 .46 
VI 1961 80 7.83 3.85 .4;3 1. 98 .61 3 . 25 1962 73 9.81 3.70 .43 
The differences in grades four and six favored the 1962 gr oup, 
grade six being statistically significant . The -~11 difference in 
grade five favored the 1961 group . 
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Table 102 shows the comparison of mean scores of the spelling 
tests ·for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 102 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON SPELLING 
Grade Year No. Mean S .D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 6 . 09 2.89 .35 1.40 .47 2.97 1962 75 7.49 3.08 . 31 
v 1961 83 9.57 3.16 .35 
. 85 .57 1.49 1962 64 10.42 3 .61 .45 
VI 1961 80 10.93 4.06 .45 1.80 .60 3 , 00 1962 75 12 . 1<'3 3.41 . 39 
The differences in means in grades four, five, and six all 
favored the 1962 group . The critical ratios of 2.97 and 3.00 for 
grades 4 and 6, respectively, showed these differences to be statis-
tically sigpificant. The diffe rence in grade five was not stat isti-
cally significant. 
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Table 103 shows the comparison of mean scores on the hearing 
sounds in words tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE 103 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON HEARING SOUNDS IN WORDS 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 25.62 6 . 81 .83 4 . 74 1.14 4.16 1962 74 30 . 36 6.69 . 78 
v 1961 83 27 . 05 8.75 .96 4.12 1.35 3.0~ 1962 61 31.17 7 .44 .95 
VI 1961 80 31 . 65 1.05 . 79 2.70 1.13 2.39 1962 77 34 . 35 7. ~4 .81 
All of the mean scores were higher in 1962. The critical ratios 
of 4.16, 3.05, and 2.39 for grades four, five, and six, respectively, 
showed the differences in grades four and five <tere statistically sig-
ni f i cant at the one per cent l eve l of confidence and grade six at th~ 
f ive per cent level. 
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Table 104 shows the comparison of mean scores on the visual 
memory tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 104 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON VISUAL MEMORY 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 1.25 1.15 .14 
.79 .22 3.59 1962 74 2.04 1.44 .17 
v 1961 83 1.06 1.89 .21 l. 70 .32 5 . 31 1962 62 2.76 1.89 .24 
VI 1961 80 2.89 1.82 .20 
. 14 :S27 .52 1962 78 3.03 1.63 .18 
The differences in means always favored the 1962 group. The 
critical ratios of 3.59 and 5.31 for grades four and five, respectively, 
showed these differences were statistically significant. The critical 
ratio of .52 in grade six showed this difference was not statistically 
significant . 
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Table 105 shows the comparison of mean scores on the homo~hones 
tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 105 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON HOMOPHONES 
Gradl Year No . Mean S.D . S.E .m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 154.18 19.26 2.35 3.21 3.10 1.04 1962 75 157.39 17.46 2.02 
v 1961 83 170.25 18.15 1.99 
.15 2 . 96 .05 1962 63 170.10 17.35 2.19 
VI 1961 80 171.30 20.10 2.25 2 . 68 2.89 . 93 1962 77 173.98 16.10 1..82 
There were no significant differences in knowledge of homo = 
phones in any grade. The differences in grades four and six favored 
1962, and in grade five, 1961 . 
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Table 106 shows the comparison of mean scores of the speed of 
silent reading tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962 . 
'.fABLE 106 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON SPEED OF SILENT READING 
Grade Year No. Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff . S.E . d C.R . 
IV 1961 67 3.85 2.77 . 34 
.76 .42 1.80 1962 76 4.61 2 . 21 . 25 
v 1961 83 6.13 2.10 .23 
. 10 .35 .29 1962 62 6.03 2 . 13 . 27 
VI 1961 80 7.38 1.88 . 21 
.60 . 29 2 . 07 1962 79 6.78 1.80 .20 
There were no significant differences. The small differenc~s in 
grades five and six favored 1961, and in grade four, 1962. 
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Table 107 shows the comparison of mean scores of tJe skimming 
tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962, 
TABLE 107 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON SKtMMING 
Grade Year No. t{ean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R . 
IV 1961 67 . 91 .80 • 10 
.25 .11 2.29 1962 74 1.16 .36 .04 
v 1961 83 1.72 1.50 .16 
.47 .23 2.04 1962 62 2.19 1.23 . 16 
VI 1961 80 1.31 1 , 18 .13 
.73 .21 3.48 1962 77 2.04 1.47 .17 
The differences in all grades favored the 1962 group. The dif-
ference in grade six is statistically significant. There are 96 
chances in 100 that the difference in grade four was significant, and 
94 chances in 100 that the difference in grade five was significant. 
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Table 108 shows the comparison of mean scores on the dictionary 
skills tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 108 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON DICTIONARY SKILLS 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S .E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 1.09 .28 .03 
• 02 .16 .13 1962 70 1.07 1.31 . 16 
v 1961 83 2.58 2.12 .23 1.00 . 27 3 . 70 1962 62 1.58 1.12 .14 
VI 1961 80 2.16 1.17 .13 
.14 .20 .70 1962 76 2.30 1.29 .15 
There was little change in the ability to locate words in the 
dictionary in grades four and six . In grade four the difference 
favored the 1961 group, and in grade six, the 1962 group. The differ-
ence in grade five was statistically significant and favored 1961 . 
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Table 109 shows the comparison of mean scores of the syllabica-
tion tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 109 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON SYLLABICATION 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 15.52 3.37 .41 2.02 .54 3.74 1962 74 17.54 3.05 .35 
v 1961 83 11 . 63 3.21 .35 1.12 .53 2.11 1962 60 10.51 3 . 09 .40 
VI 1961 80 12 , 21 3.21 .36 
.99 .53 1.87 1962 76 11.22 3.41 .39 
The differences in grades five and six were not significant and 
favored the 1961 group. There was a statistically significant differ ~ 
ence in grade four favoring the 1962 group. 
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Table 110 shows the comparison of mean scores of the elaborative 
thinking tests, Part I, for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 110 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SgQRES ON ELABORATIVE THINKING --PART I 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D . S.E.m Diff. S.E.d C,R. 
IV 1961 67 6.03 2 . 90 .35 3.59 .61 5,88 1962 74 9.62 4.31 .50 
v 1961 83 8.59 3.93 .43 2.97 .91 3.26 1962 &.2 11.56 6.27 .80 
VI 1961 80 12 . 32 4.56 .91 
1962 77 10.85 4.41 1.03 1.47 1.37 1.07 
The differences in means in grades four and five were statisti-
cally significant, as evidenced by critical ratios of 5.88 and 3.26, 
respectively. The difference in grade six favored the 1961 group and 
was not statistically significant . 
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Table 111 shows the comparison of mean scores of the elaborative 
thinking tests, Part II, for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 
1962. 
TABLE 111 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON ELABORATIVE THINKING - -PART II 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 2.88 2.11 .26 6.74 .56 1? . 03 1962 74 9.62 4.31 .50 
v 1961 83 4.40 3.39 .37 
. 94 .55 1.71 1962 62 3,46 3.27 .41 
VI 1961 80 2.95 2 . 09 .23 1.04 .28 3. 71 1962 77 1.91 1.39 .16 
The difference in means in grade four of 6.74 was statistically 
significant in favor of 1962 . The differences in grades five and six 
both favored 1961, with a statistically significant difference in 
grade six. 
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Table 112 shows the comparison of mean scores of the word pro = 
nunciation tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962 . 
TABLE il2 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON WORD PRONUNCIATION 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D . S .E.m Diff. S.E . d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 9.70 7.95 .97 1.04 1.28 . 81 1962 69 10.74 6 , 87 .83 
v 1961 83 14.05 9 . 21 1.01 1. 56 1.50 .96 1962 63 15.61 8.85 1.11 
VI 1961 80 19.40 8 . 25 .n 1. 74 1.46 1.19 1962 65 21.14 9.15 1.14 
All of the differences favored the 1962 group. Th~re were no 
differences which were statistically significant. 
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Table 113 shows the comparison of mean scores of the diacritical 
marks tests for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 113 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON DIACRITICAL MARKS 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S .E.m Diff. S.E . d C.R . 
IV 1961 67 3.75 4.09 . 49 
.15 .65 . 21 1962 76 3.89 3.83 .43 
v 1961 83 5.44 5.82 .64 1.35 .83 1.63 1962 63 4.09 4.17 .53 
VI 1961 80 5 . 34 4.12 .46 
.53 .76 . 70 1962 65 4 .81 4 . 91 . 61 
The differences in all grades were small. The difference in 
grade four favored the 1962 group, and in grades five and six, the 
1961 group. 
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Table 114 shows the comparison of the distribution of scores 
for pupil adjustment in reading situations for first grade as checked 
by the teacher. 
TABLE 114 
SCORES FOR READING ADJUSTMENT AS CHECKED BY THE TEACHER- -
GRADE ONE 
Scores · Freguency 1961 1962 
59 ~62 0 35 
56 - 58 1 7 
53-55 0 2 
50=52 0 4 
47 -49 1 10 
44-46 28 52 
41-43 6 14 
38-40 5 21 
35-37 6 12 
32 =34 3 17 
29-31 10 13 
26 - 28 5 6 
23-25 5 8 
20-22 2 1 
17 =19 5 1 
Totals 77 204 
Mean 36 . 55 43.29 
Standard Deviation 9 . 30 10.50 
The total possible score is 60. The scores for 1961 ranged from 
17 to 57, with a mean of 36.55 . There were 36 children with scores at 
or below the mean. In 1962 the range was from 16 to 62, with a mean of 
43.29. There were 47 children with scores at or below the mean . 
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Table 115 shows the comparison of reading adjustment for grade 
one in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 115 










36 . 55 








6 . 75 2.55 
C.R. 
2.64 
In 1961 only children in the lower third were rated . In 1962 
all of the children in grade one were rated . This accounts for the 
difference in numbers. The mean score in 1961 was 36 . 55 compared with 
43.29 in 1962 . The critical ratio of 2 . 64 showed this difference is 
statistically significant in favor of the 1962 group . 
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Table 116 shows the distribution of scores for pupil adjustment 
in reading situations in the second grade as checked by the teacher . 
TABLE 116 





57 - 59 0 
54-56 0 
51 - 53 0 
48-50 2 
45-47 3 2 
42-44 9 4 
39-41 11 4 
36-38 11 8 
33-35 12 9 
30-32 12 11 
27-29 4 10 
24 =26 1 2 
21-23 1 5 
Totals 67 55 
Mean 36.87 32.86 
Standard Deviation 6 .42 6.18 
The total possible score is 60 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
21 to 60, with a mean of 36 . 87, and in 1962 from 21 to 47, with a mean 
of 32 . 86. There were 41 children with scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 45 children. 
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Table 117 shows the distribution of scores for pupil adjustment 
in reading situations in the third grade as checked by the teacher. 
TABLE 117 
SCORES FOR READING ADJUSTMENT AS CHECKED BY THE TEACHER- -
GRADE THREE 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
58-60 0 3 
55-57 0 0 
52-54 1 1 
49-51 3 2 
46-48 3 2 
43-45 5 7 
40 =42 4 6 
37 =39 12 10 
34-36 7 11 
31-33 4 4 
28 =30 3 0 
25-27 4 4 
22-24 6 1 
19-21 3 1 
16-18 0 1 
13-15 0 1 
Totals 55 54 
Mean 35.60 37 . 94 
Standard Deviation 8.37 9 .31 
The total possible score is 60, The scores in 1961 ranged from 
19 to 53, with a mean if 35.60, and in 1962 from 15 to 60, with a mean 
of 37 .94 . 
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Table 118 shows the comparison of mean scores in reading 
achievement for grades two and three in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 118 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON READING ACHIEVEMENT 
Grade Year No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E .d C.R . 
II 1961 67 36.87 6 .42 . 78 4.01 1.14 3.52 1962 55 32 . 86 6 . 18 .83 
III 1961 55 35.60 8.37 1.13 2.34 1. 70 1.38 1962 54 37.94 9.31 1.27 
The difference in means of 4.01 in grade two was statistically 
significant in favor of the 1961 group . The difference of 2 . 34 in 




Table 119 shows the distribution of scores for pupil adjustment 
in the reading situations in the fourth grade as checked by the 
teacher . 
TABLE 119 
SCORES FOR READING ADJUSTMENT AS CHECKED BY THE TEACHER~­
GRADE FOUR 
Scores Freguencx 1961 1962 
45 ~47 1 
42 ~44 5 5 
39-41 4 3 
36 -38 9 5 
33 ~35 9 5 
30-32 12 9 
27-29 10 7 
24 - 26 11 5 
21-23 3 4 
18-20 1 3 
15-17 2 
Totals 67 46 
Mean 31.39 31.20 
Standard Deviation 6.69 6.81 
The total possible score is 56. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
15 to 47, with a mean of 31.39, and in 1962 from 18 to 44; with a mean 
of 31.20. There were 39 cases with scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 28 cases. 
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Table 120 shows the distribution of scores for pupil adjustment 
in the reading situation in the fifth grade as checked by the teacher 
in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 120 




Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
53-55 1 0 
50-52 0 0 
47-49 0 0 
44-46 1 0 
41-43 3 1 
38-40 9 5 
35-37 17 11 
32-34 14 11 
29-31 11 13 
26-28 11 6 
23-25 7 6 
20-22 3 3 
li'-19 0 3 
14-16 6 3 
Totals 83 62 
Mean 31.30 29.91 
Standard Deviation 7.38 6.54 
The total possible score is 56. In 1961 the scores ranged from 
14 to 55, with a mean of 31.30, and in 1962 from 14 to 43, with a mean 
of 29. 91. There were 38 cases with scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 34 cases . 
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Table 121 shows the distribution of r .eading adjustment scores 
for the sixth grade for 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 121 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ADJUSTMENT SCORES --GRADE SIX 
Scores Freguency 1961 1962 
40-42 2 3 
37 ~39 11 14 
34-36 11 12 
31 - 33 8 11 
28 -30 11 10 
25-27 10 12 
22-24 5 9 
19-21 6 5 
16- 18 2 2 
13-15 2 0 
Totals 68 78 
Mean 29.66 30.38 
Standard Deviation 6.78 6.27 
The total possible score is 56 . In 1961 the scores ranged from 
13 to 42, with a mean of 29 . 66 ~ and in 1962 from 16 to 42, with a mean 
of 30 . 38. There were 36 cases with scores at or below the mean in 
1961, and in 1962 there were 38 cases. 
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Table 122 shows the comparison of mean scores in reading 
achiev~ment for grades four, five, and six in 1961 and 1962. 
TABLE 122 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON READING ADJUSTMENT 
Grade Year No . Mean S . D. S.E.m Diff . S.E . d C.R. 
IV 1961 67 31.39 6.69 .83 
.19 1.29 .24 1962 46 31.20 6.81 1.00 
v 1961 83 31.30 7.38 . 81 1.39 1.16 1.20 1962 62 29.91 6.54 .83 
VI 1961 80 29 . 66 6 . 78 .76 
.72 1.44 .50 1962 78 30 .38 6.27 .71 
There were no significant differences in adjustment . The dif-
ferences in grades four and five favored the 1961 group, and in grade 
six, the 1962 group. 
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The achievement scores of the children in grades three, five, 
and six in 1962 were compared with their scores in grades two, four, 
and five in 1961. These were the children who had taken the same 
ba ttery of tests in both years ~ 
Table 123 ·shows the distribution of scores for the children who 
were in grade~two in 1961 and in grade three in 1962. 
TABLE 123 












33 - 35 
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34 . 00 
12 . 51 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 3 to 29, with a mean of 10 . 99, and in 
1962 from 9 to 65, with a mean of 34 . 00. 
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Table 124 shows the distribution of achievement scores for the 
children who were in grade four in 1961 and in grade five in 1962. 
TABLE 124 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES 
Scores 
97 ~ 101 
92- 96 
87- 91 
82 = 86 
77 - 81 
n~ 76 
















































62 . 10 
12.90 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 22 tp 91, with a mean of 47.30, 
and in 1962 from 32 to 101, with a mean of 62.10 . 
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Table 125 shows the distribution of achievement scores for the 
children who were in grade five in 1961 and in grade six in 1962. 
TABLE 125 
DISTRIBUTION OF READING ACHI~VEMENT SCORES 
Scores 
112 ~ 116 
106 ~ 111 
103-105 
98-102 
93 ~ 97 
88- 92 






















































15 . 10 
In 1961 the scores ranged from 23 to 102, with a m~an of 64.25, 
and in 1962 from 43 to 116, with a mean of 79.35 . 
' . 
.. ' ' . . . ·•.·; 
·' · ., ... , ..:'. · 
.. , 
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Table 126 shows the comparison of mean achievement scores for 
the children in grades three, five, and six in 1962. 
TABLE 126 
COMPARISON OF MEAN ACHIEVEMENT SCORES 
Grade Year No. Mean S .D. S .E.m Diff . S.E.d C.R. 
II 1961 ' 46 10 . 99 6.55 . 98 23.01 2.08 11.05 III 1962 46 34.00 12 . 51 1.84 
IV 1961 42 47 . 30 13.75 2 . 12 14 . 80 2.90 5.10 v 1962 42 62.10 12.90 1. 99 
v 1961 51 64 . 25 14 . 70 2.05 15.10 2.94 5 . 13 VI 1962 51 79 . 35 15 . 10 2.11 
The critical ratios of 11.05, 5.10, and 5 . 13 for grades three, 
five, and six, respectively, showed statistically significant gains in 
all grades in 1962 in achievement . The gain in grade three was 23 
points, which is equivalent to one year, two months; in grade five , 15 
points, equivalent to a full year ; and in grade six , 15 points, equiv-
alent to a year and a month . 
CHAPTER IV 
SUHMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of the study was to measure the effectiveness of a 
service program which had been conducted in a residential town of high 
socio-economic level in eastern Mas·sachuletts. A battery of tests 
which had been administered to the children in the lower thirds of 
grades two through six, and to the total first grade population in 1961 
was repeated in 1962. Following the testing program in 1961, the mem= 
hers of the Boston University Educational Clinic worked in the schools 
with the teachers and with the children every morning for eight weeks. 
One of the group was hired by the couununity as a Reading Consultant, 
beginning her work in September of 1961. She continued working with 
the teachers and children. 
The test results of 1962 we r e compared with the same grade levels 
in 1961. In grades three, five, and six the childreru.!.fhad the same tests 
in both years. The reading achievement of the children in grade two in 
1961 was compared with their achievement in grade three; those in grade 
four in 1961 with their achievement in grade five; and those in grade 
five in 1961 with their achievement in grade six , 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. There were evidenceb of improvement in many of the areas at 
all grade levels. 




b. The gains in grades two and three were statistically sig= 
nificant; those in grades four, five, and six were not . 
c . When comparisons were made of the same children, there 
were statistically significant gains in all grades. The 
children in grade three gained one year and two months, 
in grade five a full year, and in grade six a year and 
one month. 
2. The first grades showed mjrked gains. 
a . Letter knowledge had been mastered. 
b. All letter knowledge scores showed improvement, the dif = 
ference being statistically significant in Capital Letters 
Named and Writing Letters Dictated. 
c. The Hearing Sounds in Words showed a statistically sig-
nificant gain, the critical ratio being 20.90. 
d. In 1961, 152 children were below the norms on the oral 
paragraphs. In 1962 only 45 were. In 1961, 21 per cent 
were reading at the correct level. In 1962, 56 per cent 
were. In 1961, 7 children were reading above grade one, 
and in 1962, 46 were. 
3 , In grades two and three, in all of the areas tested except 
Word Pronunciation, the differences favored the 1962 group. 
a . There were statistically significant gains in Visual Dis = 
crimination, the critical rati~being 3.06 and 4 . 65 for 
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grades two and three, respectively. 
b. The differences in Spelling were statistically significant~ 
with critical ratios of 3.59 and 2.46 for grades two and 
three, respectively. 
c. In Applied Phonics and Hearing Sounds in Words the differ-
ences were not statistically significant. 
d. The differences in Word Pronunciation favored the 1962 
group in grade two and the 1961 group in grade three. 
Neither difference was statistically significant, the 
critical ratios being 1.49 and 1.70 for gra~es two and 
three, respectively. 
4. In grades four, five, and six the differences favored the 
1962 group in the following areas: Hearing Sounds in Words, 
Word Pronunciation, Spelling, Visual Uemory, Skinuning, and 
Written Recall. 
a. The differences in Hearing Sounds in Words were statisti= 
cally significant in all grades,at the one per cent level 
of confidence in grades four and five, and at the five per 
cent level in grade six. 
b . None of the differences in Word Pronunciation was statis ~ 
tically significant. The critical ratios were .81, .96, 
and 1.19 for grades four, five, and six, respectively. 
c. The differences in 'pelling were statistically signifi -
cant in grades four and six, but not in grade five . The 
critical ratios were 2.97, 1.49, and 3.00 for grades 
four, five, and six, respectively. 
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d . The differences in Visual Memory were significant in 
grades four and five, but not in grade six. The critical 
ratios were 3.59, 5.31, and .52 for grades four, five, and 
six, respectively. 
e. The differences in Skimming were significant at the five 
per cent level in grade four and at the one per cent level 
in grade six. The difference in grade five was not statis= 
tically significant. 
f. The difference in grade six was statistically significant. 
The differences in grades four and five were not. The 
critical ratios were .37, .87, and 3.25 for grades four, 
five, and six, respective!~· . 
5. In grades four, fivet and six the differences were not always 
consistent in the following areas: 
a. The difference .on the Syllabication test favored the 1962 
group in grade four and the 1961 group in grades five and 
six. The difference in grade four was statistically sig-
nificant . The critical ratios were 3.74, 2 . 11, and 1.87 
for grades four, five, and six, respectively. 
b. The differences on Diacritical Marks favored the 1962 
group in grade four and the 1961 group in grades five and 
six. None of the differences was statistically significant. 
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c. The differences on Dictionary Skills favored the 1961 
group in grades four and five and the 1962 group in grade 
six. The difference in grade five was statistically sig= 
nificant . The critical ratios were . 13, 3.70, and . 70 
for grades four, five, and six, respectively . 
d. On Elaborative Thinking Part I the differences favored the 
1962 group in grades four and five and the 1961 group in 
grade six. The differences were statistically significant 
in grades four and five . The critical ratios were 5 . 88, 
3.26, and 1 . 07 for grades four, five, and six, respectively. 
e. On Elaborative Thinking Part II the differences favored 
the 1962 group in grade four and the 1961 group in grades 
five and six. The differences were .statistically signifi ~ 
cant in grades four and six. The critical ratios wer.e 
12 . 03, 1. 71, and 3. 71 for grades four, five, and s i x, re ~ 
spectively. 
f. On the Homophones the differences favored the 1962 group 
in grades four and six and the 1961 group in grade five. 
The critical ratios were 1.04, . OS, and .93 for grades 
four., five, and six, respectively. 
g . The differences on Speed of Silent Reading favored the 
1962 group in grade four and the 1961 groups in grades 
five and six . None of the differences was statistically 
significant. The critical ratios were 1 . 80, . 29, and 2 . 07 
for grades four, five, and six, respec~ively . 
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c B s p D w M E T F 
5 .. 1.8 ., 
v w F T p v B K L T 
6 .. ; 19o 
' 
s 0 c u z F z N G K 
7e 20 .. 
L I E F H X p u L J 
. 
8. 21 .. 
B X B p R y T c v A 
9., 22 .. 
I L F J y L F N w M 
10. 23 .. 
E N 0 s c D G 0 y c 
11 .. 24 ., 
B p F u 0 X G T c ~ 
12 .. 25 .. 
I z L N B u N J G M 
' . 
13 .. . 26 .. 
F R E B A T y v L K 
Identifying _  Cap_i ta1s Shown Score 
m b o s y w u v y n 
2. J,.5 .. 
e a r m f c 0 a e d 
3· 16 .. 
v m h u c w u n m v 
4e 17 0 
g__ 1 k t y m b n d u 
5o . 18. 
v w u m n g .... Y.. J i q 
6 .. 19o 
c e 0 a r e i j l t 
1· 2.0o 
e 0 c g_ a f t h k 1 
8. 21. 
t 1 h b k 0 a. e c g 
9" 22 .. 
s e z m f r 0 n m u 
10 0 2Jo 
h k 1 t f p d b q g 
11 .. ' :1 24. 
h k t f 1 g_ b P . q d 
12 .. 25 .. 
& . . P. Y. q h p g b d q 
lJ .. 26 .. 
s .X 0 m z d p g_ __ q .. b 
ntifying Lower Case Letters Shown Score 
---......-
Li .. ec:il.ons; 
=-=·· __.,_ 
Say v JtToda_y 'tve are going to play a garr~.o o J. run goinr; ·oo so.y S'?ntc 
l ettu.ra and you ~xre going ·i;o .f'lnd them on ~tour pnpt"J...1 and put; a e;ir~.:;.].a 
around them,. Fil'"St tve ore going ·oo lcok f ol' ·bhe oapi 't<.'"!.l l (!ri:;t!L s th:.rt ~: 
ilantCQ tt (Ho:ld up copy of tes'~·-=he sure ch1.ldren n!'('! wori{"l n g on t;ho 
correct sid(:t)o Say~ nPut your markers unde:;.• this fil.•s·i; l ine., like this, 1' 
(DemonstratG)o "I am going to say one of t.he let'i';.~rs in this first 1 vl\ 
S e if yt>u tlSn f"lnd the lette1• I sayo ~~t. ym.,r f"'l ng'Sl' on i ~o !'haG\)..: 
righto NO\-T drll"A a cirele nround :i:ho" 
Nmr move your marker under line 2 and find Co n 
Key la'i:;ters a.:t•e:: 
lr-> E 6=L llQU 16...-.. B 21.= F 
2"" 0 1·"" 0 12=\4" rf7c> N 22= K 
jcc~ Z 8<-, s l)= p 18~, X 2}"' G 
4=H·· 9= I Jb .. , T 19c V 24:·· y 
5= A W=R l5ooD 20= M 25·:;> J' 
26.-.:. Q 
FoUotf the snme p.a:M;ern as in administering "Identi:l:'jr:ing Gap:'U.ul 
Let·ters Nam.ed11 a . The key ].etters are:; 
l = s ~ l lJ. ... n 1~, 'D .. 2l•::o i; 
2w \;1 7= f?.j 12-i 17C!':J g 22·" :.J 
3= X 8c:.- k ]3~ v e~ J.8,..m 2:3= (~ 
~ y 9,, e J.4coq 19«• 0 24<;;1 \{ 







E F .A y L D c G ~- B .. 
2. 15· 
H c D 0 T 0 D 0 y G 
3o .16. 
F J X R z · B . L H v L 
... 
4· 17. I ·H E .· L . F N 0 M K ,E 
s. 18. 
B E R F A u p ·. J X L. 
6. 19. 
N I z B L A y c T v 
7· 20. 
u B 0 F p L w F :s M 
8. 21. 
E N s 0 c M T w .E F 
-
9· 22. 
F I ;J y :L B L v T K 
10. 23 0 
B R X E p z G N K F 
llo 24. 
u s 0 z c y K T L v 
-· . -- -
12 e 25. 
w p F v T J M u G N 
13 0 .. • 26. 
B p :S c D T X 0 Q G 
-Identifying __ Letters Named, Capitals Score 
. 
J.4o 
0 s y b m d b g p q 
2o 15. 
r a f m c g b d q p 
)o 16. 
s m 0 X z b d p q g 
4o 17o 
g p q h y q p d g b 
5o 18. 
k t f 1 h r in n u 0 
6. 19 .. 
k 1 h f t 0 a e g c 
7. 20 0 
m f s z c h f 1 t k 
8. 21. 
1 t b k h t e j 1 i 
9· 22. 
0 a e c g g q y j i 
LOo 23 0 
a r e 0 c m n u d b 
.1 .. 24o 
n u w r m u n v w m 
. 2o 25 .. 
k i K . t y c d a e 0 
Jo 26 .. 
m v u c h w y v n u 
:dentifying Letters Named 9 Lower Case Score 
Directionsr. 
._.. w w;mlo 
The children tr.rit the let ters on their ovm papero Dicto..{~e the 
J.s ·~ters slmflya SayD 1'!1ak~ these letters on yout' pn.per ·t:,he b~st yoo 
cnno" 
0~ X, S 9 C~ ! 9 P9 T5 ~!, K» z, E!t V.T:> R9 J~ Y, F, I~, A~ H~ V, l19 
B9 D:> Lg G.? Qg 
Total possible seore: 26 
VISUAL DISCliD·ffi>U\.TION TF'...ST;; PH:G!ARY 
m.rections 3 
' ~ 
The Visual Discrimination and tb.e Hearing Sounds in \·TOI"ds 
Tests are taken from ~~n~ ~a.di~ ~~~~~ti?l!o 
Adm:lnistrationo Examiner sa.ystl 11:fl)ok at this let.tero You 
~'¢7J?r a:::;::;t::::a 
are to f:l" nd it in the- first bax en yom: sheet and drmr a circle 
around 1 to 11 Children may use markers under the bo:x:es on t:."1.t!l shee·t; 51 
mov1:ng to the next box a.:f'ter each wol"'d is :markedo Or the ~achai:" 
IY'11J'3' ca_U the number of the l'tord9 sayi11g9 "Here is numb«L• s:i.xc. F:tnd 
it and dra:t~ a circle around ito" The word should be ~xposed far 
about three seconds, then furn"d dmv'11 l';rhen the children s·tlll•·i.:; to :look 
on their blankso A second look is not perr:d tted.I'P nor should ei thc.--r 
teacher or children pronounce the ~-rordo 
























24o W'GO. the1• 
25o advn.nc9 
26, SO(.."UJC',,, 
27 o pl"Ob~{bl 
28 o COl:l'ici".t'"HCtt.t 
29o lile<D. ·-~ te 
30o roc:;ul:;:·c,l~J: 
~!:.:~~o The tot-~ -possible score is 30o Co1.1nt OUtC? point f'o1• 
each. eon-oect ~aponsG o 
Test for VISUAL .DipCRIMINATION OF WORm 
Name --------------------------------
ly b d g f 16 cl ear clea close climb lean 
2m lt .. r t 17 par park trap party qu;u-t 
dark part 
3 JlO o:a imp :a :rip 18 eigh.t sought rough ought taught 
aught tough ----
4 goes do - go ago dog 19 quite quick quack point quiet 
question quit 
5 -sawr war as was 20 s tate elatio:~~. tasted sta-timt 
waste statio•ed started sl-'..ating 
6 pot tab tap top 21 diner differ differe:ace defereJtt 
pat defere•t different deferel\ce 
7 girl dog boy dig 22 nomi:na tioJt llOt:i.OJl me•tio• motio• 
day mou w._tirlJl me'fttio:w.ed mountai:ns 
8 WOJl IO •ow mowr 23 quar t er portio• bracelet particl e 
was practice practical poultice 
9 a d teltd o• ended _ 24 otl\er the weather wealth 
e• d whether whither wealthier 
10 lack clock clack 25 obscure advice above advise 
black dark advances dance advance 
11 frost f i rst fast 26 sure obscure scare secure 
firm trus t secoJJ.d server cure 
I 
12 same came name 27 portable possible probably problem 
some somebody probable ·practical desirable 
13 sl a t last lost lt.>t 28 call tact coutain contract cont racts 
bl ast col\tacts capital convict 
14 jump j est j ust j ot 29 immediate mediates mediate mistalte 
mus t mediate material meditative 
15 drip pr op drops r ap 30 - regular regulate regulation radiatioll!. 
drop registration negotiation recognition 




IFAFtiNG SOU1'ffiS IN HORDS 
.~ti~~~ £c:!. Lar!! (~dG!, ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
(Print on the board. t.~e lErM.ers l?. b ·~ n a. just a.<;; they a'J>pear 
en lin l of ·tho ohildlltt pa.JlE!r,, .n-J.reoli tlie Cb.fidr n. in the follo,dng 
uJayo) · 
Today we are going to uoe our eyes and enrs to soa if w~ can find 
the r.tght letters in wordso You w:Ul need to listen and loc:1k carefully::-
Put your rn.arko):- en the f'i:i.tst line unasr the big ltlt·t.er Ao ( Chac :: t-~ 
see that each child has the rlgb.\1 placeo) 
IUll sa:y a word and you are to listen to see if yoo Cl"lll find 
the letlier the trord bef?.ns wi th.(l Listeh., ... ··Gi>;P-o l·lhnt ia thi'J :fil•st lA t~ 
i..n ¥e-" Yess ·t.-=so you drau a circle rirouti(f'"t on your papei~ o (!h-en· a 
eire e ro.oound t tm the board., 'I'he-1.1. che!ek to see tha:~ et~.Ch child 'has c," ,..~led 
"~he ... o~eet l~s'tU:ro) . 
Ntit-1 move youT marker t~ the next lina below o :t<T~r I 'irl.:U n t help 
any moreo De sure you look and listen carefullyo Roaey? Draw a (rl.re:.t.e 
m•ound the f:l:!"at latter in ~,, (Repe~ tho word.9 :t.f' nec.esoa.t",Y., 'i:Tai·t 
until the children hav~ f"itdaned making a cir<~le around the le·iiter o 
'!1his uauol.ly ta.k~s not more than fig seconds" Count fiw GJ..owly on 
o.ll later 'trtor cls in this test.o ) 
(D:i.:t-to!ct in this wa:y for the rest of the vTO:rdso) Hove your ~ker 
oo number 3o ."D'ind the first let.ter :tn 9," 
4o gardan 9e machine '.4c handle 
5o zrecess lOo f"oun·~-d.n J5,_, every 
6o noise llo v-~ation l6o olive 
7. lemon l2opolish ~7 0 l1D.Ste 
Bo bncon l3a absent 18oSUppsl' 
~21!!.!.2£.~! (G;r~!!.9l~9 ~~ ~ ~J~ 
(Direct aa follous o) 
Ncrr1 move youl" 1narker t..o number l1mder th!'! big letter.· .Be.. 
on the board the '\-rords ~1£~ ~~"!B. ~.rorr~,) <-
Nerd this t:l.me you a:rf! to listen :ro~ the lctst sound in th- t..rol .. dv 
List~n to this 1•TOrd=spoono "VJbich "t«Jrd on . the board has the Sart.KJ last 
sound a.s 9p0!!!,~ Yes 9 -=t~middle one has the same last sound as ~Yi7' 
So t-re drm1 a. circle around it l'lka thiso Umr drat.z a circle a.rouna.··~ffie an.mc 
lfO:t""Cl on you:t' pa.pero 
Naf move your marker dmm to numbor 2o Listen :fol ... t.."le las·t aound 
in th:ts ~rord:''''"''un·t.Uo Find the word that has ·the soms sound a't'the end 
as until. a Drn~circle around ito 
~~
( Direc ~. i n this Wl",/ for the nflxt four -vmrds" ) Hova y·m.u:- mnrkex- to 
numbm- 3o t'lhl.ch triord has ·~he same last sound. as 11isit.? D:rn.n a ei.rclo 
around ito "'="'""""""'' 
5'"' rn:i.J.roo.d 
(On numbor r and f.ollcwing th<-' child lis~na for ·th~ f'lrst o.nc'l last 
-aoun~: ·) Dire •t as f'Cl~1~rs Q ) 
tfui!Clh of these 'lr-ru.rds has t he sa.-·ne beginning and ending sounds a~; 
beilJt.yeen? (Hait for ansYtrers)o Yes 9 th~ first one ber;ins and ~ncm l:'•ke ~Su1i'eno So we m"tn-J' a circle a.-round ito You <h-ntt a circle nronnd tlu) 
;;.:ron· your papm"'o 
. ( DirE)ct in t his way for the remai~~dm.. e£ the words in Pl\R'r B ... ) 











l.B o child 
(1vrit~ thtJse letters on the board: ind 
Than dire~i; as :followso) -
t 
lb Mve your marker dot-m to rmmber 1 under Co Listen ·~ this 
WOX'd blindi~o Draw circleS o.round o.1l Of the 90U11ds YC>ll heat' in 
bll~~:"=t"Uircle !E.,.~ £!; ~ on the board., ) HO'!.r mmtY' of you oi:, .. <!J.ed 
'th~ese SOU11ds? 
(tvrite on th~ board a_ !. ~~ ! 4 ~") No.r find all of t.~~ 
sounds you Cc'ln in this vrort1~~dYco lrfl1i00 did you circle? Yes!, .!F.'-' 
~ and ~<. 'l"'he otha- sounds are nor on yomo pape:i." Q 
(Direct in this way for the :a:>est of the -vm~ds,) On numb~r 3 ~ circle 





7 o exerttpl.i.fY 
8::; indenture 




Ho~ to sccreg PART A..,.~ Count the number correcto l·1aximt1Jlt seor«!==1.7" 
PART c .... ,., Count the number o£ par ":;a of r1orda circled 
correctlyo Hax:ilTl.um score=33u 
T!!ntntive midcUe<wO!~~yenr norr.1tH Grode !=20::> Grade II=la~ Gr~d ~n,. ~e, 
~est f'or HEAR!NG SOUN])S; D1 WORM. - GR~JJE3 1-] 
Nam&' Grade 
I C;$.'5' 







1. p b t • a .. 1 • . g~~eus. · pertai• warraJtt 
- · · 
2. e. p c d t 2. ·milligram swe1teri•g \ sllrapae1 I 
J .. d f g. v .. J,. caemist stereogram ) aydrecarbolt 
4. g k v 1 i 4. pc:~.dereus spectacul ar military 
5. k r b d s: 5. finesse iJtt&JilcWd rebuff' 
6 .. e s • b t . 6 .. li•o1eum priwd.Jlklti ca:caplle•y 
7. y 1 d f g 7. bretare• Jteb1ame• bur1esquti 
8. f t j r b 8. prtimiurn gypsyism · glaucoma 
9• C' d k m i 9· aexameter gelltiratiol!. ltydregeJt 
" 
1(!1). f v P' .. • 10. preficint prtisumptiva domiJlmtt 
11 ... 1 v Jl t u 11. cavailry martil!et ca:stilltit 
12'. s q r z p 12. filiform fe1oJlieus dticiduous 
1Jo - b c m a e 1Je. mea111.der menote•y ral'!.COUr' 
14.,. .. m s 8 w 14 .. saea:tlling saamtif'u1 collarterall. 
15 .. m v e r Bl 15. bro•ontis plartorlc breecltb1ock 
16. • e .. a e 16 •. taecram reckE:>n taermioJl 
17 . Wi C!l j Ji. Q 17. drammeck druidism pyrogellic 
lB . ' !1.8. c1lise1tid carbo :a -· j 1 s t y eroded 
I 
1. ill!.d r bl X t i•g 7. tioJl ex p1 f 1t all 
2 ., a m sp f d Jtg 8. ure g d sm k iJt lt _ __ _ 
3. ar k st w igi:5 11" 9. ep r QJl Bl 1 v B. ______ _ 
~ .. ous· b sll ta f C()Jl 10:. 0 b sp el tir ist o _____ _ 
5 ... Jl ck for c1 w ate 11. e•t a bra c •• v 
6. iJt ep (JWj tw- a f1 J:2. d Ull gr b ~u 1 
Tota:l ___ _ 
SPELLING TESTg PRIMARY 
Directiews fer Grades Two aRd Tarees 
--
Admi.Jdstratioa. 
Ma:aual !!.! ,!!!. Durrell hal~ is. !!!_ Rcaadil'lg Difficul t;vo Eack word 
taat eaclt word .is prese11.ted orally tkree times. 
Tae total possible scorca is 20. Eaclt word 






















SPELLING TESTs: · LIST 1 
(Gradcas Two aad Tkrcaca) 
Rua fa.St. 
Mall work ltard. 
Cornca"""!3aCk. 
Look out. 
t:raii taca dog. 
.ft. "ard reck. 
Corne don ltere. 
Site aasl'oJtg aair. 
Wlta t tim a is it? 
It getsdark at right. 
Hca delivcars ~pears: 
Taca ·disa is brek&llo 
raca traill is oa time. 
Taca car is rnovi•! slowly. 
Buy carrots at t= ca market. 
He ~•tad ta• gardra. 
Tkat. is a st.rai.g!tt li•ca• 
Hca asked a 9?estioa. 
Wait a mill'lltca. 
You gavca your promi~. 
INDIVIDUAL ORAL REl'.DTITG TEST 
Direct-lens for Grade One: 
..... ..... ~
F~ch child should bring ~ts reading book to the examiner and ~ead a 
selection not previously r ead in class<> Record the publisherlls level of ·G.h.e 
book on the check sheet,o 
Too Dif!"icul t ... 7 or more v1ord pronunciation ezorors in 20 ~rords o 
Difficult~ · 2Qf6 pronunciation errors in 20o · 
Satisfactory "" ll-mrd pronunciation error in 20 uordso 
Too eagy - rio errorso 
Record the level of difi"icul ty or fue book for this cbild by the s·mndards 
listed a.boveo 
F'..ach child should read paragrr-tph one of the Thll,..t'ell Analysis £!. EgaS:u~ 
~f.fi!!ul~ol The reading of the par~.r;raph should be timedo Ask the child to 
t ell uhat he remeniberso Number his unaided resposses in sequence as they are 
given. a Ask questicns to check the memories Ollli tted, and indicate COl'Tect l'"eplies 
by a plus in the second column of the cheek sheet~ Deter111ine the correct in.., 
structional level by using the norrns established fo~ time and error for pat~agraph 
one as indicated in the individual. record bookle-t:. of ·the Durrell !,nal~!! ~ 
R~ading Difficultro If paragraph one is read success£ully, have the child read 
the nit8:t higher levelo 
Directions for Grades TWo and Three: 
a..;;;;o,.,c_.,-.-... ..,.... - - ................ 
See tlte direc·t.tons for the Intermediate Oral Rcadine Cbecklisto !he 
"Diacri:Mcal. Harks" test is not given for cra.des wo and threeo Directions 
for giving 11Applied Phonics" and tttoford Pronunciation" follm·7o 
1 Donald Do Durrel15 Durre:t;!: AnaJ.ys~. of' ~eading Dif'ficul,Sr: 
Record Booklet (Boston: 1rJormook COmpa.ny;-t~)o --~-- ·-
Individual 
---
~v01f1) PHONUNCIJ\. TION TEST: PRI1'1ttRY 
a copy of ·~he ~rords to be pronounced<! Examiner says~ "The,se t-mrds 
you have never seen before., Try to pronounce t.he:.-n for 111a<i)u After 
five inco~ect responses discontinue tastingo 
· Scoriil!:!io 
n•c-= ~ The t.ot;al poss.ible score is 30o Rate ·i:;he child as 
2 fOl" t-rords ~ilnledia.tely :;:oecognized and readny pi ... onounced 
1 for tfOrds 1itth an aeeeptabie pornuneia.tion ~~ter a brief 
hesi ta:cion .... 
0 :f'ot" no response or an incon"ac·t:; oneo 
APPLIED F'HONICS TE.ST:: PRDlli.RY 
Directions for Grades ~vo and Three: 
-----=~led~~.,......,, nr·~ ~ ~~
This tes·;; is an individual check., The c.iild 
has a copy o£ the apuliad phonics testQ E.h!:aminer says: ur shaJ.J say 
the firr:rt -vrord in ·the colmnno You al."'e to sa:y ·(;he 't.q'Ord next to nti t 'S!o 
Remember that the tmrd I say ~1ill halp you tO ree.d your t·rord cor~ectly-Q 
Let.es star·to P:U say llwi.llO and you will sayo.!' .. o.,n 
m.scont:tnua af-bei~ five inc~rrect responseso 
~-~ · . 
. . 
The ~Go·ha.l possible score is 28.. Rate the child as 
2 for correct responses Hi.thou·t hesitation 
l for uords solved af"·t.er a brief' hesit;~:t;.ion 










1 . yQa.r 





















8 •. brillia:at 
9. r~staurallt 
10. t9mpera ture 
n . astousllmQ•t 
12 .. UII9C9SSar"";.f 
13·. J!la tioaal 















Difficult Satisfactory S'u i tab!~'IO"Ili=:-::-:t-y-:----.:Mii~--c'\""'h-t"r"'o-o--;dio:-. f':'l:':fl\l".li~cu--1' t 




----Voice, high or low pitch 
- Ex:prassi()Jt 
----. Attack oft unfamiliar words 
- Omits or adds words 
---- Repetitio~ 
- Errors o:a small words 
__._. Lip movemeJtts 
=:: WkisperiJtg 
IIoWord Pro~unciatioll List 
2 1 0 
YQat:r 
















will .., grill 
oil .., spoil ---
---out -flour 
splash trash ---.., 
let - letter ---
far .., smart ---
tear '"' l c.learing ---
---cross; = cream 
-.em---sniff ~ sl'tare ----.-~ quick 
- quM/1" ----~ strange = v.illagQ 
~~ ___, 
hurt .,;. further 




Word aJtalysis ability poor 
- Will not try difficult words 
- Has Jto method of word aJla:]ysis 
---SouJtds aloud by: single letters 
- blends - syllables 
Unable to combine sounds i•to 
words 
Looks away from word after 
--- sounding 
Sounding slow or inaccuratQ 
- Spells words:: successful -
--- inadequate 
Sile~tt word studyr successful-
--- i•adequate 
_ Enunciates badly when prompted 
Recall 
Umaided recall s~anty 
--- Poorly organized recall 
--- Inaccurate memories or goesses 
- RespoJlse- labored er slow 
-Avoids use of new words h recall 
-Recalls details baCUy in 
--- questions 
Very scal'lty recall on hard 
- material 
SPELLING T'EST~ INTERJ'W.;Dift TE 
Adrainistrntion., The ·test is adrnin..istered as in ·(,he H:muaJ. of the 
....---. ! jMtS*..,.,..~
Durrell Analysis of' Roacling Difficult;ro1 Each uord is dicrl:.ated~ then 
i n..J.uded i n a. sentenea and dic·W.ted again so ·i:,ha·t each. nord :i.s presen·ood 
..,sc .... o.r ... i.,.-rlg~.o The total possible score is 20o Each ~rord correctly 






















SPELLING TF:.'1T: LIST 2 
(Grades Four, Five, and Six) 
Come backo 
Dr mr a Picture~ 
~n slice or breado 
Doii't_§p(:m_!! wo mucha 
Save yo1ll' mone;to 
Ask me a ques-t:lono 
Hait a minute:= ... 
'l.ne ~2. is goingo 
You gave your £l'Omise o 
The furniture nas loaded on the ·truck., 
A valuill51e rf'ng l-ras stoleno 
He"na& Erorid shoulderse 
......,. •r: ........ The customer "t-ro.s :m a lml"l'Yo 
An iilVI'tatioh to a partye 
The 'dOC't"Oi .. 1-r&n·t. ·oo the hospi·tal. 
The l-rea ther is cold this morniilg1J 
Tlds is a 'C!tf'.f'erent k!rl.f'e<> 
t·teasure hmrta:n:Ii'e- iso 
Ytis neeessa:r:cr to rest now e 
The roO'il)afi game Sfsanwi.!l~ ~ 
1 Donal~ Do Durrell~ ~~~~~Rea~~ _!B~·iiructi~ (Boston: 
\·lorld Book Company 5 1956) v PPo 2 ~- o ·. 
I1FARING SOUNIS IN WORllS t INTERMEDIATE 
Admillistratio•o It is suggested tltat tlt~ cldldrell. a.umber their papers 
i• groups of JlUmbers as titey go alo•g, accor diJJ.g to tae task they are b~i•g 
asked to doo Exam:i'fter says, "As we go alo•g I am gong to ask you to do 
89Veral differe•t t'killgso Please liste• carefully so tltat you will do jus:t 
tae rigllt thi•go First of all Jlllmber your papers frmn 1 to 5; al'ld as I say 
a word, you ar& to write d(!)Wft tlt& first l&ttilr t'lta;b you kearo" 
Write tlte first lett&rr 
lo beJt&ficial 
2e mytltological 
3 o JtUl lificat:ioJt 
4o an tltropology 
'· aarpsicaord 
write t ae first 2 letters: 
6o frisky 





12 o tlterapw tic 
13 o crede•tial 
14. cl&avage 




write t ke first .3 ;ie t tarsg; 
19 ~ tltr&siter 
20o sarap11.el 
21., spri taly 
22o s tri•ge•t 
2.3o splutter 
24~ s crirrnnaga 
Write tk& last le:i'Hrt 
25o piste• 
26o titrob 
'21 o develop 
2Bo racket 
29 . ce• U.•ldal. 
30o cltloroform 
.:n. ita..dkercltie.f 
write tlle last 2 lettarsc 
32~ catapult 




37 o ovarwkalm 
38 ~ cc•cept 
39· wru• g 
40o squeamis• 
4lo. di vide•d 
42o arr8llt 
4.3:o r ampart 
W&.o kapaazard 
lfrite the last 3 letterst 
4$., commenaal tA 
Sceri•go Tke t otal possible soorQ is 45o ORe poi nt f or &aclt cerrect 
respo•se .. 
:/ Homophone Test and Ke 
-Total possible score is 250. A poi nt i s given for a response when 
the space is either correctly marked or corre~tly l eft blank 
according to the key. 
RECOGNITION OF HOMOPHONES 
(J. F. Comerford) 
Name School 
Teacher 
You and the class are going to do the following samples together. Follow the 
directions given to you by your teacher. 
SAMPLES 
x.- eat y. eek z. ate 
0 ape () ake () i t () eet () age () aight 
0 eep () ike 0 ait () ete () ache () eight 
() eek () eak () ati 
Now do each of the following as directed by your teacher. 
1. aid 2. eeze 3. ood 4. irth 5. air () ed () () ' 00 00 ize ode orth ere 
00 ade 00 ease () ord () eth () ire () ode 00 eize 00 ould 0 arth ~ are 0 ide ~ ees () od 00 erth eir 00 eighed ~as () ard () outh 00 ear 
6. urse 1. ence 8. sion 9. ite 10. een () erze () ens () son () ete 00 ean 
00 erse 0 ince () ton 00 ight 00 ine () urze 00 ense 00 tion () ike () une 
00 erce () ins () zion () ote 00 ene () arse () ents 0 .f'i .on () it ~ i en 
11. i 12. ell 13. ane 14. ire 15. o~ht 
00 Y · ~ elle () aim 0 iore 00 aut 00 ie a1 00 ain 00 yre () ught 
00 eye 00 el 00 ein () air 00 aught 
~ oy () il ~ · ene .,. () ier () ort igh () eel ei gn () uer () eught 
16. old 17. .f 18. aze .
11
, • . 19. uff 20. s ir 
00 ould () ft () ace () ove 00 sur 





21. own ~2. eece 23 • .each 24. eed as. aint 
rr"owe -,:r-ieee -rr-aeh Qf ead \}ant 
~one 0¢ eese 00 eeeh 00 ede ¢0 eint 
00 oan ~ eaee () ooeh () ide () oint () oon ()ace () eese ·() ode (} int 
Oawn 00 ice () oach () ed () ent 
26. ~uy 27. eem. 28. un 29. ole 30. card -weam rran "t'rowl WO'red 
00 eigh Oim 00 on 00 oul () ood 
O¢ai ()em () une 00 oll ¢¢ ord 
() oy ~ erne 00 one IX) oal () ode 
¢0 ey () :ili1£L. . . () urn 00 ol (:10 orde 
3lo ae 32. 1st 21• lDil 34. 0 35. ale rr at \Test ~om i) eau '(Jal () eck (0 izze.d_ () ume. () ode 00 eil 
00 ack () iest ¢0 ome. .. OOew () ol () et ~ issed . (} ump OOow ~ ail 
() ok () ast ¢9umb ¢<) ough ( >. eel 
- 38. 40. 36. all 37. eel ude 39. Ti ern 
'UQol ""Weal. Trood pur n-orn 
~ aul ~ ila .. 09 eud ()pre 00 earn 
~ ale () ell . () ud ~ por ()yrn aw~ . 00 eU . ¢0 awed () pro () arn 
() eal. () eL ~ ued ()par ~urn 
41. ud 42. ode . 43., erd Uh. ir 45. aws 
tT udge \'f owed. w-eard IT are (}az 
6C ood 00 ewed.. 00 Grd 00 ur ¢0 ause 
(.) ude Q0 oed. ~ ird .. () ire 00 auze 
() ad 0 ood ~ irred 00 er () ose 
() od ¢0 oad 00 urd Oar () oze 
46. n 47. ock . 48. erl 49. one 50. ose 
Dan. -w oc Wurl W oam "Or oze 
0 in () ark Q9 irl () oim 00 owes 
¢0kn () ook () arl ¢0omb ~ ows 
¢0gn ()ox CQ orl () ·umb 00 oes 
()on ~ awk 00 earl () one () oss 
tfor-da Ccn·iiai~'ling ·Ghe Homophones 
1., aid Q paid 
aai ... made 
aighed c weighed 
2o eeze c.o squeeze 
;as;; <9 please 
eize ., seise 
ees ""'bees 
eas - peas 
3' 0 cod"" good C1iYd ... wuld 
f.t.o irth = birth 
iith .,. worth 
erth ""' ber1tl 
, 0 air "" fair 
_. 
ere ..., ere 
are ~ pare 
tdr .., their 
ear= pear 
6o urse .,. narso 
--&rSQ "" reverse 
erce o coerce 
1 o enee ""' fence 
_,_..,. 
ense Q suspense 
8 o sion ... ooo:lGicm 
\ton..., natim 
9~ ito <!> bite 
yglit .., light 
10<:) Gen ""' sereen 
eiii "" bean 
ine "" macbine 
ne "" kerosene 
ian"" lien 
Uo i =bite y co f'l¥ 
ia =pia 
eye= eye 
igb .., high 
J\.2, ell ,., bell 
ilie t;.l belle 
91 =motel 
1:3.) an = plaue 
i:ln ... .fain 
ein .<;.>vein 
eign"" feign 
14~ il"'e ""' fl~"'<!f 
.......__ 
yre ... pyre 
15o ~\ -w bought 
aur:' te:ut 
aught ... taught 
16o old ... sol.d 
'OUYd C!) mcn.tlA 
aled ... doled 
o.Uad .... ro.Ued 
17 o Z .., fame 
Ph .... phone 
ft ... suffer 
gh 0 laagb 
l8 o a.se "" daze 
iSi --~phrase 
a.YS ~pays 
aise ~ praise 
aiza..,. maize 
l9o uff Q stuff 
OiiJt "" enough 
20o sir 0 sir 
SUi .., surplus 
cizo c. c1rcle 
cer "" cerberus 
still" Iii> serge 
21o own Q shcMJ. 
Ciii., bone 
oan- lean 
22 o eece " fleece 
ieee ... piece 
eese o geese 
eace "" peace 
ice- police 
23 o each = peadl 
ii'ai ... specsch 
2bo eed ... seed 
ead bread 
ede ..,. cede · 
2S~ ain't "" paint 
iiiit,., feint 
26o !e't = day 
eigh '"'weigh 
ai 6 paid 
ey .. ; they 
2'i ., oem ~J seem 
-~~~ .:.) 
eam <'!0 rean1 
ema ,., phonema 
I!S () tm ... un·til 
~e . 
on "" t-ron 
one ... done 
29 o (()J}.,e = S'GOle 
iWl ... bOW'l 
oul "" scml 
on <e poll 
,.,al. ""' coal 
ol ""' patrol 
30,. oard Q boa.rd 
· ~Q pored 
ord ... cord 
orde "" horde 
3lo ac "'' tack 
aac """back 
32o 1st e~ mist 
!S'~ed .,. missed 
33() um ""'bum om., stomach 
ome .., oome 
umb, .., dumb 
. . ' . ~ . ~ 
Jbo @ ""' SO 
· iau ... bean 
ew "".s~ 
ow ... be>W 
ough = though 
35o aJ.e 0 tala 
ari'<=>Wil 
ill C> sail 
)6o all .;:a tall or.., olive 
aw.. ""maul 
mtl = ymi.l!. 
31.0 . eel "" £eel. 
ear c> steal 
ile ., au tomobil.e 
ail . .. ,. ceil:tng 
38 o ude ,,, dnde 
;ua. r"" f'eud . 
· er~ed .., mewed 
ued .., imbuQd 
39o par <--• p(tl'JiUPS 
~--- .. 
pur o ptli'Sl1lG 
pol... '"" vapor 
40(.') er!l = starn 
earn.., learn 
urn ... burn 
4lo ud...,. thud 
000..., blood 
42e od8 <'-> code 
owed"" owed 
~d =sewed 
oed '"" toed 
oa.d- road 




. irred "" ahir~d 
urd ... curd 
44. ir .,. .fir 
ur .... further 
fir m her 
4So aws ""' olawa 
-· ause =cause 
aume ... gau2e 
. 46o n c., not 
1m"" krmt 
gn o feign 
47 o ock .., seek 
- c oc .-... octaft 
awk ... awkWard 
48 o erl "" sterling 
lfr-,:' .. ~ CUJ"l 
irl .... whirl 
orl ~ world 
earl ... pearl 
49 o me = home 
;am.-~ lGam 
omb .... comb 
S'Oa ose 5~ boss 
OH ., doze 
owes: .-,.. owes 
~s ... bl.owe 
oeS" ~toes 
DICTIONARY SKITJ13 TEST: INTERi-mDIATE 
Directions: 
Adnttnistra.tiort., EXaminer reads to the class the Printed 
-
directions at the top of this test. The first word, ".fluent", 
is a sample done "11th the class. Time allowed is tl-ro minutes. 
§coring. i'he total score is l5. Each word counts one pointo 
NAME~------------------------------ DA-...-...-----------
Dictionary Skills 


















SYLIABIOA TION TE3 T: INTERMEDIATE 
Directions:· 
Adm:b 
Adnrl.n:istrationo Ex:aminer reads to the class the printed 
----------
directions at the top of the test. ihe samples on the cover 
sheet are done with the class. Use CO'Vllr sheet and page tva in 
the fourth g-J-ade and cover sheet with page three in the firth and 
~~· The total possible score tor grade four is 25.. The 
total possible score for grades five and six is 25. Each t·!Ord. 
counts one point .. 
NA.MEll 
SYLLABICATION 
DirQCtioas. Ia eaca seatQftCQ ~•e ~r more words aaVQ b9Q~ URdQrli"ed. Tkese 
same words app9ar te tfl.e riga t ef tll.e seatQJ!.CQS o Draw a lilt9 cr liltQB i• 9acll 
word at tae rigkt tc saow aow you would divide it iRto syllables. 
Tkis book is aa adveJJ.ture story. 
c-d.-e ReturaU.g tG tae field, tae pile t 
laadQd ii~airplaae safely. 
f-g Fra.k aad Dave wre able tc 
gat ller a bucket c.f blueberries. 
T9st bys: Joa• Thaasy 
School .f Educatioi 
Besto• U~versity 
stable 
pi l c t 
gatller 
bucket 
3-4 Tae ~was pl¢ag witll a rattle. 
6-7 · Mqy people like to listea to · bu.d nmsio. 
8•9 Tlle beys breuga t aleag ca..dles. wila 
taeyweat t. !eplore tae cavae 
ro ... u . Tlle taxi dri "fe'r !i1wed dcwa a. t 
tile y;Ii'cw bli•kat>• 
,.,,... . , . ... • .t . .. . . 
12 -~ : .. :t; &meeae ltad writwa ia tae mal"gi!, 
J.J-14 · Tke railread tra.iJt stepped at tlle 
meuti ef 'like tunal. . 
15-16 Ji.tmtY' was able' w clluclcle at 'Ids en 
mistake.;. 
17-18 Tke guide picked up a llatcllet a•d 
we•t t. aut sema fireweedo 
21 . 
22-2' · Tae m&rlcllut waa ale:ae i a tJa.~a stor e 
w1lea t'• baadi ts eatercado 
















laa t era 
steeple 
del i glt.te d 
pe l i cem a a 
26-Z7 Tke ~er ef tae stere poi Bted a• 
accusiig ·.ruger at tae priso•er~ 
28-29 Tile car ilad stepped w.ita m~tcr 
trouble. 
30 Tile carpew. tar sawed tae beard b aalf. 
33-34 Tltere was a great cel11ll~tio• 
wll.e• tae guipowiler ~leded., 
35-36 'Is Jerry aware taat this game is wry 
impertaJl t? 
37-38 Tke IJldimas tried te escape 
observatio• as taey cautiously crept 
teward tlle wagoll tra!llo 
39-40 Jll ef tafil Campers llad aealtay 
appetites. 
4l A aexa.go• is a figure wi tll six sides o 
42-43 Some tribes used drums as a metaed 
of oonmnrai ca tiollo 
44-45 Paul gave a good dascri~"t1;!:! of ltow 




Tke police bega• aa ~vestigatio•• 
Nootur• al a..imals llu• t a t Jrlgat ., 











o a m p e r s 
ap petites 
metaod 
t r ~ a s m i t t e r 
i ll v Q s t i g a t i ~ • 
s upP'l9 mell taJ r y 























ar rest ed 
po lice man 
ac cus i ng 
trou ble 
car pen ter 
jack et 
gar ment 
com mo tion 
ex plod ed 
camp ers 
ap pe t.tus 
hsx a gon 
meth oct 
can mu ni ca ticm 
de scrlp t1on 
trans mit te 
in -;res ·Gt. ga tio.n 
noc 'tior D&l 
sup pl.e men ta ry 
J:locl.c•_y ~ro o_ro e;o:lng ·in do sor.m-t;1'l.lnr; difi'cre:rl'Gt,) Uo oJ'O go:1..ng ·i;o 
re~d a s·ccr• y to seo :i.i' '!Je c::-.11 thinlc of sm~!e quo .... : t io:r.s tho. ·c tho s t ory 
dee o :no·t s.nsuer :~rrl tho.t uill add t c tb.e storyo Her1enbo1., 1re n2.,0 no·~ 
nll go:i.n;-: to thin~~ 6:f.' the snr.1e '::::i.nd of ques·tions o Let as -Gr;y- one ·cor;ethcr, 
i'he f:h.,s t story 1s ce.lled T:r::E ACCID:2:1-f.Ll o Follou n.lor.e; as 1 roo.d 
it to youo {:U:XW:linor roads the sronple to the clnss) o 
After "the story is read, ·Gb.o exro1:dner says ,. "Hero is a qu0stion 
the.t I thou.r:ht of ths:b might add to the stcr Yon 
11 Eou old uas the boy?" 
nns:. rex> s ) o 
(Allou class membei' S to give differen:c 
2xar.1ino:r says , 11 Ca.n you thi~~ of any questions that uill add 
to ·tho s t or y?n 
The f'ollmrirl'S litBt of questions can be .1.:ssed to gv ... ide the childo 
Aftej:> stating the questlons and a.llmd:ng ch:tldren ·to ansnor , asl::: 
children ii' they can 'thin1~ of some questiona themselves o 
HJ1at uc,s his no-sit;ion on the ball t0a.:m.? 
Uho Has in the car that hit h..in1? 
Uhy didn~t they see hira? 
~-Jha t did they do a..f'·i; er ·i:;h oy hi·t him?. 
Eo'H did he c;e·c home? 
TBST 1 ___ ..._ 
Here are t-vro more stories that you are going to roa.d to yourself' , 
~Jb.en yo u have finished each st<ry 11 :tm.J~e a li s·ii cC questions t:b_c~t al"O 
net ansuored by each story a ncl tb.a:c vrill m.dd to the story 
Eere c...re some I:oy uorl1S tho.t uill help you 1n ... t.te your aucstio11.S 0 
'_Lihoy are: (~xamineP uri.tea ·!;hem on the bl.a~CkbG!OI'd .), uho , 1-rbich.? ub.an 
-r./. .'~:·!) uhcr e t H11f!. t » holr o 
Af't o.L· you ~vo i'ln:tshed ·ch.o first sto1~y a.nd urittcn all the 
q1.1.e s ti ion a you c .~~1 thinl!: oi' , tu.rn yo1...u:- pa110i." ovc1:• c-.nd do th.o same 
.f'o:ra ·the no.x:t stm."'Yo 
On tb.o stol"ios thn.t uo nrc r;oln~ ·to road nou, you ro:ao goinc t o 
th5.nl: of tho :many different ldncls of th.ings that the stcry ror:1:lnc~s 
you of o Iti may reminC:! ya.1 o:f: anything ·that had happened to ~rou : 
i~Ch.:1.ng s that you hs.vo dono or hoard about , sonc;s r. poems , nx1d stcr:J:":ie n ·::;h~.t 
yru. lr.vc read :--bou.t $ c.nc1 plc.cos tho.t Y'{!-1 h;~we boon" '.ilhe stor;;- "l:;b.":-. t I 
o.m e;olnc to road to ·you novr r.1ay ma!:e you thil'l...k of Goldil ocJs and 
'Ghe The :.:;:!lree Boars or the tir:!e that you buj_lt yru. r olm clubhm1s eo 
?he J.-.J.DJ;10 of' t he s tory is t!I'el Eouse c :?ollmr along uith lne as I read 
it to y ouc 
: .. AH'i' 11 { ccni.-;lnue d ) 
- .. - - ·.:-:? 
(.Ii:;-:m:t:U.1 0:" l"cnds S-3.11'1.pl(;~ t o c l e.ss) A:E'te1.., refl.c'-l:i DS tb_._; oe loc·:.;lvn! hDL 
· ..• G.s S:~ il G.:...n y ou ·i;hin1..: of sor.:.e t h :i.l1g t hat cho sto !:•;:r relirlncls y ou f' ~ 
a }'JGGlJ::.~ S•:Jng# or' stor-y you have ree.d ; or somethinr; you ho..'\re donJ a:> 
:i.1.e:~.,d a1Jou t ? 11 (AllolJ ch.ilitren to giYe thel:r• an srrrers)o 
I:C dhi ldron need more help 1 the f'ollmd!lg sugeestion.s ca:n b e 
used: 
ni t J:"O.r.linds re o:f:' the "!iililG US lef:a lll:y baby brother alOB9:- a.ncl he 
g o·!; .i.nto ·i;he coolcy jnr and t h ere uo.s not1:1..ine le:rt 1.-rhon ue go t home .. n 
r It PE:lminds me oi' the sonzs rtunde:t• the A:p:ole Treeo ;r 
Hm·r :rou ure going to read tuo s·cor-ies to yoursel.f., 
:Lt...e.vc i' i :n.iHhed each ~tory!} :mal~e a list of thinc;s ·cho.t t;he 
!"el~inds y ou of flo Uri te your list under each sto~y" ·m2en 
ed the .J:' i:l:.•sh story i.l turn your paper ovet .. and do ·!;he next 
S (J0l1II:G ---- J!:a.ch i t er.1 counts one 0 
Uhen yo · 
s t oz..:r 
yru. h ave 
one(, 





SAMPLE TEST I 
The Accident 
A boy was hurt on our stt-eet yesterday., He had been playing bail.l and was riding 
his bicycle away frOm the ball field wheri a car came down the road. He did not see 
the car coming because he wa5 looldng back at the boys who were still playing ball., 
The car was going slowlyo It hit the boy, but did not run ctVer him. His arm was 
hurt and his bicycle was bento 
The Little Girl 
.Lt little girl got off the bus all al.on.ee. .There was nobody at the drug store to 
meet he_ro She asked the man inside the drug store where her. mother waso He said that 
her mother could not .get ;the car sta.rtedo A man was tr:yi.ng to fix ito The little 
I 
girl sat down to waito A few rninute.s later a big car came around the corner with her 
mother in ito · · The little girl got; in and they drove homeo 
Name Grade 
--
SA11PLE TEST II 
The House 
Three boys built a house in the woods., They put a table and two old chairs in itQ 
There was a basket full of apples under the table.. One afternoon they went a:way and 
left the door open. When they came back, they found two little pigs eating the apples., 
The Shoes 
One morning Jack woke up late.. He had to dress in a hurry., He put on one of his 
black shoes, but he could not find the othero He could find only an old brown shoe. 
He put it on and ran to schoola He got there just as the bell rang o 
SKIN~flNG TEST: IliTTEfu"'1EDIA'l'E 
Adnrinistr'tv~icn. Give t hs ehi.ldren the tast paperso :EXaminer 
--. ._, 
says.& "You must read the question fir st and then find i-oo anfn·T ~ as 
qui ckly as possible in the story., Underline the an~rer as soon as you 
find it, and vir:ite the number of the question at the and or the Utne o 
' ll]e will do one togethef'o" 
"'.Ibe first question says 51 !tWh.at people did Columbus find when 
ha discovered America? 1 Find the · anB't·rer in the story as quickly as 
possibl e - that is right., he .found Indians o Now underline 11 Indians 6 
and write the number one beside the parsgzea.ph in the mar~ because 
question one is being answered in this paragrapho Now you are going to do 
the rest b:.r yourselves in the same wa::r o Does everyone understand? 
Are there any questions? t-Jh.en I say •stopn, you are to put your pencil.s 
down i.Imnediately and turn over your paper., Ready. Go.,n (Time of 
two minutes is allowed.) 
~!:,OrinSJ The total possible score is lOo Credit is gi "reD onJ.:y 






Sample Question: L What peo;•:.. e did 
Columbus find when he d:b covered 
America? 
2. What game did the French name? 
3. What was the wela hoop made of? 
4. What was carri ed in the pocket of 
the sti cks'l 
5o W'ha t did the Indian boys throw a t 
each other when pl aying war? 
6$ Where did t he I roquois pl ay lacros ~ 
in the surmner? 
7$ What did t he Indians have to do 
before t hey threw t he " snake"? 
8 . What s i de __ of the plum stone was 
pl aced down in the bowl? 
9 e What was tied to t he blunt end 
of t he dart in the wela game? 
10.. What was tied to the blunt end 
of the dart in the wela game? 
11 .. When did the Indian boys go 
swimming? 
Some Interesting Games 
When Columbus discover-ed America he found Indians living here. They lived 
differently than_ we do today.. Like all people they worked and playedo 
Indians played a game with plum _stoneso One side of _the _srone_ was burned black. 
Seven stones were pla..ced in a bov1l with the black side.. down. The stones were 
tossed in_to the air and caught in a bowL __ The game was to _try to catch the greatest 
number of stones 1<rith the black side up. 
An exciting game_ played by _ Indi.an_Jrum !.v.as played with_ a. stick that ended with a 
hook. The French called this lacrosse which m_eans a. hooked stick in their language. 
The Iroquois played lacrosse on land in summer and on ice in winter .. 
The sticks looked like long=hand.led tennis _rackets . 'Ihong _laces across the hook 
end made a pocket in which a small round stone was carried. . The players tried to car 
the stone across the opposite goal9 a line between two posts like the goal posts in 
football games s 
Indian men and boys played snow snake. 'Ihey made a path about seven hundred .fee 
long by dragging a log through the snow. The "snakes" were peices of hard wood eight 
feet long 9 rou nded on the top and flat on the bottom. One end of the stick l ooked 
like a snakes heado 
The Indians sent the snake along the patho A player had t o aim caref ul ly before 
he threw the snake so it would not be buried in the. deep snowe 
Hopi boys and men played wela e The wela hoop made from strands of corn husks 
wound together until the hoop was about two inches across the rimo 'Ihe wela was set 
rolling3 and each player tried to throw a dart into it.. The player lffiose dart stuck 
into the rim won the gameo 
The darts were about twelve inches long with gay colored feathers tied on to the 
blunt end . E:1ch player tied a certain color on to his dart_ so that he could tell it 
from the others. 
When Indian boys played at war they did not use bows and arrows. They used twig 
that had mud balls on the ends. The boys shouted war hoops as they threw mud balls a 
each other. When the mud balls were gone the battle was over .. 
The boys often went to the river or lake when they grew tired of play:ing games. 
-- Here they dived, swam and played at canoe tippingo 
The test. is taken .frm1 &tandard Te-;t Lessons in R.eadingo 1 
Directions:; 
Administration: ii'xaniner says:; "Read the story as quickly as 
possible and then ansuer the questions by underltfling the 
correct ansuers ,, Children are gi ,re three minutes .. GO uork on the 
test., 
Scoring s The total Dossible score is lOo One point for each 
correct responseo Grade norms nre nrovidedo 
Sneed of Silent Reading: Intermediate Test and Key 
Name.~·~~·~·---~~~-------------------- Grade ----
Cut out a .life-size picture of ~~ parre,, wAick you will use 
as a patten. Trace aroulld this patter• • . Trace arou•d tlrls pattent 
e• a piece of wood Olle...quan-ter of aJl iJt.clt thick. Cut o• the outlilie 
witlt a fret saw. Next, sal!l.dpaper tlta edges a.:d the• the rest of tl\e 
parrot.. Pai•t the M.ead red, a•d beak ~llow, tl\Q eye black, and tlte 
body,, willgs,. a•d tail gree•. Saw· off tw~Wllty-feur i•clles o:f a quarter-
ill ell dowel stick. Sitarpe• olle end of tkis stick to a poillt. 
Salldpaper botlt el"tds of t'ite dowel stick. Th.ell paiftt this stick broWl'l. 
Witk some small wire ftails fastell tke parrot to tke stick. Now tlte 
parrot is ready for your flewer box or fer the garde•• 
1. Th.a directiol!l.s say that you must first (a) drawr; (b) pai•t; 
(c) cut; (d) .saw. 
z. Tlte picture is for (a) pail!l.tiRg; (b) a patter•; (c) .framiJlg 
(d) mouati•g• 
3. Use weed wllose thicklless is (a) i i11.c'k; (b) 1 i•ck;; (c) i i•clt; 
{d) 3~ illck. 
&o· Tke head sltould be pai•ted (~) greel"l; (b) red; (c) black; 
(d' yellow. 
5·o You must use a~ (a) saw,; (b) pla.:..e; (c) scrw-driver; (d) kllife. 
6. Tile tail of tke parret skould be paillted (a) red;; (b) black; 
(c) yellow; (d) gree•• 
7. Make tile wood smooth witlt (a) pai•t; (b) sa.:..dpaper; (c) pla•e;: 
(d) saw. 
B. The lengtll of tae stick sllould be 
(c) 16 iftckes; (d) 24 iacaes. 
(a,) 12 inches; (b) 14 inches; 
9 .. Sllarpe• the stick oft 
(d) tile edges. 
(a) bot'i'l. e•cls;. (b) tke sides; (c) Ol!l.e elld;; 
10. TRese are directio•s for mald.•g a (a) fltJWer box; (b) toy,; 
(c) picturer (d) gardell stick. 
McCall, William A. a:ad Lelak M., Standard ~ Lesso:rts ill Readillg, Book J, 
Bureau of Publicatio:.ts, Teachers College, CoiUiilbia Urlversi ty, 1926 
nmiVIDUAJ ... OR!\L RFADING TEST~ INTEID-1EDIA'fE 
E!!!:!C~~ !2_ ~X Ora;!; !!!~!L~ (Grades Ttro~ 'lbr e:J Four <> Fiva, Six) 
Each child should bring his reading book to the 9Xii!llliner and read 
a. selection not previously read in o.lasso Record the publisher6 s level 
of the book on the check sheato Determine and record t."le sui tab:Ui 1.\1 of' 
the book for •lihia chil.d by the followin~ standards~ 
Too Difficult~, 7 o:t• more ~;ord pronunc;tation errors in 20 words 
Ditticul·J; Cl 2.,6 pmnunciation errors ill 20 w"'l'd.S 
Satisfactor-y "" 1 word p.s.-ommciation er:ror in 20 .words 
Too easy <:.> no errors 
To check lip 1mwement and wbisperingh k the child to read 
silently a short pa.ra~aph in his booko 
Haw the cb.Ucf .~ad orally a paragraph .frfm the Durrell Ana;!.ys!t! 
~ ~ Diffic!!-lWP starting t-nth a paragraph correSpOnding to his 
. . I 
book levelo '!'he reading'· of th~ paragraph should be timedo Record the tima 
a"ild ar-rors above the p arilFaph on the back of the individual check sheet., 
A5k the p upi.]. to tell what\ he remembers~ Number his unaided responses in 
sequence as they are givcm9 Ask questions to check the memon~ caJ:C#tedD. 
and i ndicate correct replies b1 u. plus in -the second column of tht! chsck 
sheat_, Determine the correct in~·lrructionalleval by using the nOrms 
established !'or time and errw for the paragraph as indicated in the In= 
dividual Record Booklet or the Durrell A~si! 2!_ !L~! D:tf'ficul.'t::to 
Judging by titne!J' if the first paragr.oaph is read succ ssfully~ continue 
grade by grade until the time io below the norm for that paragraph or is 
two minutes or ovaro If the first paragraph read has been below t.~e til.i'!€1 
no!'Ms u drop baek grade by gttade u~til a paragraph within the time norraa h -
been re-ached, On the front of the, cheek sheet£> check tm:9 diff'icul·Q.as !lO<r-> 
tiC din oral r0ading Under the heading t9Qn Paragl'atflsoU 
Direetions for Wo:t'<i Pronunciation ( Grades Four~ Five, Six): 
- ---- __,. - ....;;.. ......... .-.......-.-.............. 
Adminis tra·tion . This is an individual checko The child has 
- -
Let 11 s see how W&U. you can pronounce them. n After five incorrect responses9 
disoontinua testingo 
Scorin&o The total possibl e score is ~Oo Rate the chil d as 
follmrs: 
2 P. for words immediately recognized and read:Uy pronounced 
1 ..,., for ~rords which an acceptable pronouncia tion is given a!ter 
brief hesitation or anal.ysis 
0 = for words which are pronounced incorrectly 
DIACRITIGA.L MARKS 'l'FST: INTERMEDIATE 
c=:J'- - · .......,.-x;r--: '; .... 
Directions:-
·~~ 
Adnttn:tstrationo This is an individual checko The child has 
a copy or the Wordso Examiner .says, 11Here are two lists of wordso The 
s econd iist of words sha-rs us how the dioti.onary would help us to j:>roc> 
nounce the l-10rds in the first listo tetos see how well you can pronounc 
~l"infio The total. possibl.e score is 20o Rate the cblld as 
follows: 
2 ... for words immediately recogni£ed and raadlly pronounced 
l =for words which an acceptable pr:ronouneiati.on is givt!ln after a 
brief hesitation or analysis 












n. fasciaa tie• 
12. abdicate 




16. cemmamerat:t .. 
17. derelictioa 
18. illgeldous 
19 • &lldecardium 
20. ve1umiaesi v 
21. subterraaau 
22. paripkera.l 
23. juxtapesi ide• 
24. aeti•odie1actric 





!9 • sciamaclly 
DiltCRITICAL MARKS 
( u• fa•d' ) 
( siir' at ) 
( la' s:C •at ) 
( " t~· ri. ) 
( ik •u' m~. ) 
( .. 
. ru•' ctlv) jQ 
( pi v v i1m) jid' i 
'IJ ( ' kwh kU.• sa~) 
( - "' • ld) si am' • 










Abili..,..ty-::--;-:Mur-c..,h--rt-oo__,di:":'."2f.ricul t _ Ditficul t Satisfactory Too easy 
- -
Approximate errors in 20 words 
----
1. Phrasing inadequate 
-2. Omits or adds words 
-3 . . word analysis abilities poor 
~. Repetitions 
-.5. Errors on small words 
-6. Will not try -difficult words 
---r. -Sounds aloud by: single ~etters 
--- blends syllables---
B. Unable to combine sounds · into words 
-9. Looks away from word after sounding 
lb. Sounding slow or inaccurate 
=11. Spells words: successfully 
-inadequately 
12. Voice: High - Lmr 
-13. Expression -
=11\. Enunciates badly when prompted 
t~ Unaided recall scanty 
-2~ Poorly organized recal.J! 
-3'. Inaccurate memories and guesses 
~o Response labored and slow 
-.5. Avoids use of new words in recall . 
-6. Recalls details badly in questions 









8 o quincuncial 
9. sciamachy 
10• polyphyletic 



























2.5 .. facultative 
0 
In 1!307 
Robert l''ul ton 
took the first long trip 
in a steamboat. 
He went 150 miles 
up the Hudson River. 
The boat w~nt 5 m.p.h. 
This was faster 
than a steam boat 
had ever gone before. 
Crowds gathered 
on both banks of the river 
to see this new kind o.f boat go by. 
The fishermen 
did not like the boat. 
They were afraid 
that its noise and splashing 
would drive away all the .fish. 
6 





ins the diamonds. 
ound 
ver the drying fields 
rumbles it. 
taken up 
ough washing machines 
out the stones 
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-f t he diamonds 
-
in the worl 
is in South 
Deep pits _ 
yield a har 
called ttblu 
which conta 
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for a year. 
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Then it is 
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The value o 
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ed by color, size, and purity., 
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The most vru 
















originated in Holland ~· ------·------------~-4~ as a game played on ice. 
The game in its present farm 
.first appeared in Scotland. 
It became unusually popular ·-
and kings found it so enj oya~-----------+-4~ 
that it was known as ttthe royal game." 
James IV, ho-vrever.? -+--+--1 
thought that people ~negiected th-:-eir 
. work 
to indulge in this f'ascina ting sport 
so that it was forbidden 
in 1457. 
, James relented 
when he found how attractive the 
game was 
and it immediately regained its 
former popularity. 
Golf spread gradually to other 
countries, 
being introduced in Ame'":':t"-:-i-c-a------·-+--t--
in 1890. 
It has gr0Wi1i.-1~ fa vor 
until there is ha.rd..ly -a--:-to_v-_m--~----+-r-· 
that does not boast ·----·--·~TI 
of a private or publiccourse . 
8 
Betueeu 1865 and 1900 
the northern parts of n::-_-'fr....,r.- --·- --·-r--,- 1 
enjoyed great prosperity. 
Many new industr i es 
amonr:; them the making ·of th 
and rea.dy-ma.de clothes . 
The invention of ,machinery 
revolutionized m&thods of m"::"a~n·"""""'~-r-~-·-·--+··"~'-·~l 
For example 
the introdu ~~~~-~~--~~-·---~---------·1--~-1 
mach7.ne :-L:-:---;.--:-;"'--------4-·-4-l permitted the s 




of the iron and steel indu 
The Bessemer process of' smelting 
was int·rcduced into the . country ·------+·--1-l 
in 1864. . · · -----.t--lt--1 
-and the 
in 1867 o 
A's a 
process ·-------------~~ 
more mac'hinery , 
and f'actories became more 1)roduc 
• 
..:.'Ei'..CmiDSfr RA~r!NG OF' P1JPTI ATh.TUS'f'J.IIEi-TT IN RT.A.DI!W 
Tha teachers are t..o ra:te tb child. as tollo;;rs"' 0 tor )Utstanding..i 
G .t'ilr gooo$ F fer fail"jj :and P f'ror ~ ,) 
In ord.Gr to score the scale3 numerical values 't·rere assigned as 
£o:U Jtts~ 0 s 4s G E".: 3, F s 2 fl P ~"' lo An item not checked has a 
Child's Name _________________________ ___ Grade ___ School ______ _ 
The following statements sometimes are used to describe school 
behavior. Please check the items that you think describe this child, 
•••• He i s adjusted to the school situation • 
•••• He gets along well with others • . 
•••• He often puts blame on others • 
•••• He enjoys school • 
•••• He is immature • 
•••• He cries easily • 
•••• He is sulky at times • 
•••• He takes r esponsib}lity • 
•••• He returns materials • 
•••• He is attentive • 
• • • • He is lazy . .. 
.••• He demands attention • 
• • • • He is timid • 
•••• He avoids work • 
•••• He has temper tantrums . 
• • . • He is easily discouraged • 
.••• He participates eagerly • 
••.• He does his work on time • 
••.• He follows directions, 
•••• He follows directions • 
.••• He is careless in his work, 
•••• He is a bully. 
~ ••• He i s polite, 
•••• He i s a behavior pr oblem. 
~,. ,Noisy 
•••• Distur bs other children 
.••• Doesn 't want to do what you ask 
••• • Destroys materials 
• • •• Loses his place 
•••• Is r estless 
Does he have any special abilities? 
Is ther e any special information about the child? 
PRIMARY 
READING 0 G F p 
Goes to his reading g:r_ou.p quietlyo ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Handles materials carefully. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Works well with one other child e { ) ( ) { ) ( ) 
Asks questions when necessap.y ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Listens, and follows directions o ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Is able to find 2ag~ independentlyo ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Enjoys reading aloud either to teacher, 
small group, or class .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Works well independently ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Wants to read well. ( } ( ) ) ( ) 
Goes from one assignment to the next without delayo ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Finishes work on time ( ) ( ) { ) ( ) 
Keeps his place whe.n others are reading .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Does his work carefullyo ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Attends to his own work even when several groups 
are working near hime ( ) } ) ( ) 
Corrects his errorse ( ) ( ) ( ) ) 
.-. 
DURRELL-SULLIJ7 AN 
READING CAPACITY AND ACHIEJ7EMENT TESTS 
READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST 
By DoNALD D. DuRRELL 
Professor of Edu cation and Director of the Educational Clinic 
Boston University 
and HELEN BLAIR SuLLIVAN 
Associate Director of the Educational Clinic 
Boston University 




N arne. · ........ . ... . .................. . .. Grade .... ... ... Teacher ...... . ......... Boy or girl ....... . 
Age ......... When is your next birthday ? . . .... . . .• ...... . ........ How old will you be then ? •••.•••••• 
N arne of school ....... . .... . ...... . .. , ... City and State . ... . ....... . ........... . Date .............• 
GRADE AGE 
T EST ScoRE EQUIVA- EQUIVA-
LENT LENT 
1. Word M eaning 
2. Paragraph Meaning 
-
Average 
O PTIONAL TESTS 
3. Spelling I I 
4. Written Recall R ating 
Copyright 1937 by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., New York 
Copyright in Great Bri tain. All rights reserved. os :RAT:PRIM . A-26 
PRI N TED I N U. S . A. 
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for. use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
u~neii-Sulllvan: Read. Achievem•t: Prim. A 
Samples. 
TEST 1. WORD MEANING 
1 2 3 ' • An apple is a kind of- 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 5 chair ....... n .. .. I 
Large means- 1 angry 
To shut means to - 1 help 
1. A dog is an- 1 answer 
2. A robin is a -
3 .• To bring is to-
4. Small means-
6. To fall is to -






7. A dollar is - 1 copper 
2 3 • 
2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like .. ................ !! .. 
2 3 ' a 
2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close . .. . ...... .. .. !! .. 
1 3 4 6 







2 lift . 3 touch 
2 lose 3 cook 
3 4 6 
4 flower 5 leaf .... ... . . . . jj .. 
2 4 6 
4 lose 5 fall ....... . .. ii 
2 3 4 6 
4 like 5 help ........ . . ii 
2 4 6 
4 drop 5 face ............. !! .. 
3 4 5 
4 speak 5 copy . . . ... . . \j 
3 4 6 
2 money 3 business 4 healthy 
2 3 4 6 
8. A voice is used to - 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 
5 clothing \ \ 
5 mark ... !! 
4 6 
9. A potato is a - 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman .. ! ! 
2 3 4 a 
10. Beef is a kind of- 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat ... .. 11 .. 
11. To chop means- 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut .......... ij .. 
3 4 6 
12. If a thing is above, it is- 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between i j .. 
3 4 a 
13. A thing that is bent is- 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight . . ) .. 
1 2 3 4 
14. Travel means - 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction . . :: .. .. 
2 3 4 
16. Oil is used for- 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents .... . ij .. 
3 4 6 
16. Quarrel means - 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw ...... ji 
4 6 
17. A hall is a -· 1 horn 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field . . . .. .... . .. \i 
3 4 & 
18. An island is surrounded by- 1 sugar 2 gardl3ns 3 earth 4 salad 5 water: : 
2 4 II 
19. Remain means- 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany .. :: 
3 4 
20. Salt is used on - 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers .. j: 
2 3 4 
21. Marriage means- 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding .. j: 
4 6 
22. A carpenter makes things of - 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass ![ 
2 3 4 a 
23. A maid is a- 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 5 fruit .. ........ \\ 
2 3 • a 
24. A palace is a - 't crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman .. jj 
2 3 ' a 
26. A helmet is worn t.m the - 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet fi head jj ~ ! .. ;; 4 elbows 
[ 2 ] 
(Go rioht on to the next page.) 
Durrell-SUllivan : Read. Achievem't: Prim. A 
3 4 6 
26. When you miss school, you are- 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair \\ 
1 3 4 6 
27. A person is alone who is without- 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger !! 
2 3 4 6 
A stomach is part of the- 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world .. . . . U 
2 3 4 6 
29. A man' s daughter is his- 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece . .... jj 
2 3 4 
30. Ill means - 1 sick 2 hungry 3 well 4 safe 5 sorry . . . . . ... .... . . . ... . :: 
2 3 4 5 
31. Excellent means very - 1 weak 2 pbor 3 happy 4 good 5 tired .... . .. !! 
3 4 5 
32. A hive is for- 1 oil 2 school 3 bees 4 peaches 5 rubbers . . .. ..... . .. jj 
2 3 4 
33. To tumble is to - 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle . . .. ....... , ... j j 
2 3 4 
34. A grandparent is an - 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire ! ! 
3 4 
36. A smell is an - 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea ........ . .. jj .. 
3 4 6 
36. An elm is a- 1 mold 2 helm 3 hug 4 tree 5 tool ... . . ... .. . . . .. .. . . jj 
2 3 4 6 
37. A mule is a- 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle . ... . .... . . . jj 
2 3 4 6 
38. Costly things are - 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 
2 3 4 
39. An author is a- 1 writer 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 patron !! 
2 3 4 6 
40. A mayor is an - 1 expert 2 animal 3 · invalid 4 umbrella 5 official. . . . . j j 
3+ 
2 3 4 6 
41. A zone is a- 1 number 2 stepson 3 region 4 sliver 5 habit . ..... . ... jj 
2 3 4 5 
42. To injure is to- 1 slump 2 insure 3 wound 4 sell 5 splash . .. . ... . . . jj 
2 3 4 6 
43. To rouse means to - 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love .. ....... j! 
44. Mild means - 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind . ...... . .. ... .. !: 
2 3 4 5 
46. Wicked means - 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant .. j j 
2 3 4 IS 
46. To make preparations is to get- 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy !! 
2 3 4 5 
47. A selection is a- 1 choice 2 capital 3 desire 4 bullet 5 folder . ...... . jj 
2 3 4 6 
48. To tour is to - 1 prepare 2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust . ..... .. . .... jj 
2 3 4 6 
49. Twinkle means - 1 wrinkle 2 ringing 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble . .. . .. H 
2 3 4 IS 
60. Coarse cloth is - 1 smooth 2 fine 3 rough 4 cold 5 short ... . ..... . .. jj 
[ 3 ) 
UpV1 .1 .;:) VJ.J.J.'-' UJ.J.U <tJ ...... '-'1..1. .._,,.. .... ~ ........ ....., ..., .... • - - J • 
Sl. Making camera studies of bird life -
1 is dull and uninteresting 2 is not limited to one season 
3 requires expensive equipment 4 offers very few thrills 2 6 
5 is destructive of bird life .. . ..... .. . . . .. . .... . .. . ... .. . . .. ... . . ... . .. . .. ... . . . 
Using a camera in place of a 'rifle encourages wild life by promoting-
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts j j 32. 
2 5 
Bird study is a satisfying sport because-
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get. eggs out of nests , , 
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle ..... . . . . .. ..... .... .[: 
33. 
3 6 
The best title for this story is -
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds 




Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because-
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about ..... 
36. 
3 
(Go right on to the next page.) 
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IV 
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very 
strong. In Switzerland these do~s are train~d to go out a~d ~nd tra':el.ers who 
are lost in the snowdrifts on the h1gh mountams. A first-a1d k1t contammg foo_d 
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on theu 
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out o~ t~e _snow and 
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the travele_r 1s !~Jured and 
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the to';n below and bnng a1d . Many 
lives are saved every year by these fearless ammals. 
What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ? . . 
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are go<;>d mountam clunbers. 
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 
5 They carry first-aid kits .. . ... .. .. ... .. . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
17. The St. Bernard dog is-
4 rough 5 fierce ... . . . . ..... . . .... :: 
4 
1 r.nw$1rc11v 2 sneedv 3 courag:eous 







In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer 
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all 
ti:1e crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried 
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A 
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow, 
melting in summer, rushes into a stream which runs into the reservoir. This, 
in turn, is joined to a large ditch. · At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. 
This can be opened and closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and 
the various fields are irrigated. The water can be turned on whenever the 
fields need it. The parts of our country where irrigation is possible seldom 
have crop failures, because water can be secured when it is needed. 
This form of agriculture is carried on where -
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible 1 
3 cities are near 4 there are no reservoirs 5 there are crop failures .......... I I 
Because irrigation is possible crop failures are-
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated ~ . . . . . . . . . . : : 
They stop the water from flooding the fields by -:-----
1 damming the ditch 2 the use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 1 
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water ....... . .. ....... .. .... . ...... . . . ~ ~ 
The best title for this story would be-
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 1 
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado ~~ 
Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because -
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains 
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 








Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the 
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand. 
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the 
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets 
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These 
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off 
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called 
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where 
it is deaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and 
sold for use in our homes. 
<&1. Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require-
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 
5 much boiling .. .. .. ... . . . ..... ... .... .......... . .... . .. . ... . .. .. . . . ... . .. . . . 
42. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? 
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual . . . . . .. . . . .... ... . 
43. The raw sugar is - 1 made into syrup 2 refined and whitened 
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar .. . . . ..... .. .... . . . 
44. The best title for this story is- 1 Blocking and Thinning Beets 
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained 
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened ..... .. . .. ... .. . .. .. ... . . 
45. In making beet sugar the beets are - 1 cut in pieces 2 eaten as vegetables 
3 first ground up 4 pressed in a mill 5 mixed with turnips ... . . .. . . . .. ... . . . 
(Go right on to the next page.) 














TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL 
I 
Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Aehievem't: Prim. A 
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became 
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was 
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath 
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he 
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. 
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The 
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was 
happy to have her kitten again. 
II 
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had 
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his 
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift. 
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might 
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that 
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with 
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his 
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of 
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to 
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island. 
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave 
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water 
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The canoe floated away, 
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer 
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which 
had blown a distance away. 
( 9 J 
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TEST 1. WORD MEANING 
Samples. 1 2 3 4 5 
An apple is a kind of--=- 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit ...,.., 5 chair .. [[ 
.. .. I .. 
2 3 4 
Large means - 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like . .. .. .. .. .. . U .. .. ii .. 
2 3 4 6 
To shut means to - 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close ..... . .. ~l .. 
1. A dog is an - 1 answer 
2. A robin is a - 1 crow 
3. To bring is to- 1 find 
4. Small means - 1 hurry 
5. To fall is to- 1 pay 
6. To bake is to - 1 break 
7. A dollar is - 1 copper 
1 
2 elephant 3 animal 4 excuse 5 orange ll 





4 lose 5 fall .. .. ... . .. [[ 
4 like 5 help . .. .. ..... [[ 
2 3 4 5 
3 4 
.. 
.. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 
2 3 ' 
2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face ... . ......... jj .. .. . .. . 
5 
2 lose 3 cook 4 speak 5 copy . . .. . ... jj 
2 4 
2 money 3 business 4 healthy 
2 3 4 6 
8. A voice is used to - 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 
5 clothing I j 
5 mark ... j[ 
1 2 4 
9. A potato is a - 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman .. [j .. .. 
1 2 3 4 5 
10. Beef is a kind of- 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat ..... :: ,, ,, .. .. 
2-+ 
1 2 3 4 5 
11. To chop means- 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut . . .. ...... ~~ .. 
1 2 3 ' 5 
12. If a thing is above, it is- 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between [j .. .. ~~ · .. 
:l 4 5 
13. A thing that is bent is- 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight . .. I I 
1 2 4 5 
14. Travel means - 1 trouble 2 journey 
2 water 
3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction . Y .. 
1 2 4 5 
15. Oil is used for - 1 fuel 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents ..... H .. 
2 3 4 5 
16. Quarrel means - 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw . ..... [[ 
3 4 
17. A hall is a - 1 hom 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field ......... . .. [[ .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
18. An island is surrounded by- 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water H 
2 3 ' 5 
19. Remain means - 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany . . U 
2 3 ' 5 
20. Salt is used on - 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers .. 1 [ 
5 wedding .. ~ i 21. Marriage means - 1 image 2 civil 
22. A carpenter makes things of-. 1 iron 
23. A maid is a - 1 smile 2 father 
24. A palace is a - 1 crown 2 storm 
25. A helmet is worn on the - 1 knees 
2 3 4 5 
3 bitter 4 obtain 
2 3 4 5 
2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass U .. 
l 3 4 5 
3 girl 4 heart 5 f . .. ru1t .. ........ j\ 
3 land 
2 breast 
[ 2 1 
2 3 ' 5 
4 building 5 policeman .. ! [ 
2 3 4 5 
3 feet 4 elbows 5 head n .. 
Duneli-SW!iY&Il: Read. khievcm't: IJ>ter. A 
1 
When you miss school, you are - 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair ll 
1 
27. A person is alone who is without- 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger 11 
28. A stomach is part of the - 1 sea 2sky 3 body . 4 country 5 world 11 
1 
29. A man's daughter is his- 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece .. . H 
30. Ill means - 1 sick 2 hungry 





5 sorry ...... . ..... ii 
4 poor 5 . d .. b.re · · i i 
32. A hive is for - 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees . . . . . jj 
33. To tumble is to- 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle ... . . . . . : : 
34. A grandparent is an - 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire :: 
35. A smell is an- 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea .. . . . :: 
36. An elm is a- 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 4 tree 5 tool. .. .... .... .. [j 
37. A mule is a- 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 bea&t 4 ditch 5 handle . . ... . j[ 
38. Costly things are - 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic 1 [ 
1 
39. An author is a - 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer [ 1 
40. A mayor is an - 1 expert 2 animal 
41. A zone is a - 1 number 2 stepson 
42. To injure is to- 1 slump 2 insure 





4 umbrella 5 official H 
4 sliver 5 habit .. .. H 
1 
4 sell 5 splash . . . ·ll 
1 
4 throw 5 love . . ·ll 
44. Mild means - 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind . . . ..... [[ 
45. Wicked means- 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant H 
46. To make preparations is to get- 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy l i 
47. A selection is a- 1 bullet 
48. To tour is to - 1 prepare 
49. Twinkle means- 1 wrinkle 





3 desire 4 choice 5 folder . . U 
3 lean 4 travel 5 trust . . ... . !1 
3 pitiful 
3 rough 
4 glisten 5 feeble . . H 
1 
4 cold 5 short . . . . .. [[ 
51. A bough is a - 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk ... .. .. ... . :: 
1 
52. To welcome means to- 1 endure 2 persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practice [i 
[ 3 ] 
2 2 ' 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 
2 4 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 ' 5 
2 3 ' 6 
2 3 4 
2 3 ' 6 
2 3 ' 5 
3 ' 5 
2 3 
2 3 ' 5 
2 3 ' 5 
2 3 5 
2 3 
2 3 ' 5 
2 3 ' 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 ' 5 
2 3 ' 5 
2 3 4 5 
2 3 4 6 
2 3 ' 6 
2 3 
' 6 
Durrell-Sullivan: Read. :Achievem't-: Inter. A 
53. A blunt thing is - 1 dull 
54~ Circular means .- . 1 careless 
55. Skillful means .- · 1 laborious 
56. Interior means - 1 inferior 
57. Stupid means- 1 studious 













58. To surrender is to- 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 
1 
5 thin: : 
5 jealous: : 
5 kindly :: 
5 inside .. :: 
5 dull . . !! 
5 dance . . :: 
59. Destruction causes - 1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction:: 
60. To convince means to - 1 declare 2 design 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade :: 
61. A sign is an - 1 offering . 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address :! 
62. A portion is a - 1 gate 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 
63. T 6 overcome is to - 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry: : 
64. An insult is an- l instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense ! ' 
65. To confirm is to make- 1 angry 2 equal · 3 trouble 4 certain 





2 3 4 
3 4 








2 3 4 5 
67. To kindle means to- 1 pick 2 range 3 light 4 soil 
2 3 4 5 
68. Abrupt means - 1 exclude 2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden 5 rugged=: 
2 4 5 
69. Fatigue means - 1 fatal 2 faithful 3 conflict 4 dodge 
2 4 
70. A durable thing is - 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist :: . . . . . . . . 
2 3 4 
71. Fourscore is the same as- 1 fourteen 2 fortnight 3 eighty 4 twenty 5 four :: 
3 4 5 
72. To ratify is to- 1 confuse 2 approve 3 assist 4 report 5 poison !! 
3 4 5 
73. To rebel is to - 1 realize 2 pledge 3 justify 4 resist 5 flourish . U .. .. .. .. 
2 3 4 5 
7 4. Sullen means - 1 sultry 2 satisfied 3 credulous 4 harmful 5 surly U 
2 3 4 5 
7 5. Probability means - 1 disheveled 2 originality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm :: 
Score .. .... . 
[ 4 ] 
.. 
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING 
Sample. 
One warm, sunny day Helen and her brother went on a trip to the beach. 
Their mother and aunt Went with them. They took their bathing suits so that 
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on 
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish 
and some funny little crabs. 
A. What did Helen and her brother do ? 
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore 3 went on a train 1 
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing ....... .... ..... . ..... . ... ...................... ! ! 
B. The weather was -
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy ..... ..... .. . ................ . . -l~ 
C. The best name for this story is -
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells 3 Eating Lunch Outdoors 1 
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach .......................................... H 
I 
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go 
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They 
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there 
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day. 
1. When do Mary and John go to camp ? 
1 before school 2 when school is over 3 in the fall 4 when school starts 
5 every day . . . _ ..................................................................... . 
2. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp? 
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 funny 5 weary .. . .... .. ... . ......... .. .. . 
3. How do the children travel to camp ? 
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 in an airplane .. 
4. The best name for this story would be - • 
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train 
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp ......... . ... .... .................... . . 
5. Mary and John enjoy camp life because they-
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train 
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature 
5 have fun playing games with the other children ..................................... . 











Durrell-SIIiliv&D: :RIIId. Acllievelll' t : hter. A 
n 
Jack had a new fish line. His father took him fishing in a little brook at the 
back of his grandfather' s house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was 
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but 
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his 
fish lying on the grass near the stream. 
6. J ack went -
1 to his grandfather's house 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father 
4 to buy a fish line 5 to the ocean to fish . . ... . . ...... . . . ..... . . . ..... . ... . . .... . 
7. The fi sh - 2 3 
1 helped 2 struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell . . . . ... .. ... . . .......... .. . .. ! j 
8. J ac k tried to -
1 fish near the stream 
4 put fish in the brook 
2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 2 3 
5 lie on the grass .. .. . . ..... . . .. . .... ... .... . . .. . ....... . j! 
9. T he best name for this story is -
1 A Trip to Grandfather's 2 Catching Some Fish 3 Jack's Fishing Trip 
4 Buying a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished •• • • • • ••••••• • ••• 0 •••••• •• 0 0 0 •• · :: 
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because -
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather's 3 he caught a fine fish 1 
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him .. . . ......... .. . .... . ... ... .... . . :: 
m 
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They 
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all 
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer. 
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the 
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep 
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay 
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and 
are starving. 
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get <their winter food? 
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer 
3 by coming out for food as they need it 4 by eating the bark of trees 
5 by living on small animals .. .. . .. . .. . ...... . .. . ...... . ..... .. .. ... ... . .. ... . ..... . 
12. T he climate where t hese animals live is very -
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot . ... . ... . . . ... . . .. .. .. .. ... . .. . 
13. How do t he animals look when they come out of the cave? 
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tiretl 4 large and strong 
5 huge and starving . . . .... . ... .. . ..... ... ..... . .. . .. .... . .. . . . ........ . ... . . .. . .... . 
14. The best title for this story would be -
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals 
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 
5 While They Are Sleeping . . . . . ... . .... . ......... . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 
16. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens -
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping ... . . .. ..... . ... . .. . 
[ 6 ] 
2 3 
2 3 
Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: lllter. A 
tv 
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very 
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and\find travelers who 
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food 
and medicine is hung about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their 
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and 
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and 
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many 
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals. 
16. What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do? 
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good mountain climbers. 
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong. 
5 They carry first-aid kits. . . . . . . . . ...... . .... .. . .... . .... . ....... ... . .. ... .. . 
17. The St. Bernard dog is-
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce .. . .... ... .... . .. :: 
18. How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ? 
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler 
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength ! ! 
19. The best title for this story is-
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog 
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts . ............... .. ! : 
20. What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help ? 1 stand the man on his feet 
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid 






The camel poss~sses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to 
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth 
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful 
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert. 
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of 
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many 
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to 
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down 
at a given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is 
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth 
would remain untraveled. 
21. The camel is - 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal 
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent . . .. .. ... ... . 
22. The body of the camel is-
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring . .. ........ ... . 
23. The mouth of the camel- 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough 
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises 
5 provides an inside reservoir . . . . . . . .. . ..... .. .. ................ ... . ......... . 
24. The best title for this story is - 1 The Homely Body of the Camel 
_. 2 Why the Camel Is Useful 3 The Stupidity of the Camel 
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats ...... .. . .. . .... ......... . 
2 5. The camel is - 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm 
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent .. . 







Durrell-Sullivan : Read. Achievem't: Inter. A 
VI 
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his 
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet , but Bill was quick and 
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid 
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head 
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing 
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his 
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after 
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His 
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his 
spirit was still unbroken. 
26. When Bill approached, the pony was- 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit 
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground . .. .. ! j 
27. The pony was finally -
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored 
.... · :: 
28. The little pony tried to - 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy 
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 butt Bill . . . . ... . .. . . 0 •• • •••• •• ••• • •• , , 
29. The best title for this story is -
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony 
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony ... . 0 0 • 0 •• •• 0 ••• •••• •• •• •• •••• • •• • :, 
30. The article illustrates -
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whinnying pony 3 trickery in riding 







Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can 
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling 
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it 
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds 
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as well as travel 
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they 
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and 
procure photographs of the birds in various attitudes. Hiking with the camera 
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement 
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come 
upon some unusual bird activity. 
31. M aking studies of bird life is interesting because -
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe 
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for 
5 the sport is appropriate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... . . . .... . .. . ....... .. . . 
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting-
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts 
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because -
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests 
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle ... . . 0 ••• •• • ••• • •• • • •• 
34. The best title for this story is -
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds 
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life . . . . . .. .. ... . . ... .... . .. . . .. . 
35. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because -
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures 
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about .. .. . 




Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: lllter. A 
vm 
In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer 
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all 
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried 
on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A 
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow, 
melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large 
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and 
dosed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irri-
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need it. The parts 
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because 
water can be secured when it is needed. 
36. This form of agriculture is carried on where -
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible 
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures . ...... . 
37. Because irrigation is possible crop failures are-
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated 
38. They stop the water from flooding the fields by -
2 3 
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 2 3 
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water .. . ...... ... ... ...... .. .. .. . ... . . :: 
39. The best title for this story would be-
1 Damming Up _ Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 2 a 
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado :: 
40. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because -
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains 
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 2 3 
5 agriculture is carried on ...... . .. . .. . . . .. ..... .............. . ... . .... . ....... :: 
IX 
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the 
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand. 
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the 
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets 
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These 
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off 
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called 
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where 
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and 
sold for use in our homes. 
41. Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require -
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 
5 much boiling . . . . . . ..... . .... .. .... . ....................... . .......... . .... . 
42. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? 
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual ............... . . . . 
4.3. The raw sugar is - 1 made _ into syrup 2 refined and whitened 
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar .. . ............... . 
44. The best title for this story is - 1 Blocking and Thinning Beets 
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained 
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened ...... . . . ... . . . . . .... . . . 
45. Raising sugar beets requires- 1 inexpensive labor 2 syrup changed to sugar 
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many .common turnips 5 raw sugar ................ . 
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X 
Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have 
traveled to almost every part of the world and into many places that would 
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible 
for many outstanding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when 
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was 
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were 
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather, 
Uncle Sam's pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one 
reads of some new achievements of airplanes. 
46. Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by- 1 carrying many diseases 
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying 
4 helping boys to become pilots 5 taking passengers in the air .. ........ . ...... . 
47. The life of an airplane pilot is -
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high . ....... ............ :t 
48. Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as -
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather 
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients 4 serving humanity 
5 traveling in all kinds of weather .. .. .. .. . ...... . ... ... .... . ................... ! ! 
49. The best title for this story is -
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes 
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot 5 A Trip to Alaska ... . ........... i! 
50. The accomplishments of airplanes are -




The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from 
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions, 
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often 
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in 
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest 
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the 
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were 
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people, 
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for 
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated. 
51. The New Englanders were interested in- 1 having tutors for their sons 
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England 
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining .... . .... ....... ...... . . . 
52. Which word best describes a Southern planter? 
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal .......... ... ........... . 
53. Which word best describes a New England home? 
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable .. 
54. The best title for this story is -
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters 
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People 
5 Good Schools for All ... . ... . .. ......... . ..... ... . . . .. .. ... ... .. ..... ... ..... . 
66. The Southern gentlemen desired -
l common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools 
3 good education for members of his own family 
4 tutors f0r children in New England 5 good free schools for planters' sons ..... . 
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XII 
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas . 
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen 
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must 
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must 
be begun within ten minutes •after the breathing has stopped or the person 
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person 
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness 
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be 
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an 
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly 
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing 
them. 
56. The pulmotor is an instrument for -
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drowning 3 inducing artificial respiration 
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide ....... .. ... . . .. ... . 
67. What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor ? 
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse 
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen . . . 
58. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started -
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within ten minutes 
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person .......... ... .. . . . ..... . .. . 
59. While waiting for the pulmotor one should -
1 attempt to avoid the instrument 2 apply another type of resuscitation 
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the lungs 5 dilute the air 
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because -





3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled a 4 
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs ................. . . .. ...... . . .. . .... . ... . . 
Score ...... . 
[n] 
TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL 
I 
Durrell-Sullivan: Read. Achievem't: Inter. A 
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became 
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches, he was 
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned h1m came and stood beneath 
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he 
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. 
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The 
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was 
happy to have her kitten again. 
II 
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had 
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his 
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift. 
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might 
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that 
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with 
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his 
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of 
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to 
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not fa r from a small island. 
He steered for this and · reached the shore just as a particularly large wave 
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water 
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The canoe floated away, 
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer 
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which 
had blown a distance away. 
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